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This is Page 1 of 1 - the best of August 2002!
posted: Originally in 2002, 2nd Edition - July 2012

This page begins with August 11 and goes through August 26, 2002. These photos were originally posted
back in 2002, but were somehow "lost" until recently. Now that they have been found, We are going to the
effort to repost them - with the hope that they may be enjoyed by a few people. Click on any thumbnail to
begin.

Begin August 2002
The photos used in the first and third collages were taken on August 11th at Mt. Mitake. The Lotus Flower photo (out of chronological order for balance) was taken at Ueno Park
on August 25th.

MtMitake
3_ToadLilyRC

Rengeshouma
RC
UenoLotus
Blossom20RC

The Phoenix Flower shot was taken on August 26th at Jindai Botanical Garden, in the greenhouse.

Jindaiji_Phoenix
Flower02aRC

End August 2002's Photos
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at these old photos which have been found and reposted. We hope that you found something
which made your visit worthwhile and enjoyable.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 1 of 1 - the best of August 2003!
posted: Originally in 2003, 2nd Edition - July 2012

This page begins with August 21 and goes through August 27, 2003. These photos were originally posted
back in 2003, but were somehow "lost" until recently. Now that they have been found, We are going to the
effort to repost them - with the hope that they may be enjoyed by a few people.
Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin August 2003
I assembled the first collage on August 21. The 2nd shot, taken near our local bus stop, was taken on August 23 and the 3rd shot, taken near Ueno Park and showing multiple
torii at a small shrine, was taken on August 27.

MixedFlowers
CollageRC

Ueno03_
Shrine02RC
NishinoBus
StopFlower03RC

End August 2003's Photos
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at these old photos which have been found and reposted. We hope that you found something
which made your visit worthwhile and enjoyable.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 1 of 1 - the best of August 2004!
posted: September 1st, 2004

This month you'll find photos taken between August 7 and August 22. First, there is a climb of Mt. Mitake
and Hinode Mountain - with an associated camp-out. Second there is a climb of Mt. Kumotori and an
associated camp-out. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

The first photo shows a collage of False Anemone Anemonopsis heterophylla - a famous August flower of Mt. Mitake. Next is a Sobana flower and then a Tsukubanesou flower.

MtMitakeRengeshouma05
_12PostcardRC.jpg

MtMitakeSobana
02RC.jpg

MtMitake
Tsukubanesou01RC.jpg

The first photo is a sunset taken from the summit of Hinode Mountain (902 meters = 2,959 feet). It's not a tall mountain, but it does afford a nice view of both the sunset and
the sunrise. The 2nd photo is in the morning, a while after sunrise - nice clouds. The 3rd photo is Giboushi at the summit of Mt. Hinode.

MtHinodeSunset01_2RC.jpg

MtHinodeAM_Aug8_01RC.jpg
Hinode_Giboushi02RC.jpg

First photo shows an Akabana flower on Mt. Hinode. The 2nd photo is along the trail while climbing Mt. Kumotori - a Lychnis miqueliana, and the 3rd shot is a Fly Agaric
mushroom.

Hinode_
Akabana04RC.jpg

KumtoriLychnis_
miqueliana04RC.jpg
Kumotori
FlyAgaric02RC.jpg

The first photo is a Ligularia dentata flower. The next shot shows me beside one of the plants so you can see the size of this plant. The 3rd photo shows Kazuya at the summit
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of Mt. Nana-tsu-ishi (1,757 meters = 5,765 feet). We cross over the top of this mountain on the way to Mt. Kumotori.

Kazuya_
Nanatsuishi01RC.jpg
KumotoriLigularia_
dentata05RC.jpg

NanatsuishiyamaAugust02_
MarubadakebukiDanRC.jpg

The first 2 photos show what it looked like at sunset at the summit of Mt. Kumotori (2,017 meters = 6,618 feet). We couldn't see the sun due to clouds, but the colors were
cool anyway. The 3rd photo is a shot of the 2 of us at the summit of Kumotori. It was down to 15 degrees C (59 degrees F) - chilly!

KumotoriSunset01_2RC.jpg

KumotoriSunset04_2RC.jpg

KumotoriKazuyaDaniel01_02RC.jpg

The first 2 photos show some deer! The first shot shows 5 of them and the second shows 6 of them if you study it closely. We were sitting with our backs right against our
tent. No zoom or anything on the camera, so these critters were about 12 feet (4 meters) from us!!! Amazing! The 3rd shot is sunrise at the summit of Mt. Kumotori. The sun was
producing this weird "straight up" shaft of light all during sunrise.

KumotoriNight_5Deer01RC.jpg

KumotoriNight_6Deer01RC.jpg
KumotoriSunrise04RC.jpg

The first 2 shots show Mt. Fuji. The first shot is zoomed from the summit of Kumotori and the 2nd shot is not zoomed - taken from our tent site, which was about 5 minutes
below the summit of Kumotori. The 3rd shot is a Tama Toad Lily Tricyrtis latifolia, a relatively rare type of Toad Lily, and we only saw one of them too!

Kumotori
Sunrise17RC.jpg
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Kumotori_Tricyrtis_
latifolia01RC.jpg

First shot is a hot spring which we stopped at on our way down from Mt. Kumotori. It's "in the middle of nowhere" - about 45 minutes walk from the nearest road, COOL! Well,
hot actually, seeing as it's a hot spring. The 2nd photo shows a fruiting head of Jack-in-the-pulpit, and the 3rd photo is a flower of Impatiens textori.

SanjouNoYuAugust13_
HutRC.jpg
JackInPulpitFruits
02RC.jpg

KumotoriImpatiens_
textori02RC.jpg

The only shot here is my DVD collection as of Aug 20, 2004 - this photo is no longer current! By the way, here is a link to my entire DVD collection if you're asking yourself
what might be good to rent for the weekend! Click Here. The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on title to sort that way if you desire. This link will open a new
browser window.

DVDShelf20Aug2004
ResizeSmall.jpg

That's all for this month, hope that you found something you enjoyed out of the limited selection which there is.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 1 of 2 - the best of August 2005!

Go To Page:

posted: September 2nd, 2005

Photos included on this page are only those taken between August 6th and August 11th at 11:02 AM. See
page 2 for the rest of the month. Note that some files are rather large this time - I'll warn you here about
the larger ones. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

On August 6th we took a trip to Mt. Mitake and checked out the Rengeshouma. They always bloom in August, but one is never sure on which weekend they will be at their
peak. They were not at their peak when we went, but we got some good shots anyway. The first photo is an unknown white flower, a weed actually, but interesting. The 2nd and 3rd
photos are Rengeshouma flowers.

MtMitake
FlowerAug2005_03RC

Aug_05MtMitake
Rengeshouma09RC
Aug_05MtMitake
Rengeshouma06aRC

The first photo here is an unknown red berry. The other 2 shots are Rengeshouma. The 3rd shot shows how many unopened buds there were.

Aug_05MtMitake
Rengeshouma13RC

Aug_05MtMitake
Rengeshouma27RC

MtMitakeAugust
_18RC

The first shot here is another one of Kazuya's dragon flies, which he is famous for. The 2nd shot is at the summit of Mt. Mitake - Taiko Drums at the Rengeshouma Festival. The
3rd shot is another Rengeshouma, which somebody before us sprayed so that it looks like dew on it.
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MtMitakeAugust_32RC

Aug_05MtMitakeRengeshouma38aRC
MtMitakeAugust_33RC

The first show here is the "Dewy" Rengeshouma again and the 2nd shot is the final Rengeshouma. The 3rd shot is the summit of Mt. Hinode - where we have camped out
many times, in fact, you saw pictures taken from there last month.

Aug_05MtMitake
Rengeshouma41RC

Mt_HinodeFromMt_
Mitake02RC

Aug_05MtMitake
Rengeshouma39_BestRC

On August 8th we started a one week vacation. I went to Kazuya's home town in Yamagata Prefecture. You can find a map on the 2nd Page. This is a panorama shot of Shinjo
train station - the place where we took the Shinkansen train to, from Tokyo. The 2nd and 3rd shots are near Kazuya's house on August 9th - Sabane-Yama, where there is a small shrine.

ShinjoStationPanorama02_03RC

FunagataSabane_yama02RC

FunagataSabane_yamaShrine01RC

The first photo in this row is a huge Mountain Lily at Sabane-Yama. The 2nd shot is a pond full of flowering water lilies - also at Sabane-Yama (119 KB) and the 3rd shot is an
amazing Fireworks photo. I used the tripod and set the shutter speed for 10 seconds and then pressed the shutter when the fireworks were shot off. Many of them came out poorly, but
4 of them came out nicely. We were at a river bridge, so you can see the reflection in the water. Kazuya's father drove us all to this place.
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Sabaneyama
4RC
FunagataSabane_
yamaLily02RC

Funagata
Fireworks08aRC

This row shows 3 more fireworks.

FunagataFireworks17aRC

FunagataFireworks20RC
FunagataFireworks10aRC

The first 2 shots in this row are some purple morning glory's in Kazuya's neighbor's garden. This is now August 10th. Kazuya's father arranged a Mogami River trip for us. His
father and mother drove us to the start and we got on the boat and then they drove to the ending point to pick us up. The 3rd shot is his mother and father waving goodbye to us as
we pull away from the dock. The Mogami River is the 3rd largest & fastest in Japan, an important river for trade in days gone by.

FunagataKazuyaNeighbor
MorningGlory05RC

MogamiRiver_BoatTrip02
KazFamilyRC
FunagataKazuyaNeighbor
MorningGlory01RC

All 3 shots in this row are on the river trip. The first is from the boat, The 2nd is the boat driver and the 3rd shot shows the guide (in the front) and the only other 2
passengers on this trip - the first trip of the day.
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MogamiRiver_BoatTrip05RC

MogamiRiver_BoatTrip10RC

MogamiRiver_BoatTrip12RC

The first shot is me with the boat trip driver and guide. Then, after the boat trip, we drove as high as one can drive on Mt. Gassan (about 1,400 meters = 4,593 feet). We
walked around the beginning of the climbing trail to the summit. The 2nd shot is a beautiful pink flower and the 3rd shot is a butterfly, actually taken by me!

MtGassanButterfly02RC
MogamiRiverBoat2RC

MtGassanFlower01RC

The first show here is a beautiful shot taken by Kazuya. The 2nd shot is taken by me and the 3rd shot is Kazuya and his mother and father at a tiny Shrine - the place where
we turned around and headed back to the car.

MtGassanTinyShrine01RC
Gassan13_MiyamaRindouRC

MtGassanWhiteFlower02RC

The first shot here shows the number of mountain lilies on Mt. Gassan. The 2nd shot is a small alpine pond and the 3rd shot is me standing beside a map. By this time it had
started raining. Sorry that the map is just barely readable, that's what happens when one has to reduce size and quality for the web. I believe you can make out the parking lot and my
finger, which points to the trail which we hiked to the tiny shrine.

MtGassanGrass_Lily02RC
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After Mt. Gassan Kazuya's folks drove us to Sakata (see map - page 2) - where they left us and returned home and we checked into a business hotel for the night for a climb
of Mt. Choukai the next day. The first 2 shots are around Sakata City on the evening of August 10th. The 3rd shot is the hotel where we stayed.

SakataEveningWalk05_ParkRC

SakataEveningWalk11_HonmaRC

SakataOurHotel_Alpha_1_01RC

All 3 shots in this row are from the parking lot where the bus took us for the start of our climb of Mt. Choukai (2,236 meters = 7,336 feet). In all 3 shots you can see the Sea
of Japan off in the distance.

MtChoukai9RC

MtChokai_Hokodate_Ocean11RC

MtChokai_Hokodate14RC

The first shot is a map of the Mt. Choukai trails. I believe you can figure out the "you are here" (red print). I assume that you can also find the summit. In between is an
alpine lake and a hut - which I will refer to as the "mid-slope hut" in following photos. The 2nd shot shows a scene from the trail and the 3rd shot is a pretty orange berry.

MtChoukai96_MapRC

MtChokai_Climbing02RC

MtChokai_OrangeBerry01RC

In this row - a green flowered orchid, another dragonfly and a high mountain violet -- ON AUGUST 11th!

MtChoukai16_OniYanmaRC
MtChoukai12_GreenOrchidRC

MtChokai_PurpleVioletRC

The first shot shows the great profusion of high alpine lilies - they were practically unbelievably perfect - no insects on them, no flaws at all. The 2nd and 3rd shots show closer
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photos of a lily flower.

MtChokai_
GrassLily01RC
MtChoukai21_
NikkoKisugeRC

MtChoukai22_
NikkoKisugeRC

The first shot is a great contrast of color (108 KB). The 2nd shot is me beside a lily and the 3rd shot is an alpine yellow violet - again on AUGUST 11th!

MtChokai_ButtercupSeed
_RedFruit05RC

MtChoukai25_
DanRC

MtChoukai31_Kibana
KomanotsumeRC

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this climb of Mt. Choukai as well as other August 2005 adventures.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 2 - the best of August 2005!
posted: September 2nd, 2005
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Okay, we continue from August 11th at 11:04 AM - climbing Mt. Choukai - and go through the end of the
month on this page. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

The first picture is a Benibana Ichigo - a beautiful red/purple flower. The 2nd shot is a grassy scene near the 1/2 way point on Mt. Choukai and the 3rd shot shows a grassy
slope and if you search carefully, you can find the mid-slope mountain hut - it just looks like a pile of rocks on the hillside, but it's a mountain hut.

MtChokai_Grass
Scene01RC

MtChokai_
MidSlopeHut01RC

MtChoukai33_Benibana
IchigoRC

The first 2 shots show a beautiful yellow violet and the 3rd shot shows a very interesting and beautiful pink flower.

MtChokai_
YellowViolet01RC
MtChokai_
YellowViolet02RC

MtChokai_
PinkishFlower02RC

The first shot shows a beautiful blue Miyama Rindou, the 2nd shot is one of those PERFECT lily's and the 3rd shot is yours truly as we approach the mid-slope hut.

MtChoukai47
_DanRC
MtChoukai45_Miyama
RindouRC

MtChokai_
AmazingLily01RC

The first shot here is another pink flower, the 2nd shot is a kind of thistle and the 3rd shot shows an alpine lake behind the hill where the mid-slope hut is located. At this
point it is raining on us - and continued to do so for the rest of the climb.
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MtChokai_AlpineLake_
MidSlope01RC
MtChokai_Pink
Flower01RC

slope.

MtChoukai51_
ChoukaiAzamiRC

The first shot is a Panorama of the mid-slope alpine lake, the 2nd shot is Kazuya near the mid-slope hut - in the rain. The 3rd shot is the final one of the alpine lake at mid-

MtChokai_MidSlope01_02
PanoramaRC

MtChokai_MidSlope
KazuyaRC

MtChoukai55_
ToriNoUmiRC

The first photo here is our first glimpse of the summit of Mt. Choukai. The 2nd shot shows a part of the trail - well above tree-line now. The 3rd shot is me - in the rain. By
this point it had cooled off enough so that rain jackets felt good - and we were getting quite wet too.

MtChokai_Summit02RC

MtChokai_Trail01RC
MtChoukai60_DanRC

The first shot is another one of the summit. The 2nd shot shows some tiny people crossing a snow field, if you study this shot closely enough you can find 4 people on the
snow field. The 3rd shot is one more high alpine flower.
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MtChokai_
Summit03RC
MtChokai_
HighSnowField04RC

MtChoukai64_
IwaBukuroRC

In this row we had reached the summit hut and checked in - we had reservations. It's 5:41 PM and suddenly the rain stopped and the clouds dissipated and it was beautiful.
We decided to try for the summit for the sunset - the "summit" hut was actually about 35 minutes below the summit which was all huge boulders!! The 2nd shot shows the summit, from
a false summit we decided was good enough, and the 3rd shot is a Panorama of the summit and surrounding area.

MtChokai_OnFalse
Summit04a_05RC

MtChokai_From
SummitHut02RC

MtChokai_On
FalseSummit04aRC

The first shot in this row is another Panorama, which actually hooks on the right side of the 3rd one in the row above. The 2nd shot shows Kazuya descending the false summit
and the 3rd shot shows some other people who went to the false summit behind us. You can see white arrows on the rocks - they, and the people, give an idea of how big the boulders
are.

MtChokai_OnFalse
Summit06_07_08PanoramaRC

MtChokai_FalseSummit
_People01RC
MtChokai_KazuyaLeaving
FalseSummit01RC

The first 2 shots are the sunset from the summit hut. The 3rd shot is the following morning (August 12th) - 4:42 AM - when we went to the real summit for the sunrise.
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MtChokai_SunsetTime06RC

MtChokai_SunsetTime10RC
MtChoukai81_SunriseRC

The first shot is the sunrise - 4:55 AM. The second shot shows the 2 of us at the summit - taken by a volunteer. The 3rd shot is Kazuya at the summit - taken by me.

MtChokai_SummitSunrise
04_05PanoramaRC
MtChokai_SummitKazuya_
Daniel01bRC

MtChokai_Kazuya_
Summit02RC

The first shot shows me descending the summit - 5:19 AM. The 2nd shot shows the summit and the hut where we stayed - we are now descending the mountain and it's 6:24
AM. It started to rain again just a moment after this shot. The 3rd shot is down near the parking lot - a beautiful lily.

MtChokai_SummitHut01RC
MtChoukai89_SunriseDanRC

MtChoukai95_KoOniYuriRC

The first shot here is what every Choukai climber hopes to see at sunrise- the shadow of the mountain projected out into the Sea of Japan. Needless to say, we didn't see it this picture is a photograph from a book which I bought. The 2nd and 3rd photos are maps, which show where we went in relation to Tokyo and a closer shot of Yamagata Prefecture they are both kind of big - 268 KB for the first one and 238 KB for the 2nd one. And, that's it for vacation.
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MtChokaiShadow
JapanSeaRC
MapRotatedAnnotated
YamagataArea_2RC

MapRotatedAnnotated
Tokyo_Yamagata_2RC

The first shot here is back in home country - a beautiful Mountain Lily on Mt. Takao on August 20th. The next 2 shots are Mt. Fuji at sunset time, taken from Iccho Daira
(Plateau) - where we camped out on the night of August 20th. The 2nd shot is 5:50 PM and the 3rd shot is 6:06 PM.

Aug20_TakaoSanOrangeLilyRC

FujiFromICchoDaira13RC

FujiFromICchoDaira06RC

The first photo is one more of Fuji at sunset from Iccho Daira - now it's 6:16 PM. The next shot is the moon at 7:32 PM - a 5 second exposure. The 3rd shot is some fruits of a
Jack-in-the-Pulpit on the descent from Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro.

FujiFrom
ICchoDaira07RC

IcchoDaira14
_MoonRC
ICchoDairaJackInPulpit
Fruits02RC

These shots were taken along the Tama River at Okutama on August 27, 2 days after a huge typhoon - you can note the high muddy water. The 3rd shot is a dragonfly on
Kazuya's hand.
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Aug27_TamaRiver_
Okutama_Dragonfly03RC
Aug27_Kazuya_TamaRiver
_Okutama05RC

Aug27_Kazuya_TamaRiver
_Okutama08RC

The first shot is a collage of Helwingia japonica - You've been seeing photos of this small tree throughout the summer and I said that at the end of the season I would put
together a series - this is the series (107 KB). The final shot, of my DVD shelf, is now way out of date! Here is a link to my entire DVD collection if you're asking yourself what might be
good to rent for the weekend! Click Here. The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on title to sort that way if you desire. This link will open a new browser window.

Helwingia_Series
_resize_2RC

DVDShelfApril15_
2005Small

That's all for this month! Thanks for looking and reading. Hope you enjoyed the Japanese adventures
and trip to Yamagata Prefecture, Mt. Gassan and Mt. Choukai!

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 1 of 1 - the best of August 2006!
posted: August 31st, 2006

This month I'll show you some pictures from work at the Haneda Airport work, several pictures from a trip
to Mt. Mitake on August 5th, a shot from our office window which shows Mt. Fuji, and finally a few pictures
from the Tokyo Lesbian and Gay Parade on August 12th. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

The first picture in this row shows the "nice pollution" from our office window at Haneda Airport on Aug. 2. The 2nd shot is a panorama taken from the observation deck of
Terminal 1 on August 3rd. The 3rd picture shows a single picture from the Observation Deck, with Tokyo Bay in the background. What do you think, would this airport survive even a
moderate tsunami? Doubtful, eh.

Aug03_Haneda
Observatory01_02_03PanoramaRC

Aug02_Haneda
PollutionRC

Aug03_Haneda
Observatory05RC

The first picture here shows the view from the elevator in the public area of Terminal 1 of Haneda Airport. The 2nd shot is one of my workmates and I, taken by a co-worker,
on the Observation Deck.

Mike_DanRC
Aug03_HanedaTerminal_1RC

The first 2 shots in this row show a Jack-in-the-Pulpit (Arisaema sp.) fruit. The 3rd shot are the fruits of an unknown plant.

MtMitake17_RedBerries02RC
MtMitake17_JackInPulpit01RC

MtMitake17_JackInPulpit02RC

The first shot in this row is an unknown white flower at Mt. Mitake, with an actual size insert. The 2nd shot is a Toad Lily (Tricyrtis sp.) and the 3rd shot is a "Rengeshouma"
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(common Japanese name) or False Anemone (Anemopsis heterophylla).

MtMitake17_UnknownWhite
Flower01RC

MtMitake17_Toad
Lily06RC

MtMitake17_
Rengeshouma50RC

Here are 3 more shots of False Anemone. This is an endangered species in Japan. They grow on one side of Mt. Mitake every August and the hordes of people out taking
photographs of them is amazing.

MtMitake17_
Rengeshouma58RC

MtMitake17_
Rengeshouma62RC

MtMitake17_
Rengeshouma67RC

Three more shots of the False Anemone.

MtMitake17_
Rengeshouma75RC
MtMitake17_
Rengeshouma80RC

MtMitake17_
Rengeshouma88RC

I put together a collage of the best Rengeshouma Flowers. These are all flowers which appear elsewhere on this page, but this is an amazing collage. The image here is 92 KB
and 900 x 605 pixels. If you want to see a better/larger image, you can click HERE for a 549 KB JPG file, 2,000 x 1,366 pixels, which will open in a new window.
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MtMitake17_Rengeshouma50_58_62_
75_80_88Collage_SmallerRC
or HERE for 549 KB JPG file

The first shot here is a panorama of the top of Mt. Mitake with the Shinto Shrine (right side) on top of it. Below it and to the left is the housing/living area on Mt. Mitake. The
2nd shot is a Giboushi (Japanese common name) flower. The 3rd shot is a grass roofed house on Mt. Mitake - a panorama of 2 shots. Notice the Mountain Lilies on the right side of the
roof.

MtMitake17_HousingArea02_03_04
PanoramaRC

MtMitake17_GrassRoof02_03
PanoramaRC

MtMitake17_
Giboushi03RC

This is a shot beside the road walking down Mt. Mitake - how can this tree even continue to stand, let alone actually live and continue to grow?!

MtMitake17_DownRoad06aRC

clear day.

This is from our office window at Haneda Airport and shows Mt. Fuji (near the center of the photo). Mt. Fuji is about 70 kilometers away (42 miles), so it was obviously a very

Aug07_FujiFromANAOfficeRC
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The first shot here is the "ASS" Building in Shinjuku, HA! The 2nd and 3rd shots are at the Tokyo Lesbian and Gay Parade on August 12th. In the 2nd photo I don't know if
those "things" are male or female and don't know what they are supposed to be. If anybody understands their costumes, please let me know. The 3rd shot was taken late in the
afternoon and it was dark and cloudy, so when I "fixed" this picture it washed out most of the color.

ASS_BuildingShinjukuRC

2006GayParade11aRC
2006GayParade01RC

The final 2 shots of the Gay Parade, taken with a flash.

2006GayParade13aRC
2006GayParade14aRC

This is a link to a separate web page showing a Relatively NEW photo of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home Theater System and 9 photos of our new Sharp Aquos
TV. You can see the new DVD Shelf here too.

    April 1, 2006 DVD Collection,
Movie of Home Theater System
& New TV Pictures
(new window)
Thanks so much for taking the time to look, that's all for this month.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 1 of 2 - the best of August 2007!

Go To Page:

posted: August 31st, 2007

This page covers August 11th and 12th only, The Tokyo Lesbian and Gay Parade and a trip to Mt. Mitake for
the Annual Rengeshouma Festival. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin August 11th
The Tokyo Lesbian and Gay Pride Parade (Tokyo Pride Parade) was held on August 11th and Kazuya and I attended and also marched in the parade. The first picture is looking
forward as we lined up to start the parade - we were in Group #1. The 2nd shot is looking behind us as we lined up to start. The 3rd shot is the end of the parade as Group #2 (Brass
Band Mix) returns to the staging area.

Aug11_TokyoPrideParade02RC

Aug11_TokyoPrideParade03RC

Aug11_TokyoPrideParade05RC

Seeing as we were in the 1st group, we took pictures as the other groups returned to the staging area. The first 2 shots are cute guys and the 3rd shot shows 2 girls (maybe)
wearing ONE dress!!!

Aug11_TokyoPrideParade09RC

Aug11_TokyoPrideParade29RC
Aug11_TokyoPrideParade08RC

The 1st shot here is people in jin bae. The 2nd shot is - well, I don't actually know - something weird. The 3rd shot shows an OLD grandmother carrying her colors.

Aug11_TokyoPrideParade87RC

Aug11_TokyoPrideParade97RC
Aug11_TokyoPrideParade94RC

End August 11th, Begin August 12th
On August 12th we went out to Mt. Mitake for the annual Rengeshouma (Anemopsis heterophylla = Anemopsis macrophylla) blooming season. These flowers are, as you may
remember from past years, quite rare, and this is one of the biggest known concentrations of this flower.
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Aug12_Mitake_
Rengeshouma01RC

Aug12_Mitake_
Rengeshouma03RC

Aug12_Mitake_
Rengeshouma05CropRC

The first photo shows an entire Rengeshouma plant and then 2 more Rengeshouma (False Anemone) flowers.

Aug12_Mitake_
Rengeshouma24aCropRC
Aug12_Mitake_
Rengeshouma14RC

August12MtMitake22_
Anemonopsis_MacrophyllaRC

The first shot shows a bunch of people going crazy taking photos. The 2nd and 3rd shots are 2 more individual flowers.

Aug12_Mitake_
Rengeshouma26_PeopleRC

Aug12_Mitake_
Rengeshouma31CropRC
Aug12_Mitake_
Rengeshouma29RC

The first 2 shots exhibit 2 more close-ups of the False Anemone flowers face and the 3rd shot shows the back of the flower.
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Aug12_Mitake_
Rengeshouma33Crop_BestRC

August12MtMitake31_
Anemonopsis_MacrophyllaRC

Aug12_Mitake_
Rengeshouma50RC

Here are 3 more shots of the flower face.

Aug12_Mitake_
Rengeshouma60_BestRC
Aug12_Mitake_
Rengeshouma55Crop_BestRC

Aug12_Mitake_
Rengeshouma65aRC

The first shot in this row is is a Jack-in-the-Pulpit (Arisaema sp.) seed head. The 2nd shot is the final shot of the Rengeshouma and the 3rd shot is a Toad Lily flower
(Tricyrtis sp.).

Aug12_Mitake_
Rengeshouma69RC
Aug12_Mitake_
Arisaema_sp01RC

Aug12_Mitake_
ToadLily06CropRC

The first 2 shots here are Ainsliaea acerifolia var. subapoda and the 3rd shot is an ecosystem inside of an old small milk bottle - AMAZING. I just saw this greenery through a
thin layer of dirt and when I looked closer I realized what I was looking at. We brushed the film of dirt off the bottle and found this. Sorry, we don't know what kind of plant it is.
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Aug12_Mitake_
Plant_in_a_Bottle03aRC
August12MtMitake36_Ainsliaea
AcerfoliaVarSubapodaRC

August12MtMitake45_Ainsliaea
AcerfoliaVarSubapodaRC

The first shot here is a Mountain Hydrangea (Yama Ajisai). The 2nd shot is an Adenophora remotiflora and the 3rd shot is the passing point of the Cable Car as we went down
the mountain to soak our feet in the cool refreshing Tama River while drinking a beer.

Aug12_Mitake_Yama_
Ajisai01RC

August12MtMitake54_
CableCarRC
August12MtMitake49_
AdenophoraRemotifloraRC

Here is a very interesting shot of a stand of bamboo - nice lighting. The final 2 shots are Conandron ramondioides. The Japanese name is Iwa Tabako. There is no English
common name.

Aug12_MitakeRd_
Bamboo03aRC

Aug12_MitakeRd_
IwaTabako01RC
August12MtMitake57_
ConandronRamondioidesRC

End August 12th, End Page 1
And, that shows you what we saw on August 11th and 12th. Thanks so much for taking the time to
look. Please continue on to Page 2 for a continuation of this month's adventures.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
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We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 2 - the best of August 2007!

Go To Page:

posted: August 31st, 2007

The photos on this page continue with August 19th and go through the end of the month - trips to Mt.
Takao, Nippara and also some airplane photos. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin August 19th
On August 19th Kazuya and I climbed Mt. Takao - for the 35th time. We did not find the particular flower we were searching for, so here are 3 photos of the Takao Shrine
Area. The first shot is one of the "long-nosed-Gods" (Tengu). The 2nd shot is the shrine area from the hill above it and the 3rd shot is an interesting gable (you can see 1/2 of this gable
in the previous photo).

Aug19_TakaoShrineFromAbove01RC

Aug19_TakaoShrineGable01aRC

Aug19_TakaoShrine_God03RC

End August 19th, Begin August 26th
On August 26th Kazuya and I went to a new place - the Nippara Area. Our intention was to go to the Nippara Limestone Cave (open length = 800 meters; temperature = 11
degrees C). We took the bus from Okutama to Nippara (the end of the bus line) and then walked through the village of Nippara and up the road to the cave. The first picture shows part
of Nippara Village - looking back towards where we came from. The 2nd shot is a scene from near the bus stop. The 3rd shot is a telephoto shot of the same place. Oh, forgot to mention
that I bought myself a new camera for by 60th Birthday and these are the first pics with that camera. It is capable of 12x OPTICAL ZOOM - very nice. It's a Canon PowerShot S5 IS.

Aug26_Nippara_Scenery03RC

Aug26_Nippara_Scenery04RC

Aug26_Nippara_Scenery05RC

The first picture is the same one as the 3rd shot in Row 2, but I applied "Levels Correction" to this one. The 2nd shot is an interesting "mountain" which we passed between
Nippara Village and the cave. The third shot is an Iwa Tabako (Conandron ramondioides) we saw on the way to the cave.
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Aug26_Nippara_
Scenery05aRC

Aug26_Nippara_
Scenery06aRC
Aug26_Nippara_Conandron
_ramondioides05RC

The first shot in this row is a Giboushi flower. The 2nd shot brings us inside the Nippara Limestone Cave. Note the plant life growing under the fluorescent light. The 3rd shot is
a small shrine in the cave, notice that it too has greenery growing on it - merely from the artificial lighting.

Aug26_Nippara_
LimestoneCave02RC

Aug26_Nippara_
LimestoneCave07RC

Aug26_Nippara_
Giboushi01RC

Here is Kazuya standing in one of the passages. By the way, this cave does not give "guided tours" - you just pay the entrance fee and go in and explore along the "approved"
path. There are fenced off areas which are unlighted and signed with "entry prohibited" signs. The 2nd shot gives you an idea of how large some of the "rooms" in the cave are, as does
the 3rd shot.

Aug26_Nippara_LimestoneCave11aRC

Aug26_Nippara_LimestoneCave14aRC

Aug26_Nippara_LimestoneCave18aRC

Here are some shots showing stalactites (=growing down from the ceiling) and stalagmites (=growing up from the ground).

Aug26_Nippara_
LimestoneCave23RC

Aug26_Nippara_
LimestoneCave24RC
Aug26_Nippara_
LimestoneCave26aRC
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Here are 2 more shots of stalagmites.

Aug26_Nippara_
LimestoneCave29RC
Aug26_Nippara_
LimestoneCave27RC

Just downstream from the cave was this waterfall - 2 shots of it. The first shot is no zoom and the 2nd shot is partially zoomed.

Aug26_Nippara_NearLimestone
Cave_Waterfall01RC

Aug26_Nippara_NearLimestone
Cave_Waterfall02RC

End August 26th, Begin Miscellaneous August Dates
These final 3 rows are some miscellaneous photos I took at the airport while learning how to use my new camera. The first shot here is a "Star Flyer" fleet aircraft - this
company only has 3 planes in it's fleet. The 2nd shot is a sunset at the airport. Both of these shots were taken from our office window. The 3rd shot is a macro-photo of a 100 Yen coin.

Aug23_Starflyer02RC
Aug23_HanedaSunset03RC
Aug24_100YenCoin02CropRC

The first shot here is an ANA (All Nippon Airways) Pokemon B747. The 2nd shot is my 60th Birthday cake - made by Kazuya (one candle for each 10 years). The 3rd shot is an
ANA "Universal Studios Japan" plane.

Aug24_PokemonANAPlane01RC

Aug30_ANA_USJ_PlaneRC
Aug29_DanBirthdayCake04aCropRC

These 2 shots are a Shin Maywa US-IA amphibious STOL aircraft used by the Japanese Navy. You can find the original size of the first photo HERE (942 KB), The original size
of the 2nd photo HERE (848 KB) and you can find a bunch more photos of this aircraft on airliners.net HERE.
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Aug30_JapanNavy_ShinMaywa_US-1A_
AmphibiousPlane01aCropRC

Aug30_JapanNavy_ShinMaywa_US-1A_
AmphibiousPlane02aCropRC

End Miscellaneous August Dates, End August 2007's Photos
This is a link to a separate web page showing some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV.

    April 1, 2006 DVD Collection,
Movie of Home Theater System
& Sharp Aquos TV Pictures
(new window)
By the way - Kazuya is still maintaining his blog, which exhibits different photos than shown here
(mostly - I have used some of his though). It looks very nice and you can find it HERE. (Click on the
"Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the site this month, I hope you found something you
enjoyed looking at. Any feedback is always appreciated.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Go To Page:

This is Page 1 of 3 - the best of August 2008!
posted: August 31st, 2008

This page begins with August 4th and takes you through August 9th - a trip to Mt. Mitake for the annual
Rengeshouma flower photos, followed by a trip to Yamagata Prefecture and Kazuya's hometown and ending
with a climb of Mt. Chokai. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin August 4th
On August 4th Kazuya and I went out to Mitake and to the summit of Mt. Mitake for our annual Rengeshouma (Anemonopsis macrophylla) adventure. The Rengeshouma always
blooms in August so we went to find it. There were some flowers, but it was still a week or more from peak blooming period. A nice thing was that it was a weekday (Monday) so we
didn't have to wait in line to photograph the best flowers. The first photo is a huge Mountain Lily. The 2nd shot is a Rengeshouma flower and the 3rd shot is some kind of beautiful red
berries.

Aug04_MtMitake_
Lily01RC

Aug04_MtMitake
_Rengeshouma03RC

Aug04_MtMitake
_RedBerries01RC

Here are 2 more shots of Rengeshouma (Anemonopsis macrophylla) and a shot of a Toad Lily (Tricyrtis sp.).

Aug04_MtMitake
_Rengeshouma22RC

Aug04_MtMitake
_ToadLily02RC
Aug4_MtMitake
_Rengeshouma38RC

The first shot here is one of those huge Mountain Lilies with me for scale. Then, there are 2 more Rengeshouma photos.

Aug4_MtMitake
MtnLily08_DanRC

Aug04_MtMitake
_Rengeshouma26sRC

Aug04_MtMitake
_Rengeshouma27RC

Here are 3 more Rengeshouma photos (Anemonopsis macrophylla). We seem to have gotten some better shots this year then ever before.
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Aug04_MtMitake
_Rengeshouma29RC

Aug4_MtMitake_
Rengeshouma49_BESTRC

Aug04_MtMitake
_Rengeshouma45RC

And here are 3 more REALLY NICE Rengeshouma photos (Anemonopsis macrophylla).

Aug04_MtMitake_
Rengeshouma56_BESTRC

Aug04_MtMitake
_Rengeshouma60RC

Aug04_MtMitake
_Rengeshouma64RC

And here you can see 2 final shots of Rengeshouma (Anemonopsis macrophylla) and a shot of the very green ground. Oh, by the way, note that there is a larger size JPG
available for the 2nd photo. Please take a look at the larger image of this photo HERE (492 KB)

Aug04_
MtMitake_
Rengeshouma66RC

Aug04_MtMitake_
Rengeshouma69_BESTRC or
HERE for 982 KB PDF file

Aug04
_MtMitake_
GreenBrownGroundRC

End August 4th, Begin August 8th & August 9th
On August 7th Kazuya and I went to his hometown - Funagata, in Yamagata Prefecture, for cooling off and relaxation. His parents have a large garden, but they had never
eaten Squash Blossoms before, so I told them how delicious squash blossoms are and Kazuya's mother made Tempura with Squash Blossoms - WOW! What a treat! The 2nd shot shows
some Water Lily flowers at a Shrine quite near Kazuya's house. The 3rd shot in this row shows the scenery from the Shrine.

YamagataSummer08_
Kabochaflower02RC

Aug08_Sabeneyama_
WaterLilies01RC

Aug08_Sabeneyama_
Scenery02RC

Here is one more shot from near the Shrine - a beautiful, if deadly, Amanita sp. mushroom. On August 8th we took a train to Sakata (on the west coast in Yamagata
Prefecture) in preparation for climbing Mt. Chokai the next day. This windmill scene was taken from the train window at one of the station stops. The 3rd shot here is on August 9th and
shows Kazuya as we started our climb of Mt. Chokai (2,236 meters = 7,336 feet). We also climbed this mountain back in August, 2005, but it started raining before we were halfway to
the summit and continued until after we were off the mountain. (You can look at the photos from August, 2005 to see what we saw that time.)
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Aug08_FromTrainTo
Sakata_Windmills02RC

Aug09_MtChokaiTrail
_Kazuya01RC

Aug08_Sabeneyama_
Amanita_Mushroom03RC

As we hiked we saw lots of incredible things - the trail was virtually flowers from bottom to top, plus the scenery! Here are 3 flowers.

Aug09_MtChokaiTrail_
Maianthemum_dilatatum01RC

Aug09_MtChokaiTrail_
YellowLily02RC

Aug09_MtChokaiTrail_Viola_
verecunda_var04RC

And here are 3 more flowers. This species of thistle (Cirsium chokaiense) shown in the 3rd shot is found only on Mt. Chokai!

Aug09_MtChokaiTrail_
Eriophorum_sp03RC

Aug09_MtChokaiTrail_
YellowLily04RC

Aug09_MtChokaiTrail_
Cirsiumi_chokaiense04sRC

Here is another shot of Kazuya with a beautiful green background. The 2nd shot is looking west and you can see the Sea of Japan out there beyond the windmills. The 3rd shot
is an alpine lake which we passed after about 2 hours from the start of our climb.

Aug09_MtChokaiTrail_
Scenery15_WindmillsRC

Aug09_MtChokaiTrail_
Scenery17_AlpineLakeRC
Aug09_MtChokaiTrail_
Kazuya03RC

These 3 shots all show the summit of Mt. Chokai from near the alpine lake. The difference is the zoom factor used for the photos.
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Aug09_MtChokai
Trail_Scenery20RC

Aug09_MtChokai
Trail_Scenery21RC

Aug09_MtChokai
Trail_Scenery24RC

End Page 1, but August 9th continues on Page 2
Go To Page:

And, that shows you what we saw from August 4th through August 9th. Thanks so much for taking the
time to look. Please continue on to Page 2 for the continuation of photos taken on August 9th.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 3 - the best of August 2008!

Go To Page:

posted: August 31st, 2008

The photos on this page continue the adventures of August 9th and take you through the 12th - continuing
the climb of Mt. Chokai and then a climb of Mt. Gassan. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

August 9th Continues From Page 1
scenery.

In this row we are still climbing Mt. Chokai. The first shot is merely trail scenery, the 2nd shot shows the alpine lake from a little further away from it and the 3rd shot is more

Aug09_MtChokaiTrail
_Scenery28RC

Aug09_MtChokaiTrail_
Scenery36_AlpineLakeRC

August09Mt
Chokai_125RC

The first shot here shows a large number of those mountain lilies. This is the kind of beauty we had on this adventure. The 2nd shot is that Chokai Thistle (Cirsium chokaiense)
again and the 3rd shot shows the trail and some exquisite clouds.
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Aug09_MtChokaiTrail
_YellowLily06RC

Aug09_MtChokaiTrail_
Cirsiumi_chokaiense10sRC

Aug09_MtChokaiTrail
_Scenery46RC

The first shot here shows a snow field which we had to cross. The 2nd shot shows the hut where we stayed, taken from the rock scrambling route from the hut to the summit.
The 3rd shot shows Kazuya and I on the summit. YEA!!!

Aug09_MtChokaiTrail_Scenery
48_SnowFieldRC

August09Mt
Chokai_195RC

Aug09_MtChokaiSummit
_Kazuya_Dan04sRC

These 3 shots were taken as the sun was setting. In the first shot you can see an island in the Sea of Japan - that island is Tobishima. The 2nd shot is zoomed in to Tobishima
and the 3rd shot is Kazuya at the summit.

Aug09_MtChokai
Summit_Sunset10RC

Aug09_MtChokai
Summit_Sunset11RC

Aug09_MtChokai
Summit_Kazuya09RC

End August 9th, Begin August 10th
The sunrise on the 10th had the mountain summit totally in the clouds, so no sunrise pictures. These 3 shots were all taken on our descent from the summit.

Aug10_MtChokai
_Scenery10RC

August10Mt
Chokai_62RC

Aug10_MtChokai
_Scenery20RC

End August 10th, Begin August 12th & 13th
On August 12th we climbed Mt. Gassan (1,984 meters = 6,509 feet). The first shot shows Kazuya at the start of the climb - which was at the top of a short ski lift ride from
the parking lot to a little ways up the mountain. We got badly sunburned on Mt. Chokai, so he has a hat and a bandana tucked under it for neck protection, plus a long sleeve shirt - as
did I. The 2nd shot is a HUGE berry which we found, unfortunately these berries had very little flavor. The 3rd shot shows you some scenery along the trail.
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12Aug_MtGassan_
Scenery04RC
Aug12_GassanClimbLift
Top03_KazuyaRC

12Aug_MtGassan_
HugeBerry01RC

The first shot here shows scenery and snow. The 2nd shot is a tiny pond surrounded by flowers and the 3rd shot is more flowers. Again, flowers were everywhere!

Aug12_MtGassan_
Scenery03RC

Aug12_MtGassan_Scenery
08_FlowersRC

Aug12_MtGassan_Scenery
10_FlowersRC

We found this flower - Leontopodium fauriei, which is the same genus as the ever famous edelweiss of Europe. We were very amazed. Unfortunately these flowers were quite
dried up, but they are still impressive! The 3rd shot shows you some Veratrum stamineum flowers.

Aug12_MtGassan_
Leontopodium_fauriei03RC

Aug12_MtGassan_
Leontopodium_fauriei06RC

Aug12_MtGassan_Veratrum_
stamineum02RC

Here is a shot of me, a shot of some steaming snow and a thistle flower.

12Aug_MtGassan_
Scenery27_DanRC

Aug12_MtGassan
_Scenery20RC

Aug12_MtGassan_
Cirsium_sp02RC

The first photo in this row shows the summit area - the clouds suddenly parted and this was our first sight of the summit. The next shot shows the summit hut with clouds
swirling around it and the 3rd shot shows the sign in front of the summit hut.
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Aug12_MtGassan_
Scenery31RC

Aug12_MtGassan_
SummitHut01RC

Aug12_MtGassan_
SummitHut02_SignRC

The first 2 shots in this row show the summit hut and the Shrine on the very summit of the mountain. We went into the shrine, which cost 500 Yen each to enter - it was not
very impressive. The 3rd shot shows FLOWERS, Flowers everywhere.

12Aug_MtGassan_Scenery48
_Hut_ShrineRC

Aug12_MtGassan_Summit
Hut_Shrine10RC

12Aug_MtGassan_Incredible
Flowers01RC

We had a great sunset - here are 3 photos (there are a couple more on the next page too). It looks like liquid lava or something. I did absolutely nothing to enhance these
photos, this is just what the camera gave me.

Aug12_MtGassan_Summit
_Sunset07RC

Aug12_MtGassan_Summit
_Sunset09RC

Aug12_MtGassan_Summit
_Sunset11RC

End Page 2, but August 12th and 13th continue on Page 3
This is a link to a separate web page showing some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV.

    November 11, 2007 DVD Collection,
Movie of Home Theater System
& Sharp Aquos TV Pictures
(new window)
By the way - Kazuya is still maintaining his blog, which exhibits different photos than shown here
(mostly - I have used some of his though). It looks very nice and you can find it HERE. (Click on the
"Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
And, that gives you a small sample of what we saw from August 9th through the 12th. Thanks so
much for taking the time to look. Please continue on to Page 3 for the conclusion of August 12th and
also the conclusion of this month's adventures.
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 3 of 3 - the best of August 2008!

Go To Page:

posted: August 31st, 2008

The photos on this page continue with the Mt. Gassan sunset on August 12th and go through the end of the
month. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

August 12th and 13th Continue From Page 2
13th.

Here is one final shot of the sunset on August 12th and a photo of a nice "sea-of-clouds" at sunset time. The 3rd photo is a SUNRISE shot from Mt. Gassan taken on August

Aug12_MtGassan
_Summit_Sunset19RC

12Aug_MtGassan_Sunset25_
SeaOfCloudsRC

Aug13_MtGassan
Sunrise04RC

Here are 2 more sunrise shots on the 13th and also a photo of a Yellow Violet - Viola biflora.

Aug13_MtGassan
Sunrise18RC

Aug13_MtGassan
Sunrise22RC

Aug13_MtGassan_
Viola_biflora12RC

The first shot here is a small snow-melt pond which sparkled like a jewel in real-life and came out the same way in the photo. The 2nd shot is Mt. Chokai - very far away taken from the summit of Mt. Gassan. The 3rd shot is some early morning scenery taken as we hiked down the mountain. That hut you see is a small shrine.
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Aug13_MtGassan_Faraway
MtChokai06FixedRC

Aug13_MtGassan_
MorningScenery03RC

Aug13_MtGassan_
JewelLake02RC

Here is a beautiful cloud shot taken by Kazuya and a photo of a tiny green frog sitting on some grass. That concludes the photos from the vacation to Yamagata.
     That ends the photos for August - after we returned to Tokyo it rained and rained and rained and we didn't do anything the rest of the month.

13Aug_MtGassan_
Scenery16_CloudsRC

Aug14_Small
GreenFrog08RC

End August 12th & 13th, End Page 3, End August 2008's Photos
This is a link to a separate web page showing some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV.

    November 11, 2007 DVD Collection,
Movie of Home Theater System
& Sharp Aquos TV Pictures
(new window)
By the way - Kazuya is still maintaining his blog, which exhibits different photos than shown here
(mostly - I have used some of his though). It looks very nice and you can find it HERE. (Click on the
"Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the site this month, I hope you found something you
enjoyed looking at. Any feedback is always appreciated.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 1 of 4 - the best of August 2009!

Go To Page:

posted: August 31st, 2009

This page begins with August 3rd and takes you through the end of the day on August 6th. The first part of
an amazing vacation to Hokkaido. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin August 3rd
On August 2nd Kazuya and I started a 12 day vacation which took us from Tokyo to the northernmost tip of Hokkaido (Japan's northern Island). This first shot is our room at
Sukayu Hot Spring in Aomori Prefecture. This hot spring is incredibly old and rustic - a truly amazing place to spend a night and a couple of days. The supper meal they served us as part
of the "package" was amazing. The 2nd shot is looking out the window of our room. This Hot Spring Inn is at the base of Mt. Hakkoda, which we climbed the following day. Just a 10
minute walk from the Hot Spring Inn you can find amazing plants - for example these "Sundew" (Drosera rotundifolia) plants. Of course they are carnivorous plants - as you may surmise
from the sticky looking hairs. By the way, these pictures were all taken on August 3rd; there are no pictures from August 2nd.
     We were traveling on 5 day Japan Rail tickets which cost us ¥10,000 each. These tickets allowed us to ride only local trains, no Bullet Trains or Express trains. It was a heck of a deal
on the price, we went all the way to Wakkanai at the northernmost tip of Hokkaido, arriving there on August 6th before noon.

Aug03_SukayuHot
SpringArea03_RoomRC

Aug03_SukayuHot
SpringArea04_InnRC

Aug03_SukayuHotSpringArea10
_Drosera_rotundifoliaRC

Here is a shot of the marshy ground where we found the "Sundew" plants, in fact all of the reddish plants you can see in this photo are "Sundew" plants. The next shot is a
part of a sign which tells you about the 3rd shot in this row - "Jigokunuma Swamp". Yes, that is steam rising from the water - this entire area is volcanically active, steam and gases are
spewing out of the ground all over the place. By the way, in the background of this picture you can see part of Mt. Hakkoda - we'll climb it tomorrow.

Aug03_SukayuHotSpringArea22_
Pond_Drosera_rotundifoliaRC

Aug03_SukayuHotSpringArea41
_JigokunumaSwampRC

Aug03_SukayuHotSpringArea47
_JigokunumaSwampRC

End August 3rd, Begin August 4th
Now it's August 4th. We are climbing Mt. Hakkoda (1,584.4 meters = 5,198 feet). The first shot is a beautiful sky and beautiful colors. The 2nd shot is Mt. Iwaki, the highest
point in Aomori Prefecture at 1,625 meters. The 3rd shot is Kazuya on the trail where it crossed a small valley. You can see a small bridge and another couple of hikers in the
background. This particular area smelled like sulfur - there was steam and other gases rising from the ground here and there.

Aug04_Mt_Hakkoda_Climb
008_SceneryRC

Aug04_Mt_Hakkoda_Climb
013_SceneryRC

Aug04_Mt_Hakkoda_Climb015
_Scenery_KazuyaRC

Yes, that's Mt. Hakkoda there in front of us in the first shot. The 2nd shot shows some true fir (Abies sp.) cones. The 3rd shot is a yellow flower, but you should especially note
the "hover fly" hovering over the flower. These flies were everywhere on this mountain. We often see these non-bothersome flies when hiking, but they were more numerous here than
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we have ever seen before.

Aug04_Mt_Hakkoda_
Climb026_SceneryRC

Aug04_Mt_Hakkoda_Climb
037_YellowFlowerRC
Aug04_Mt_Hakkoda_Climb
066_TrueFirConesRC

Here is the summit sign. It says "Hakkoda O-Dake-San". In other words this particular peak is Mt. O-Dake (1,584.4 meters) of the Hakkoda Range of Mountains. This is the
highest peak in the range of mountains. It was beautiful here. The 2nd shot is a stunningly blue group of Blue Gentiana (?) flowers. The 3rd shot, well, we called it a "Dragon-Fly Horror
Movie". We'd never seen as many dragon-flies in one place as we saw here. Of course they didn't bother us at all, but it was rather freaky to see so many of them.

Aug04_Mt_Hakkoda_Climb
079_MtHakkodaSummitSignRC

Aug04_Mt_Hakkoda_Climb
084_BlueGentianaRC

Aug04_Mt_Hakkoda_Climb
090_DragonFlyHorrorRC

Here is a beautiful scenic shot as we descended the mountain. The 2nd shot is a small pond with a nice cloud reflection and a field of yellow flowers behind it. The 3rd shot
shows a marshy area which we hiked across. You can see the boardwalk which we walked on. This area was amazing for the diversity of flowers which was growing here.

Aug04_Mt_Hakkoda_Climb
094_SceneryRC

Aug04_Mt_Hakkoda_Climb116
_MarshFlowers_PondRC

Aug04_Mt_Hakkoda_Climb121
_MarshFlowers_PondsRC

Here is one final yellow flower and one final Hover Fly from the Mt. Hakkoda Climb. This shot was taken at 12:30 PM. We arrived back at the Hot Spring Inn at 1:30 PM, ate
some lunch, killed some time, went for another soak in the hot spring and then took a 4:58 PM bus back down to Aomori Station, where we ate supper and waited in line for this
Hamanasu Express Train (we were allowed to ride this particular overnight express train with our tickets) bound for Sapporo on Hokkaido. We left Aomori at 10:42 PM on August 4th,
rode all night and arrived at Sapporo Station at 6:07 AM on August 5th.

Aug04_Mt_Hakkoda_Climb
127_MarshFlowersRC
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End August 4th, Begin August 5th
And, here we are, at Sapporo Station. It's now 6:24 AM and we are going out to explore Sapporo, Hokkaido, Japan and also to look for a place to eat breakfast. In the 2nd
photo it's 7:09 AM and we have found one of the famous historic places of Sapporo - the Red Brick Building. This is still used by the city administration. We never did find a restaurant
and we ended up eating breakfast back at Sapporo Station before we got on our next train. The 3rd shot shows our train, bound for Asahikawa. The time now is 10:06 AM.

Aug05_Sapporo
Station01_RC

Aug05_SapporoRed
BrickBuilding02RC

Aug05_Asahikawa
Train01RC

And, here we are - at Asahikawa Station. The time now is 1:38 PM. We went out and, with the help of the tourist information people, we found a famous Asahikawa Ramen
Shop (Asahikawa is famous for its Ramen). The Ramen was exceedingly delicious and we were happy. Now, we have to get back on another train. It's now 1:58 PM as we board this
train to Nayoro. We're only going one stop past Nayoro today and staying in a Youth Hostel. You are probably wondering who did all of this planning - the answer is Kazuya. He spent like
a week of planning before we left, making phone calls and reservations at various Inns, Youth Hostels and Hotels and writing down train schedules. It was amazing, the amount of work
he did to make this trip happen. The 3rd photo is "Pippu" (rhymes with people), we thought it was funny. There were lots of strange names up here in the far north. I hope that you have
your map out by now and are following our progress on your map. Hokkaido is often referred to as "The Alaska of Japan" and I being from Alaska can attest to this - it is very much like
Alaska - few people, long distances between places, lacking in amenities, and COLD in the winter. Of course we were not here in the winter, but we talked to lots of people who attested
to the fact that it gets down to minus 30 degrees C in the winter.

Aug05_Hokkaido
AsahikawaStation01RC

Aug05_HokkaidoAsahikawa
Station_TrainToNayoro01RC

Aug05_HokkaidoAsahikawa
Station_TrainToNayoro03RC

Here is the final train which we rode on August 5th. We just got off this one car train at our final destination for today - Nisshin. The 2nd shot is a scene from the train station
platform. The 3rd shot is our Youth Hostel, also taken from the train station platform. There was not much here in Nisshin. After we got checked into the Hostel and relaxed for a while
and showered there was not much else to do. We ate supper when it was served and then the Hostel Owner took those of us who wanted to go to a local Hot Spring for an hour. That
was relaxing. Then, on the way back to the Hostel he took us to an overlook where we could see the town and the stars. It was nice! And that's the end of August 5th, we've covered a
lot of ground and done a lot of things in 4 days, no?

Aug05_HokkaidoAsahikawa
Station_TrainToNisshin01RC

Aug05_Hokkaido_
NisshinField01RC

Aug05_Hokkaido_Nisshin
Field05_YouthHostelRC

End August 5th, Begin August 6th
In this row we start on August 6th - the final day on which we can use our 5 day train tickets. The first shot shows the Nisshin Train Station as we waited for the train to come
at 7:48 AM. The next shot shows a nice station for contrast - Otoineppu Station - a ways up the line. This was, apparently a "major town". The 3rd shot shows another contrasting
station, only 1 stop beyond Otoineppu. This is Osashima Station. Note that it has a chimney - we had to wonder if somebody actually comes and lights a fire in the stove in the morning
while people wait for the first train in the minus 30 degree weather.
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Aug06_HokkaidoTrain_
Nisshin_to_Wakkanai02RC

Aug06_HokkaidoTrain_
Nisshin_to_Wakkanai20RC

Aug06_HokkaidoTrain_
Nisshin_to_Wakkanai25RC

The first shot in this row was taken at 10:01 AM - from the train window. Looks like a "big town", eh! One vehicle on the road - yup, sure enough, the "Alaska of Japan". The
2nd shot shows another photo from the train window - this is Rishiri Island. Although we didn't go to this Island, you will see several more pictures of it tomorrow. The 3rd shot is the
end of the line - Wakkanai Station - no trains go any further north in Japan than this.

Aug06_HokkaidoTrain_
Nisshin_to_Wakkanai38RC

Aug06_HokkaidoTrain_
Nisshin_to_Wakkanai69RC

Aug06_HokkaidoTrain_
Nisshin_to_Wakkanai71RC

The sign shown in 2nd position here is in Wakkanai Station and it says "This is the furthest north train station in Japan". The 1st shot was taken along the shore at Wakkanai.
The 3rd shot is a road sign - it shows 3 languages - Japanese, followed by English, followed by Russian. There are ferries from here to Sakhalin Island, Russia as well as to Rishiri and
Rebun Islands. Rebun Island will be our next stop (hope you are following on a relatively good map).

Aug06_Wakkanai
_environs03RC

Aug06_Wakkanai
_environs10RC
Aug06_HokkaidoTrain_
Nisshin_to_Wakkanai74RC

The first photo here was taken from the ferry which we took from Hokkaido to Rebun Island. We have not yet left the dock, but another ferry is coming in - the one we are on
is very similar to the one you see in this photo. The 2nd photo is Kazuya on the upper deck of the ferry. We are underway at this time. The 3rd photo shows a wind farm on the
northernmost peninsula of Hokkaido.

Aug06_Wakkanai
_environs13RC
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Aug06_Ferry_Wakkanai
_RebunIsland006RC

The first photo in this row is one more of Rishiri Island. At 1,721 meters in height, Mt. Rishiri is an impressive sight as it rises out of the flat ocean. The 2nd shot is me on the
deck of the ferry and the 3rd shot is one more of Rishiri Island and Mt. Rishiri. The ferry trip from Wakkanai to Rebun Island is 1 hour and 55 minutes and we had great weather the
whole trip, so we took lots of pictures of Rishiri from different angles as we approached Rebun Island.

Aug06_Ferry_Wakkanai
_RebunIsland022RC

Aug6th158_Wakkanai
_to_RebunIsRC

Aug06_Ferry_Wakkanai
_RebunIsland063RC

The final 3 shots of August 6th. The first one was taken as we approached Rebun Island - the first clouds we've seen today. We learned that the western side of Rebun Island
is often cloudy, while the eastern side is mostly sunny. This phenomenon explains why the western side of the island has such an abundance of flowers and plants. The 2nd shot is the
"Field Inn" - if you check out Google Earth and go to the extreme northern end of Rebun Island you can find this Inn there - in the absolute middle of nowhere. The 3rd, and final shot of
August 6th, shows the entire guest population of the Field Inn on August 6th. This place is not a Youth Hostel but they have an evening meeting and everybody has to introduce
themselves and talk about what they did today and what they hope to do tomorrow. In that way people can get to know each other and also find out the best way to go about doing
what they want to do tomorrow, or if their desire is even possible!

Aug06_Ferry_Wakkanai
_RebunIsland114RC

Aug06_FieldInn
_RebunIslandRC

Aug06_FieldInn_Rebun
Island_MeetingRC

End August 6th, End Page 1
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this month's adventures.

Go To Page:

Here is a Page Dedicated to the Violets which we have identified with confidence.
It is also accessible from the Special Items Page.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 2 of 4 - the best of August 2009!

Go To Page:

posted: August 31st, 2009

This page starts with August 7th and goes through the end of the day on August 9th - all on Hokkaido. Click
on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin August 7th
Now it's August 7th. The first shot is the "Field Inn", the place where we spent the night. As I mentioned on the previous page, it is in the absolute middle of nowhere, as this
photo shows. The 2nd shot is a bus stop we passed as we hiked from the Field Inn to Cape Sukoton - on the northern tip of Rebun Island. The 3rd shot shows you a small cove with a
house in the middle of nowhere - looks like a dangerous place to live to me!

Aug07_RebunIs_FieldInn_
to_CapeSukoton02_FieldInnRC

Aug07_RebunIs_Field
Inn_to_CapeSukoton21RC

Aug07_RebunIs_Field
Inn_to_CapeSukoton23RC

Right in front of you is Cape Sukoton. I don't know the name of the island which you can see out there. Now we are going to proceed from Cape Sukoton to Cape Gorota.
Again, I hope that you have a good map! The 2nd shot is a lonely stretch of shoreline, as is the 3rd photo. Note the lack of trees on this part of the island. The weather is just too severe
for any kind of trees to be able to survive. The grasses do just fine though, as do some various kinds of annual flowers.

Aug07_RebunIs_Field
Inn_to_CapeSukoton27RC

Aug07_RebunIs_Cape
Sukoton_to_CapeGorota012RC

Aug07_RebunIs_Cape
Sukoton_to_CapeGorota016RC

In the first photo in this row you can get an idea of the variety of flowers we saw as you look back across a grassy slope towards a rocky shore. In the next photo you can see
more grass and what we assume to be some sort of agricultural experiment. In the 3rd shot you can see a tiny rose type plant. Note how small and fragile it looks. All of them which we
saw were like this. Note the hostile environment in which it grows.

Aug07_RebunIs_Cape
Sukoton_to_CapeGorota038RC

Aug07_RebunIs_Cape
Sukoton_to_CapeGorota050RC

Aug7th129_CapeSukoton
_to_CapeGorota_RebunIsRC

Here is one more shot of that rose plant which you saw in the previous row. The 2nd shot is at Gape Gorota. Obviously we did not go down to the shore here. The 3rd shot
shows a group of hikers - also from the Field Inn. In fact, virtually the only hikers we saw on this day were from the Field Inn. There are several Inns and even a Youth Hostel on the
island, but we certainly didn't see many of those people hiking around anywhere.
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Aug07_RebunIs_CapeSukoton
_to_CapeGorota052RC

Aug07_RebunIs_CapeSukoton
_to_CapeGorota060RC
Aug07_RebunIs_CapeSukoton
_to_CapeGorota064RC

This is now getting to Cape Gorota. The first 2 shots are part of the Cape Gorota scenery. The 3rd shot is taken from Cape Gorota and looks back towards the Cape Sukoton
area and the offshore island there. Note that there is now some fog or else some low clouds moving in.

Aug07_RebunIs_CapeSukoton
_to_CapeGorota084RC

Aug07_RebunIs_CapeSukoton
_to_CapeGorota086RC

Aug07_RebunIs_CapeSukoton
_to_CapeGorota088RC

Oops! What did I say about clouds or fog just above? Well, it looks like it has surely moved in on us now. Oh, but wait, it disappeared just as quickly as it appeared! The 2nd
shot is another one looking at Cape Gorota. The 3rd shot is looking south from Cape Gorota and from this point you can see the Pacific Ocean on the left, or east side of the island and
the Sea of Japan on the right, or west side of the island.

Aug07_RebunIs_CapeSukoton
_to_CapeGorota094RC

Aug07_RebunIs_CapeSukoton
_to_CapeGorota097RC

Aug07_RebunIs_CapeSukoton
_to_CapeGorota108RC

In the first photo here we are now south of Cape Gorota and here is a telephoto shot looking back at the geology of it. The 2nd shot is a normal shot - the final shot of the
Cape Gorota Area. The 3rd shot is a scene as we hiked from Cape Gorota to a bus stop at Hamanaka. We had planned to go further along the Sea of Japan coast, but we got too
interested in flowers and scenery and ended up not having time if we wanted to catch the bus. There are only 3 buses per day there, so if you miss the one you want, it's a long wait
until the next one.

Aug07_RebunIs_CapeSukoton
_to_CapeGorota113RC

Aug07_RebunIs_CapeGorota
_to_Hamanaka06RC

Aug07_RebunIs_CapeGorota
_to_Hamanaka18RC

After we took the bus from Hamanaka to Kafukai we intended to hike this trail which supposedly has a kind of Edelweiss growing along it. We were in some doubt about the
accuracy of the reports, but we found the reports to be true - this is a species of Edelweiss (Leontopodium discolor) which is found in several places, but Rebun Island is famous for it; so
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famous, in fact, that their noon bell is the famous Edelweiss song! The 3rd shot is another photo of Mt. Rishiri on Rishiri Island.

Aug07_RebunIs_Kafukai_to
_Kafuka049_EdelweissRC

Aug07_RebunIs_Kafukai_to
_Kafuka066_EdelweissRC

Aug07_RebunIs_Kafukai
_to_Kafuka080RC

Here are 3 more shots of Edelweiss (Leontopodium discolor). The 2nd shot clearly shows you how prolific it is at some places. I'm sorry that I have given you so much
Edelweiss when there is so much more that you might like to see, but you've got to understand that this is just about my favorite plant of all time. This and Bleeding Heart (Dicentra
peregrina) (flower pictures on August 10th) compete for being my favorite flowers.

Aug07_RebunIs_Kafukai_to
_Kafuka091_EdelweissRC

Aug07_RebunIs_Kafukai_to
_Kafuka114_EdelweissRC
Aug7th355_Kafukai_to
_Kafuka_Edelweiss_RebunIsRC

Here is a final shot from the Edelweiss Area. We found this flower in many more places than just the one spot which is famous for it. We assumed that the local people kind of
like to keep some of the places a secret so as to have some undisturbed areas for themselves. In the 2nd shot, I don't know the name of this rock, but it was photogenic. We were on
the way to the Inn at this time and didn't have much time to loiter around and try to get closer to it. The final shot in this row, and the final shot for this day is this moonlight shot of
Mt. Rishiri and Rishiri Island. It just happened to be a full moon this night!

Aug07_RebunIs_Kafuka
Moon01CropRC
Aug07_RebunIs_Kafukai
_to_Kafuka120RC

Aug07_RebunIs_Kafukai
_to_Kafuka126RC

End August 7th, Begin August 8th
On August 8th the weather was great when we started out, but by the time we got to the first "scenic" place it was totally clouded in. This first photo shows you some flowers
and behind and to the right you can see a hint of a large rock in the not so far distance. This is the way it was during most of our hike this day. The 2nd shot is one final Edelweiss shot
- in yet another different place. And the 3rd and final shot here is another of Mt. Rishiri and Rishiri Island.

Aug08_RebunIs_Kafuka
_to_Motochi21RC
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_to_Motochi_EdelweissRC

Aug08_RebunIs_Shiretoko
_to_Kafuka02RC
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Here is the final shot taken on Rebun Island - a last shot of Mt. Rishiri on Rishiri Island. Note those tall plants shown in this picture. If you know what this plant is please let
me know. The 2nd shot is regarded as the northernmost point in Japan - at Cape Misaki (Cape Soya) although the true northernmost point under Japanese control is a small deserted
island called Bentenjima, 1 kilometer northwest of this point! This monument is located at 45 degrees 31 minutes and 22 seconds North Latitude. The 3rd shot is the same monument,
but the photo was taken from a nearby hill. From Wakkanai we took a bus here as we had a couple of hours to kill on August 8th. It was interesting, and worth the hour long bus ride.

Aug8th_120_RebunIs
_Motochi_to_KafukaRC

Aug8th_158_Wakkanai
_CapeMisakiRC

Aug08_Wakkanai_to
_SoyaMisaki10RC

End August 8th, Begin August 9th
On August 9th we woke up and got ready for the day and went to Wakkanai Train Station for the start of yet another day of travel. We headed back south for some more
adventures on the way. The first shot in this row is a huge salmon shaped piece of bread which we bought at Otoineppu. When we came north we stopped at Otoineppu (Page 1, Row 11,
Center Photo) and waited there for about 30 minutes while some fast trains passed us. So, this time when we stopped there we got off the train and walked through the town. The
salmon shaped bread was the one interesting thing we found, in addition to a newly paved Main Street with no cars! The next shot is the Youth Hostel we stayed in at the base of Mt.
Asahidake - the Daisetsuzan Shirakabaso Youth Hostel. We took the train back to Asahikawa (See Page 1, Row 9, Photo #1), got off the train and took a bus to this place. The 3rd shot
is a Mt. Asahidake panorama near sunset time. We'll be climbing this mountain tomorrow. The image which I can show you in the lightbox does not do this photo justice - if you'd like to
see a larger size please CLICK HERE.

Aug09_Hokkaido_MtAshidake
Panorama_11_12_13RC

Aug09_Hokkaido_Asahikawa_to
_MtAshidake10_HostelRC
Aug09_Hokkaido_Otoineppu
_to_Asahikawa04RC

End August 9th, End Page 2
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 for the
continuation of this month's adventures.

Go To Page:

Here is a Page Dedicated to the Violets which we have identified with confidence.
It is also accessible from the Special Items Page.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 3 of 4 - the best of August 2009!

Go To Page:

posted: August 31st, 2009

The photos on this page continue with August 10th and go through the end of the day - a magnificent climb
of Mt. Asahidake, on Hokkaido. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin August 10th
Well, now it's August 10th. We took the Cable Car from near the Youth Hostel up to it's top and started climbing Mt. Asahidake. The top of the Cable Car is still pretty far from
the summit of the mountain, as you will soon see. Now it's 6:11 AM, as we start climbing from the top of the Cable Car. The sun is just rising over the summit of the mountain. The 2nd
photo shows you some cotton grass with a nice sun angle and some volcanic steam in the background. The 3rd photo shows you more volcanic steam and a whole field of cotton grass.
We've only been climbing for a few moments and we're already amazed and impressed.

Aug10_MtAsahidake_Cable
CarTop_to_SugatamiPond04RC

Aug10_MtAsahidake_Cable
CarTop_to_SugatamiPond10RC

Aug10_MtAsahidake_Cable
CarTop_to_SugatamiPond17sRC

Now it's 6:37 AM and we have reached Sugatami Pond. The sun is higher in the sky, but still causing interference with photos. This shot came out wonderful anyway. The next
shot was at 6:55 AM - we took a long photo break at Sugatami Pond, which we are still at. The 3rd shot, at 7:00 AM, shows you the very sturdy emergency shelter at Sugatami Pond. We
are now hiking again.

Aug10_MtAsahidake_Cable
CarTop_to_SugatamiPond30sRC

Aug10_MtAsahidake_Cable
CarTop_to_SugatamiPond40sRC

Aug10_MtAsahidake_Cable
CarTop_to_SugatamiPond48RC

Now it's 7:56 AM, nearly an hour since the previous photo. This one shows Kazuya looking happy! The 2nd shot was taken at 9:02 AM and we are still not at the summit of the
mountain; we are dang close though, we'll be there in a very few minutes! The 3rd photo was at 8:05 AM and shows you Sugatami Pond, the emergency shelter there (if you look closely
you can find it) and the top of the Ropeway.

Aug10_MtAsahidake_Sugatami
Pond_to_AsahidakeSummit52RC
Aug10_MtAsahidake_Sugatami
Pond_to_AsahidakeSummit29RC

Aug10_MtAsahidake_Sugatami
Pond_to_AsahidakeSummit31RC

The 1st shot is me at the summit of Mt. Asahidake (2,291 meters = 7,516 feet) at 9:05 AM. The 2nd shot is approaching the summit sign - 9:04 AM. Is that beautiful scenery
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or is that beautiful scenery? The 3rd shot is Kazuya at 9:07 AM. It has taken us about 3 hours of steady climbing from the top of the Cable Car to get here. Our plan from here is rather
modest and mostly downhill (except for the uphill parts). We'll hike past Mt. Kumagadake, then over the summit of Mt. Mamiyadake, then up, but not to the summit, of Mt. Nakadake,
down to Nakadake Hot Spring and finally back to the top of the Ropeway.

Aug10_MtAsahidake_Sugatami
Pond_to_AsahidakeSummit57RC
Aug10th_171_MtAsahidake_Sugatami
Pond_to_AsahidakeSummitRC

Aug10_MtAsahidake_Sugatami
Pond_to_AsahidakeSummit61RC

This first shot is the back side of Mt. Asahidake as we descend. Note the person coming down the snowfield. I did that too, the snow was soft and it was easy to slide down.
What a beautiful blue sky! The 2nd shot shows you what's ahead of us - you can see the trail. The mountain ahead and to the left is Mt. Kumagadake. The 3rd shot shows some beautiful
blue flowers and cotton grass against the beautiful blue sky of Mt. Asahidake.

Aug10_MtAsahidake_Asahidake
Summit_to_MtKumagadake012RC

Aug10_MtAsahidake_Asahidake
Summit_to_MtKumagadake042RC

Aug10_MtAsahidake_Asahidake
Summit_to_MtKumagadake049RC

Here is a similar shot to the previous one, but this one shows some nice white cotton grass against that beautiful blue sky. The 2nd shot is a species of Primrose. The 3rd shot
is a final look back at Mt. Asahidake as we round the bend towards Mt. Kumagadake. The time, if you're interested, is now 10:26 AM.

Aug10_MtAsahidake_Asahidake
Summit_to_MtKumagadake055RC

Aug10_MtAsahidake_Asahidake
Summit_to_MtKumagadake069RC

Aug10_MtAsahidake_Asahidake
Summit_to_MtKumagadake083RC

The first 2 shots in this row show basically the same area, but the 2nd shot is zoomed in. The small pond you can see here is in the valley below Mt. Kumagadake. This was
such an incredibly beautiful area that no matter which way we turned our eyes we were amazed. The 3rd shot is another valley which we passed a little while later on (it's now 11:10
AM). In the next row I'll give you both a zoomed in view of this area as well as a larger panorama. This area was incredible because it has streams flowing through it and according to
the map it has a poison hot spring!

Aug10_MtAsahidake_Asahidake
Summit_to_MtKumagadake093RC
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Summit_to_MtKumagadake106RC

Aug10_MtAsahidake_MtKumagadake
_to_MtMamiyadake03RC
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As promised, here is a zoomed in shot of the area shown in the previous photo. Look over towards the left center to see the streams and possibly some rising steam to mark
the poison hot spring. The 2nd photo is a panorama - be sure to look at this photo full size and you can clearly see so many features which you could not see in the smaller photos. The
image which I can show you in the lightbox does not do this photo justice - if you'd like to see a larger size please CLICK HERE. The 3rd shot is Kazuya at the summit sign of Mt.
Mamiyadake (2,185 meters = 7,169 feet). Now, the rest of the hike is pretty much downhill. It's 11:13 AM now.

Aug10_MtAsahidake_MtKumagadake
_to_MtMamiyadake06_07_08RC

Aug10_MtAsahidake_MtKumagadake
_to_MtMamiyadake04RC
Aug10_MtAsahidake_MtKumagadake
_to_MtMamiyadake11RC

Here is one final extreme zoom shot looking down into that poison hot spring valley - I think this is the hot spring area. And, here are two shots of Bleeding Heart (Dicentra
peregrina) with mountain scenery in the background. I mentioned in Row 9 on Page 2 that this flower competes with Edelweiss for being "my favorite flower".

Aug10_MtAsahidake_MtMamiyadake
_to_NakadakeOnsen12RC

Aug10_MtAsahidake_MtMamiyadake_to_
NakadakeOnsen18s_Dicentra_peregrinaRC

Aug10_MtAsahidake_MtMamiyadake_to_
NakadakeOnsen34_Dicentra_peregrinaRC

Would you look at that saw-tooth ridge, glad that we are not hiking up there. The 2nd shot is a beautiful contrast between yellow flowers, white flowers and the general green
of the vegetation. The 3rd shot is a relatively rare Twin-flower (Linnaea borealis). It's obvious why it's called Twin-flower, right. And, the background is nice mountain scenery.

Aug10_MtAsahidake_MtMamiyadake
_to_NakadakeOnsen38RC

Aug10_MtAsahidake_MtMamiyadake
_to_NakadakeOnsen43RC

Aug10_MtAsahidake_MtMamiyadake_to
_NakadakeOnsen51_Linnaea_borealisRC

Here is one more shot of a Twin-flower (Linnaea borealis) with beautiful mountain scenery for a background. The 2nd shot is a BEAR! Yup, again I must say that Hokkaido is
"The Alaska of Japan". This bear was very far away - I used 48x magnification to get this shot, so that's why it is greatly distorted by heat waves and the like. The 3rd shot is a snow
filled valley. I'm not sure that you can get an impression of the depth of that snow, but it must be at least 4 meters deep (about 12 feet).

Aug10_MtAsahidake_MtMamiyadake_to
_NakadakeOnsen53_Linnaea_borealisRC
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Aug10_MtAsahidake_MtMamiyadake
_to_NakadakeOnsen81RC
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The first shot shows you Nakadake Hot Spring - right at the center of the photo you can see a large board - that is to sit on I guess. In the lower left corner of the photo you
can see 2 people, this gives you some idea how much we are still above this place as we hike down the trail. After we got naked and soaked in the hot spring for a while we stayed here
and ate our lunch which we brought with us. The time is now 1:06 PM. When we arrived here there were about 5 other people sitting around and 2 people soaking their feet in the hot
spring. After we stripped and soaked ourselves then some of the other people mustered the courage to get naked and soak their tired bodies. As you can see, the pool is not very deep,
but it is plenty hot! The hot water comes bubbling out of the ground to the right of the man who is rubbing his head. The 3rd shot shows the area as we started to walk further down the
trail and continue on our way at 1:22 PM.

Aug10_MtAsahidake_MtMamiyadake
_to_NakadakeOnsen82RC

Aug10_MtAsahidake_MtMamiyadake
_to_NakadakeOnsen85RC

Aug10_MtAsahidake_MtMamiyadake
_to_NakadakeOnsen87RC

As we continued down the trail to "Flower Fields" we saw a Buttercup with a butterfly sitting on a flower. Then we saw these Primrose flowers with the beautiful mountain
scenery as a background. The 3rd shot shows 2 perfectly round mountains off in the distance behind a field of cotton grass.

Aug10_MtAsahidake_Nakadake
Onsen_to_FlowerFields14RC

Aug10_MtAsahidake_Nakadake
Onsen_to_FlowerFields22sRC
Aug10_MtAsahidake_Nakadake
Onsen_to_FlowerFields13RC

The first photo in this row gives you an idea of why this area is called "Flower Fields". Amazing, eh! The 2nd photo gives you another indication of why the area is called by this
name. Then, in the 3rd photo, we round a bend in the trail, come back towards the top of the Ropeway and steam vents come back in sight. The time is now 3:15 PM, we've now been
hiking for about 9 hours. We rarely rush though, we take our time and take lots of photos and enjoy ourselves. It seems that some people are just out to set time and speed records or
something, from what we hear them discussing among themselves - we are out for enjoyment and we seldom beat anybody to the finish line (so to speak).

Aug10_MtAsahidake_Nakadake
Onsen_to_FlowerFields27RC

Aug10_MtAsahidake_Nakadake
Onsen_to_FlowerFields40RC

Aug10_MtAsahidake_RopewayTop
_Ponds_Reflections_Steam02RC

And, here we are, back near the top of the Ropeway. What an amazing reflection. This is NOT the same pond which we saw this morning. In the 2nd photo you can see that
some clouds are now rolling in to obscure our view, but it's still absolutely breathtaking; the time is now 3:50 PM - we hiked from about 6:00 AM until about 4:00 PM, about 10 hours.
The 3rd photo was actually taken the next morning before we left, but it's the final one of this part of the adventure, so I'll include it with today's photos - it is the Ropeway Gondola car
which we rode in to start our climb of Mt. Asahidake. You may notice that there are 2 people on top of the Gondola - don't ask us why, we have no idea.
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Aug10_MtAsahidake_RopewayTop
_Ponds_Reflections_Steam04aRC

Aug10_MtAsahidake_RopewayTop
_Ponds_Reflections_Steam21sRC
Aug11_Asahidake
Area22_RopewayRC

End August 10th, End Page 3
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Please continue on to page 4 for the
conclusion of this adventure and also for the conclusion of August!

Go To Page:

Here is a Page Dedicated to the Violets which we have identified with confidence.
It is also accessible from the Special Items Page.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 4 of 4 - the best of August 2009!

Go To Page:

posted: August 31st, 2009

The photos on this page continue with August 12th and go through the end of the month. Actually, that is
the end of the photos for August, after this adventure we didn't have anything else which could possibly
compete, so there are no additional pictures from August. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin August 12th
On August 11th Kazuya and I left the Youth Hostel at the base of Mt. Asahidake on a bus and went back to Asahikawa. From there we went to Sapporo on a train and then we
spent the night on another Hamanasu Train traveling from Sapporo to Aomori. We left Sapporo at 10:20 PM on the 11th and arrived in Aomori at 5:39 AM on the 12th. From there we
headed for Hachinohe and then Kuji and then we took a small bus to this Rikuchu-kaigan National Park and spent an hour looking around this area - the Kitayamazaki Area. This is on
the Pacific Coast (east side) of Japan and as you can see, it is very rocky and beautiful. We were glad that we came here.
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Aug12_Kuji_to_
KitayamazakiArea06RC

Aug12_Kuji_to_
KitayamazakiArea07RC

Aug12_Kuji_to_
KitayamazakiArea21RC

Here are 2 more photos of the beautiful rocky shoreline at the Kitayamazaki Area. The 2nd photo is an extreme zoom of a Pandion haliaetus or Osprey. There was actually a
sign which told us that there was an Osprey nest down below us on one of those rocks. From the photos on the sign I was able to identify the rock and this dead tree and when I
zoomed in on the tree the Osprey was so very cooperative that it actually came in and landed while I was zoomed in on the tree! Can you believe that amazing coincidence? It's true!

Aug12_Kuji_to_
KitayamazakiArea24RC

Aug12_Kuji_to_
KitayamazakiArea27RC
Aug12_Kuji_to_Kita
yamazakiArea42_OspreyRC

Here is a shot of Kazuya at the Kitayamazaki Area. And, for the final shot, seeing as we pretty much rode trains for 10 days, I selected this shot of a train pulling into the
station. This was our final day "on the road" so to speak. That night we stayed in a Youth Hostel in Miyako. The next day - August 13th - We were going to go and see one more place in
this area, but when we woke up the next day it was raining, so we headed for home. We left Miyako on a 6:24 AM train on the 13th. We traveled all day long, going down the east
(Pacific) Coast of Honshu Island, passing through Kamaishi, Ishinomaki, Sendai, Iwaki, Hitachi and then Mito and Toride and finally ended up in Ueno at 8:00 PM. We took the Yamanote
Line from there to Tokyo Station, ate a rather crappy supper there and then rode the Chuo Line Train to Musashisakai Station and walked home from there. We got here at about 9:45
PM, picked the mail up from the mailbox, came up to our apartment and everything was just as we had left it. We had an amazing vacation, absolutely amazing - Thank you for all of
your efforts in planning Kazuya. And - that's the end of vacation.

Aug12_Kuji_to_
KitayamazakiArea73RC
Aug12_Kuji_to_
KitayamazakiArea54RC

End August 12th, End Vacation, End Page 4, End August 2009's Photos
Here are links to separate web pages. The first shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The
2nd shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for the weekend). The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on
the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire.

February 22, 2009 DVD Collection,
Movie of Home Theater System
& TV Pictures
(new window)

Link to DVD collection in DVD Profiler
Click Here.
(new window)

Kazuya has updated - his blog and it has some truly exquisite photos of our climbs! Please check it out
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HERE. (Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback you
might have.

Go To Page:

Here is a Page Dedicated to the Violets which we have identified with confidence.
It is also accessible from the Special Items Page.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google it

✔

Search danwiz.com   

Google it

✔

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Japan - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
Click the photo to go to the newest pages.

August 2010 - Favorite Photo
"Mt. Asahi (Asahidake)". In Hokkaido Prefecture, on
Hokkaido Island. The mountain and some fumaroles
are reflected in Sugatami Pond. August 10, 2010.
Click below if you don't want to go to the newest
photos

AUGUST 2010: FOUR Pages This Month FEATURING Mt. Mitake and Rengeshouma (Anemonopsis macrophylla) Flowers * Aomori's Nebuta Festival * Vacation on Hokkaido - The Alaska of
Japan * Daisetsuzan National Park * Climbs of Mt. Kuro (Kurodake) (1,984 meters), Mt. Hokkai (Hokkaidake) (2,149 meters), Mt. Hakuun (Hakuundake) (2,229.5 meters), Mt. Hokuchin
(Hokuchindake) (2,244 meters), Mt. Naka (Nakadake) (2,113 meters), Mt. Asahi (Asahidake) (2,291 meters), Mt. Arai (Araidake) (2,183 meters) and Mt. Mamiya (Mamiyadake) (2,185 meters) *
Phyllodoce caerulea * Geum pentapetalum * Mt. Kuro Hut * Snowfields * Gentiana algida f. igarasii * A Fox * Nakadake Onsen (Hot Spring) * Caltha fistulosa * Primula cuneifolia * A Bear * The
Asahidake Youth Hostel * Deer * List of Mountains Climbed on Hokkaido and Elevations * Map of Asahidake Area * Tokyo's Gay & Lesbian Pride Parade & Festival * Fujino Hot Spring * More    
(Click on the Photo or on this text to go directly to the August photos)

This is Page 1 of 4 - the best of August 2010!

Go To Page:

posted: August 31st, 2010

This page begins with August 1st - a trip to Mt. Mitake, and takes you through the 8th of August. We started
our vacation to Hokkaido - The Alaska of Japan - in Daisetsuzan National Park, on August 6th, so photos of
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the 6th, 7th and 8th were taken while we were on vacation. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin August 1st
On August 1st Kazuya and I went out to Mt. Mitake to check out the flowers of Rengeshouma (Anemonopsis macrophylla). We knew it would be early for the peak of blooming,
but we felt that it might be our best opportunity, considering other plans for August. We found the Rengeshouma flowers, not in abundance, but enough to photograph. We also found
beautiful Mountain Lilies (Lilium auratum) - which have the most amazing scent! Okay - the first shot is the Mountain Lily, the 2nd shot, out of chronological order, but put in center
position for balance, shows the twin of the Cable Car which we used to come to the mountain top. The one in the photo is going down as we go up. The 3rd shot is a Rengeshouma.

Aug01_02_Mt
Mitake_MtnLilyRC

August1st_Mitake
003_RengeshoumaRC
August1st_Mitake
001CableCarRC

Here are 3 additional Rengeshouma (Anemonopsis macrophylla) flowers. You can find additional photos of this flower just about every year in the August pages if you are
interested. There are also some collages; go to the homepage and in the Google search box type "rengeshouma collage" (without quotes) and hit the enter key.

August1st_Mitake
006_RengeshoumaRC

August1st_Mitake
008_RengeshoumaRC

Aug01_10SIP_MtMitake_Rengeshouma
_Anemonopsis_macrophyllaRC

Here is a Jack-in-the-Pulpit (Arisaema sp.) seed-head with a couple of Rengeshouma buds behind it for scale. In 2nd position is a shot of some more Mountain Lilies. The 3rd
shot is additional Rengeshouma flowers.

Aug01_48_Mt
Mitake_MtnLilyRC
Aug01_34_MtMitake
_JackInThePulpitRC

Aug01_46SIP_MtMitake_Rengeshouma
_Anemonopsis_macrophyllaRC

After we finished on the Mountain we took the Cable Car back to the bottom and bought some beer and snacks at the new 7-Eleven Convenience Store near Mitake Station.
Then we went down to the river and drank our beer in the shade while soaking our feet in the cool river. We enjoy doing that one or 2 times during the hot summer. And, that's the end
of the Mitake Trip on August 1st.
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Aug01_74_Tama
RiverAtMitakeRC

Aug01_75R_Tama
RiverAtMitakeRC

Aug01_78_Tama
RiverAtMitakeRC

End August 1st, Begin August 6th - Vacation
On the night of August 5th I got home from work at 10:00 PM and after changing my clothes and donning my backpack (Kazuya got home earlier than I did and he was all
ready) we immediately left for the train station, took a train to Shinjuku and then boarded a night train (The Moonlight Echigo) and rode all night. We debarked at Niitsu Station. The first
picture, Niitsu Station, was taken at 4:47 AM. From there we took a train bound for Sakata (the train in the 2nd photo) and from there to Aomori Station. We finally arrived at Aomori
Station at 5:10 PM. We put our bags on the platform where our next train was to depart from and wandered around Aomori City, ate supper and so on. The 3rd photo is a float for the
Annual Nebuta Festival - a Festival for which the whole town turns out it seems.

Aug06_01_Vacation
_NiitsuStationRC

Aug06_04_Vacation
_TrainToSakataRC

August6th034
SIP_AomoriRC

Here are 2 additional photos taken at the Aomori Nebuta Festival. The 3rd photo is the train we rode from Aomori to Sapporo. We left Aomori on this train at 10:42 PM on
August 6th and got off at Sapporo Station on Hokkaido at 6:07 AM on August 7th.

Aug06_23SIP_Vacation
_AomoriNebutaFestivalRC

Aug06_27_Vacation_
AomoriNebutaFestivalRC

Aug06_29_Vacation_
HamanasuTrainToSapporoRC

End August 6th, Begin August 7th - Vacation
The first photo here is Sapporo Station - we arrived, as I said above - at 6:07 AM on August 7th. We ate breakfast in Sapporo and then took an Express Train to Kamikawa at
7:21 AM and arrived there at 9:41 AM. We took a bus from there at 9:50 AM and got off at Souunkyou Bus Stop at 10:20 AM (2nd photo). After about 36 hours of travel we wanted
nothing more than to get cleaned up! It was fortunate that Souunkyou is a Hot Spring area, so we had no trouble at all finding a Hot Spring. We got cleaned up, changed our clothes, ate
a brunch and then started up the mountain. The 3rd photo shows the view from the Ropeway - it had started to rain just before we got off the train at Kamikawa.

Aug07_03_Vacation_
KurodakeBaseRC
Aug07_02_Vacation_
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SapporoStationRC

Now in Daisetsuzan National Park. Can you recall this name? We came here for part of our August vacation last year too. You can find the photos taken in this National Park
last year HERE. The first photo in this row is at the top of the Ropeway. From here we had to take a lift (2nd Photo). From the top of the lift we started hiking (around 1:15 PM). It was
raining pretty heavy and we could not see very far. We were in our rain gear and although it was far from hot, we were still sweating inside of the rain gear. We arrived at the summit of
Mt. Kuro (Kurodake) (1,984 meters = 6,509 feet) at about 2:55 PM. If you would like to attempt to follow our wanderings over the mountains of Daisetsuzan National Park over the
course of 4 days there is a map HERE. It will open in separate window. This map can also be found on Page 3 at the bottom.

August7th010
_SouunkyouRC

August
7th017RC

August7th_031K_
Aug07_17D_KurodakeRC

We started down the opposite side of Mt. Kuro after a few minutes and from there it was only about 45 minutes to the hut. Our goal for the first day was a modest one - to
get to the hut! We knew we'd be exhausted from 36 hours of travel and we didn't want to push ourselves. There is enough to see near the hut so that we didn't need to go any further.
In the first photo in this row you can actually see the hut - our destination - if you study for a bit (just barely to the right of center). We crossed a small valley and discovered that it was
filled with these Phyllodoce caerulea var. yezoensis plants/flowers so we stopped there for a while and took photos. You can also note that there is still snow in this valley.

Aug07_22_Vacation_Mt
KurodakeSummitToHutRC

August
7th047RC

August
7th049RC

Here is a close shot of Phyllodoce caerulea var. yezoensis flowers. The 2nd shot is Geum pentapetalum. We arrived at the hut and it was - fortunately - not crowded. We had
plenty of space to spread out and dry out. We rented sleeping bags in advance by telephone as they only had 50 of them. This hut offers a place to sleep and electric lights in the
evening, but they offer no meals. We had to take our cook stove and gas and food with us. They have beer and soft drinks too. We had a visitor shortly after we got settled in - this
chipmunk. As we slowed down we cooled off and actually got quite cold. We spent some time curled up in our sleeping bags warming up - as did most people - before we started
preparing our supper.

Aug07_28_Vacation_MtKurodake
SummitToHut_Phyllodoce_caeruleaRC

August
7th051RC

August7th052
SIPCropRC

After supper it actually stopped raining and we had decent visibility for a while. The first photo here shows a mountain right beside the hut. Supposedly it was only 10 minutes
from the hut to the summit of this mountain, but we didn't test the time. The 2nd shot shows the hut itself. (Map HERE)
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August
7th058RC

Aug07_38SIP_Vacation_
MtKurodakeSummitToHutRC

We took advantage of the lack of rain to hike around the hut a bit and see the scenery. We really wondered what creates the weird green valleys seen in the 2nd photo. This
valley can be seen in the first photo - near the left edge.

August
7th069RC

Aug07_41_Vacation_
KurodakeHutAreaSceneryRC

End August 7th, Begin August 8th - Vacation
The next day - August 8th - it continued to be cloudy and rain intermittently. We slept in until 7:00 AM and then cooked our breakfast and got ready and started hiking at
about 8:00 AM. Our goal today was to entail about 8 hours of hiking. We intended to hike to and climb Mt. Hokkai (Hokkaidake) (2,149 m = 7,051 ft) and then hike to and climb Mt.
Hakuun (Hakuundake) (2,229.5 m = 7,315 ft). From there we would return to the Mt. Kuro (Kurodake) Hut. We would have to cross over the top of Mt. Hokkai (Hokkaidake) twice - once
on the way to Mt. Hakuun and once on the way back to the hut. The first photo here is a Gentiana nipponica with a Geum pentapetalum behind it. The 2nd photo is Kazuya crossing the
river! We call this "Poison Hot Spring Valley River". It flows out of the "Valley of the Poison Hot Spring". You'll see this designation many times, so please remember this river and this
term. The 3rd photo is one of several snow fields - steam rises from this one. By the way, we accomplished everything we hoped to accomplish this day. (Map HERE)

Aug08_001_KurodakeHutTo
MtHokkaidake_GentianaRC

Aug08_013_KurodakeHutToMt
Hokkaidake_KazuyaCrossingRiverRC

August
8th025RC

The first photo here shows Mt. Kuro (Kurodake) on the left side. The 2nd photo is a scenic shot and the 3rd shot was taken when it cleared for a moment and we could see the
summit of Mt. Hokkai (Hokkaidake) - our first goal for today.

August
8th029RC

August
8th043RC

Aug08_057SIP_KurodakeHut
ToMtHokkaidake_SceneryRC

Here is me in first position - with a nice scenic background. The 2nd shot is a panorama - Mt. Kuro (Kurodake) is the center mountain in this photo. The 3rd shot is a weird
rock formation.
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August8th_073
_074SHRC
August8th
088SIPRC

Aug08_066SIP_KurodakeHut
ToMtHokkaidake_SceneryRC

Here is a Penstemon frutescens in first position. The 2nd shot is Kazuya with a nice scenic background. The 3rd shot is a scenic photo - looking back down the slope of Mt.
Hokkai (Hokkaidake) and showing some people behind us.

August
8th089RC

Aug08_077_KurodakeHut
ToMtHokkaidake_SceneryRC
Aug08_070_KurodakeHut
ToMtHokkaidake_KazuyaRC

Here is a beautiful blue Gentiana nipponica flower in 1st position. The 2nd shot shows Kazuya and I at the summit of Mt. Hokkai (Hokkaidake (2,149 meters = 7,051 feet). It's
windier than you want to think about, which is why I am holding on to my hood. The 3rd shot is some kind of Thistle - this was taken as we descended Mt. Hokkai (Hokkaidake) on our
way to Mt. Hakuun (Hakuundake). (Map HERE)

Aug08_078_KurodakeHut
ToMtHokkaidake_GentianaRC

Aug08_081D_096K
_MtHokkaidakeRC

Aug08_092SIP_MtHokkaidake
ToMtHakuundake_ThistleRC

Here is that same kind of Thistle again. The 2nd shot is kind of a miniature world on a hummock. The 3rd shot is another type of Gentiana - this one is Gentiana algida f.
igarasii and it is found only here in Daisetsuzan National Park.

Aug08_097SIP_MtHokkaidake
ToMtHakuundake_ThistleRC

August
8th128RC

August
8th132RC

Here is another shot of Gentiana algida f. igarasii. It is followed by a scenic shot showing what appears to be a very deep snow drift! The 3rd shot is me crossing a snowfield
(not the snowfield in the previous photo). This one was easy - the snow was soft and it was easy to dig in with our boots.
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Aug08_118SIP_MtHokkaidakeToMt
Hakuundake_Gentiana_algida_f_igarasiiRC

Aug08_144_MtHokkaidake
ToMtHakuundake_SceneryRC

August
8th158RC

Here is a shot looking back at that snowfield we just crossed. You can see a tiny human figure crossing it - this gives you an idea of the scale of things. The 2nd photo is a
very strange flower, a Bryanthus gmelinii. The 3rd photo shows Kazuya and I at the summit of Mt. Hakuun (Hakuundake (2,229.5 meters = 7,315 feet). It was blowing so dang hard here
that we had to find shelter behind a big rock to be able to eat our lunch at 12:15 PM. It never cleared up while we were here, so we never had a good view of anything from this summit.
Again, I invite you to follow our journeys on the map HERE.

Aug08_146_MtHokkaidake
ToMtHakuundake_SceneryRC

August
8th161RC

Aug08_MtHakuundake
_157D_173K_AT_RC

From Mt. Hakuun (Hakuundake) we headed back towards the Kurodake Hut. We had to cross back over Mt. Hokkai (Hokkaidake) to get there. On the slope going back up Mt.
Hokkai (Hokkaidake) Kazuya noticed a fox. It was not fearful of us at all and although it never came very close, it allowed us to take as many photos as we wanted to, using the zoom
feature of our cameras. The photo of Kazuya on the snow should be in 3rd position chronologically, but I put it in second position for balance. We arrived back at the hut at just about
4:00 PM and immediately we bought and drank a can of beer! We cooked and ate our supper after a while and went to bed at around 8:00 PM. The next day was to be a long one!

Aug08_204_MtHakuundake
ToMtHokkaidake_FoxRC

Aug08_206_MtHakuundake
ToMtHokkaidake_FoxRC
Aug08_219_MtHokkaidakeTo
KurodakeHut_Kazuya_SnowfieldRC

End August 8th, End Page 1
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please continue on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this adventure to Hokkaido - The Alaska of Japan. The next page begins on August 9th
at 7:22 AM.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
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donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 4 - the best of August 2010!

Go To Page:

posted: August 31st, 2010

This page begins, as I said on the previous page, with August 9th at 7:22 AM - We left the Mt. Kuro
(Kurodake) Hut about 40 minutes before the first photo. The goal today was to end at the Asahidake Youth
Hostel - on the other side of the mountain! This page takes you through 4:54 PM - the final photo of August
9th. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin August 9th - Vacation
Well, really the only reason for the first photo here is to show you the contrast between it and the 2nd photo. The 1st one was taken at 7:22:51 AM and the 2nd one was
taken at 7:23:35 AM, less than 1 minute later! The 2 photos show nearly the exact same area. Those clouds can move fast. The 3rd shot is a shot of "Poison Hot Spring Valley River". It
may be a poison place, but it certainly is pretty. Yesterday we crossed it somewhat downstream from what you can see here.

August
9th021RC

August
9th029RC

Aug09_020_KurodakeHutTo
Ohachidairatenbaidai_SceneryRC

This chipmunk came out on the trail and told us a secret. I think he told us that the weather would be weird today. We had to cross another dangerous snowfield, but after the
Hakuba Snowfields of last month this one was a piece of cake. We had a 3rd person following us across the snowfield and he was really scared and asked us to make sure that he got
across it alive, so we waited for him as we went. The 2nd photo shows Kazuya and the 3rd person. In addition, this time we were in the clouds, so there was no visible trail and it was
questionable which direction to go. I led and assumed we had to go uphill (according to the map) and I finally saw yellow paint marks on the rocks ahead - that is how they mark the
trails here -- WHEW!! The 3rd photo shows some beautiful Yellow Flowers.

August
9th048RC

Aug09_043_Ohachidairatenbaida
ToHokuchindake_DangerousSnowfieldRC

August
9th078RC

The 3rd guy went with us to Mt. Hokuchin (Hokuchindake) (2,244 meters = 7,362 feet) and took this photo for us. This mountain is the 2nd highest peak on Hokkaido. We'll
climb the highest peak on Hokkaido tomorrow. It never cleared up while we were on this summit. And, this summit never cleared up the rest of this day or tomorrow, so we never saw
this peak, not even from a distance. The 2nd and 3rd shots are trail photos. Another link to that map is HERE.
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August
9th084_AT_RC

Aug09_051_Ohachidairatenbaida
ToHokuchindake_TrailRC

August
9th099RC

In 1st position here is a brief view down into "Poison Hot Spring Valley". The 2nd shot is a strange rock formation - at least for this area. The 3rd shot is an overview of an area
of Reindeer Moss.

Aug09_066_Hokuchindake
ToNakadake_SceneryRC

Aug09_073_Hokuchindake
ToNakadake_WeirdRockRC

August
9th118RC

The first shot is a closer view of the Reindeer Moss Area. The 2nd shot is the Reindeer Moss and a Bryanthus gmelinii - a Very Tiny Flower. The 3rd shot is a view down into
"Poison Hot Spring Valley".

August
9th120RC

Aug09_087_Hokuchindake
ToNakadake_TinyFlowerRC

August
9th124RC

Here is an additional shot looking down into "Poison Hot Spring Valley". At this time we are looking down from the west side of the valley. This huge valley has no trails across
or into it - it has a trail on the ridges on 3 sides of it though. The sulfur gas must be terribly strong down there - at times we could smell the sulfur even at the Mt. Kuro (Kurodake) Hut.
We could easily smell sulfur when we crossed the River on August 8th (Page 1, Row 13 - center photo). The 2nd photo shows me at the summit of Mt. Naka (Nakadake) (2,113 meters =
6,932 feet). The 3rd photo is looking down into "Poison Hot Spring Valley" again. The rectangle drawn on the photo delineates the portion which you will see in the next photo. (Map
HERE)

August
9th149RC

Aug09_112_Nakadake
ToJunction_SceneryRC
August9th
131_At_RC

Here is the rectangle which was delineated in the previous photo. As you can see "Poison Hot Spring Valley River" is quite large. In 2nd position is a panorama shot of "Poison
Hot Spring Valley" with Mt. Hokkai (Hokkaidake) labeled. If you recall, we climbed Mt. Hokkai (Hokkaidake) yesterday. The 3rd shot is zoomed in to some part of "Poison Hot Spring
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Valley", but I cannot positively identify this area on any other photo, so I can't delineate it for you.

Aug09_126_127Annotated_
NakadakeToJunction_SceneryRC
Aug09_118_Nakadake
ToJunction_SceneryRC

Aug09_135_Nakadake
ToJunction_SceneryRC

Here is another panorama of "Poison Hot Spring Valley" with Mt. Hokkai (Hokkaidake) labeled. The 2nd shot is another of the "Poison Hot Spring Valley River". The 3rd shot is
one additional panorama just of the "Poison Hot Spring Valley River". Sorry that there are so many shots of this single area, but it so amazing to see that one cannot help but to take
lots of photos of it. Tomorrow I'll show you just a few shots taken from the southern ridge above "Poison Hot Spring Valley".

Aug09_141_142_SIP_Annotated
_NakadakeToJunction_SceneryRC

Aug09_146_147_Nakadake
ToJunction_SceneryRC
Aug09_145_Nakadake
ToJunction_SceneryRC

The first photo here shows a steaming snowfield on the way to Nakadake Onsen (Hot Spring) from Mt. Naka (Nakadake). The 2nd photo is Kazuya with a nice scenic
background. You can see the trail we'll follow behind him. The 3rd shot was taken from the trail above Nakadake Onsen (Hot Spring). The Hot Spring Pool is shown so that you can't miss
it.

Aug09_185_JunctionTo
NakadakeOnsen_SceneryRC

August
9th234RC
Aug09_161_Nakadake
ToJunction_Scenery_KazuyaRC

The first shot in this row is the Nakadake Onsen (Hot Spring) Pool - a closer shot. The 2nd shot is the same, but looking back in the direction we came from. You can easily see
the trail coming down the hillside. On this day we were the only people here at this time - very fortunate as we were able to bathe nude. (Map HERE)

Aug09_213_JunctionTo
NakadakeOnsen_TheOnsenRC

August
9th242RC

The first shot here is me in the hot spring pool. Kazuya got out before I did and got this shot. The 2nd and 3rd shots show an abundance of Caltha fistulosa growing in a
streambed.
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August
9th246RC

August
9th269RC

August
9th282RC

Here is another shot of Caltha fistulosa in first position. In 2nd position is a shot showing an abundance of Geum pentapetalum & Phyllodoce caerulea. The 3rd photo is a closer
shot of Geum pentapetalum & Phyllodoce caerulea. It was taken in the same general area as the 2nd shot.

August
9th293RC

August
9th298RC

August
9th307RC

In both 1st and 2nd position are shots of Sanguisorba canadensis ssp. latifolia. The 3rd photo is Pedicularis verticillata.

August
9th317RC

August
9th322RC
Aug09_280_NakadakeOnsen
ToRopeway_Sanguisorba_spRC

The 1st and 2nd shots are Primula cuneifolia - an overview and a close-up shot. The 3rd shot is a general scenery shot with lots of white flowers growing.

August
9th329RC

Aug09_295_NakadakeOnsen
ToRopeway_PrimroseRC

Aug09_316_NakadakeOnsen
ToRopeway_SceneryRC

Here is an exquisite shot of Gentiana nipponica in first position. In 2nd position is a Black Bear. You may (or may not) recall that we also saw a black bear here last year. It was
in this same general area too! If you want to, you can check the photo of last year's bear HERE. In 3rd position is another kind of Gentiana - a Gentiana triflora f. montana.
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Aug09_328_NakadakeOnsenTo
Ropeway_BeautifulGentianaRC

August
9th378aRC

August
9th393RC

The first photo in this row is another photo of Gentiana triflora f. montana. In 2nd position is a Yellow Flower, sorry, don't know what it is. In the 3rd spot is Mt. Asahi
(Asahidake) and its volcanic steam fumaroles reflected in Sugatami Pond. You'll see a more impressive shot taken here tomorrow morning on the next page.

August
9th400RC

Aug09_394_NakadakeOnsen
ToRopeway_YellowFlowerRC

Aug09_397_NakadakeOnsenTo
Ropeway_PondReflectionRC

The first shot in this row is another shot of Mt. Asahi (Asahidake) and its volcanic steam fumaroles reflected in Sugatami Pond. Again, you'll see a more impressive shot taken
here tomorrow morning on the next page. The 2nd shot was taken as we rode down the Ropeway - you can see Mt. Asahi (Asahidake) and the top of the Ropeway. The 3rd shot is The
Youth Hostel - Daisetsuzan Shirakaba-Sou. This is where we stayed tonight and tomorrow night. They serve decent meals and they also have a nice Hot Spring. (Map HERE)

August
9th430RC

August
9th435RC
Aug09_423_TheYouthHostel
_DaisetsuzanShirakabaSouRC

End August 9th, End Page 2
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 for the
continuation of this adventure to Hokkaido - The Alaska of Japan.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 3 of 4 - the best of August 2010!

Go To Page:

posted: August 31st, 2010

This page begins with August 10th at 5:33 AM. This is our final day of climbing on Hokkaido - The Alaska of
Japan - in Daisetsuzan National Park. Today we'll climb the highest peak on Hokkaido - Mt. Asahi
(Asahidake). There are 46 photos from today. At the bottom of the page there is a comprehensive list of the
mountains we climbed in Daisetsuzan National Park. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin August 10th - Vacation
The time is 5:33 AM. We are walking from the Youth Hostel up to the Ropeway for the first Ropeway of the day at 6:00 AM. In the 2nd photo we are on our way up the
Ropeway and we look out and see these 3 deer beside the pond. The 3rd photo was at 6:28 AM. We have gotten off the Ropeway and are now hiking from there up to Sugatami Pond.
The sun has already risen over the summit of Mt. Asahi (Asahidake).

Aug10_006_RopewayTo
SugatamiPond_AsahidakeRC

August10th_018_
AsahidakeClimbDayRC

August10th_023_
AsahidakeClimbDayRC

Here are 2 shots showing an abundance of Geum pentapetalum.

Aug10_023_RopewayToSugatami
Pond_Geum_pentapetalumRC

August10th_033_
AsahidakeClimbDayRC

The 1st shot has been stitched together from 2 photos of the Reflection of Mt. Asahi (Asahidake) in Sugatami Pond. This image was enhanced with Shadow Illuminator Pro and
the Highlights were also darkened. The 2nd photo is also stitched together from 2 separate photos. It is once again the Reflection of Mt. Asahi (Asahidake) in Sugatami Pond. This photo
was also enhanced with Shadow Illuminator Pro. (Map HERE)

Aug10_035_36_SIP_SH_Ropeway
ToSugatamiPond_ReflectionRC
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The 1st photo is looking back down at Sugatami Pond and the Emergency Shelter. The 2nd photo shows some steam fumaroles on the side of Mt. Asahi (Asahidake).

Aug10_051_Sugatami
PondToStation6_SceneryRC

Aug10_053_Sugatami
PondToStation6_SceneryRC

The first photo in this row again shows Sugatami Pond and the Emergency Shelter - notice that the sun angle has now changed significantly, as has our elevation. The 2nd shot
shows some people disappearing into the clouds in front of us. Amazing how quickly the clouds can move in. The 3rd shot shows the clouds moving on - please don't come back.

Aug10_057_Station6
ToStation7_SceneryRC

Aug10_066_Station7
ToStation8_SceneryRC

Aug10_073_Station7
ToStation8_SceneryRC

Here is me with the scenic background of Mt. Asahi (Asahidake) in first position, followed by a shot of Kazuya and then scenery with nobody in front of it.

August10th_094_
AsahidakeClimbDayRC

Aug10_079_Station7To
Station8_Scenery_KazuyaRC

Aug10_085_Station8
ToStation9_SceneryRC

Looking further up the mountain we can now see "Safe Rock" - it's just a big square chunk of rock, kind of reminds one of a vault, which is probably why it's called "Safe Rock".
The 2nd shot is a closer one of "Safe Rock". The 3rd shot shows the 2 of us at the summit of Mt. Asahi (Asahidake) (2,291 meters = 7,516 feet). This is the highest mountain on
Hokkaido. We climbed the 2nd highest peak (Mt. Hokuchin or Hokuchindake) yesterday. This is our 4th straight day of high peak climbing. I once read somewhere that the 5th day of
high peak climbing is kind of a magical day in that your heart stops beating as fast, you don't get winded as easily and in general, your body is suddenly in condition for it. Well, I can
say that the 4th day is equally as magical - and for the same reasons. We attained the summit in about 1 hour less time than it should have taken us - certainly due to this
phenomenon. My 62 (nearly 63) year old body felt pretty dang fine. I wish I could climb for 10 days straight - what would one feel like then?!

Aug10_086_Station8To
Station9_Scenery_SafeRockRC

Aug10_090_Station9To
AsahidakeSummit_SafeRockRC

Aug10_096D_SIP_118K_
At_AsahidakeSummitRC

Now we are descending the backside of Mt. Asahi (Asahidake) headed for Mt. Kuma (Kumagadake). That is the peak you see in this photo just to the left of center. The 2nd
image is 2 photos stitched together and Tonemapped. In it you can see Mt. Kuro (Kurodake) - the first mountain we climbed back on August 7th. In the 3rd photo we are looking back
towards the summit of Mt. Asahi (Asahidake). The map is HERE and also at the bottom of this page.
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Aug10_105_106_TM_SIP_
At_AsahidakeSummitSceneryRC

Aug10_113_AsahidakeDescent
TowardsKumagadake_SceneryRC

August10th_151_
AsahidakeClimbDayRC

Here is another shot of Mt. Kuma (Kumagadake) in first position. In 2nd position we are looking back at the summit of Mt. Asahi (Asahidake) and you can see people up there.
The 3rd photo is looking ahead - beautiful blue sky.

August10th_154_
AsahidakeClimbDayRC

Aug10_140_AsahidakeToKumagadake_AsahidakeSummitRC

Aug10_141_Asahidake
ToKumagadake_SceneryRC

That's me! Mt. Kuma (Kumagadake) is behind me. The next photo shows Kazuya with red volcanic rock around him. The 3rd shot is looking down into a valley which has a lot
of snow remaining in it. We did not have to go down there.

August10th_178_
AsahidakeClimbDayRC

Aug10_156_Near
Kumagadake_Scenery_KazuyaRC

August10th_202_
AsahidakeClimbDayRC

This first shot is looking down into "Poison Hot Spring Valley" from the south ridge. The 2nd shot is a Willow - probably a subspecies of Salix nakamurana. The 3rd shot is the
east side of "Poison Hot Spring Valley" along with Mt. Hokkai (Hokkaidake) and Mt. Hakuun (Hakuundake) - both of which we climbed on August 8th.

August10th_243_44_45_
AsahidakeClimbDayRC

August10th_269_270_
TM_Annt_AsahidakeClimbDayRC
August10th_212_
AsahidakeClimbDayRC

Here is "Poison Hot Spring Valley" once again, and the rectangle again delineates the area shown in the next photo. In this 2nd photo - the area shown in the previous photo you can see that it appears that the vegetation has been blackened. Was it due to an eruption of extremely hot water or was it due to the poisonous nature of the sulfur gases? The 3rd
photo shows the signpost which marks the summit of Mt. Mamiya (Mamiyadake) ( 2,185 meters = 7,169 feet). (Map HERE)
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Aug10_196a_AraiDake
ToMamiyaDake_SceneryRC

Aug10_192_AraiDake
ToMamiyaDake_SceneryRC
Aug10_199_At_
MamiyaDake_SummitRC

Now we are once again headed for Nakadake Onsen (Hot Spring). The first photo here shows a beautiful Campanula sp. The 2nd shot shows Nakadake Onsen (Hot Spring) - on
the right side of the photo. The 3rd photo shows 2 French Brothers soaking their feet in Nakadake Onsen (Hot Spring). As you can see, there were several people here today - we could
not get naked and soak. We did take off our shoes and soak our feet though.

Aug10_212_MamiyaDake
ToNakadakeOnsen_CampanulaRC

Aug10_220_MamiyaDake
ToNakadakeOnsen_OnsenRC

Aug10_224_
NakadakeOnsenRC

Here is that area of Caltha fistulosa again. Yes, now we are on the same trail we hiked yesterday. And, here is the Primula cuneifolia again. The 3rd shot shows 2 smaller
peaks. They are known as Big-Tsuka & Little-Tsuka Peaks.

August10th_331_
AsahidakeClimbDayRC

Aug10_255_NakadakeOnsen
ToFlowerField_PrimulaRC

Aug10_259_NakadakeOnsenTo
FlowerField_Big_LittleThingsRC

Here are 2 shots of Phyllodoce caerulea - not sure if this is the same spot where we stopped yesterday, regardless, today there were thousands (at least hundreds) of
butterflies swarming around here for the pollen of this flower. In the first photo I can count at least 5 butterflies. The 2nd photo shows a larger area. The 3rd photo is Gentiana triflora f.
montana. This is most likely the same area we stopped at for this flower yesterday.

August10th_361_
AsahidakeClimbDayRC

Aug10_275_FlowerField_
Phyllodoce_caeruleaRC

August10th_384_
AsahidakeClimbDayRC

The first photo in this row is one more Gentiana triflora f. montana. The 2nd photo is the reflection of Mt. Asahi (Asahidake) on one of the ponds - but not Sugatami Pond. We
did not go back there again today.
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Aug10_285_
Asahidake_BlueGentianaRC

August10th_390_
AsahidakeClimbDayRC

Yesterday on the way down the Ropeway we noticed this dead conifer tree which had a beautiful silver color, so today we were ready for it. Here it is. I cropped it and
enhanced it with Shadow Illuminator Pro. The 2nd photo - we are back home at the Youth Hostel. The time is 4:30 PM. We started hiking 11 hours ago.

Aug10_305D_403K_
HomeAtTheYouthHostelRC
Aug10_303CropSIP_Asahidake
_RopewayDescent_SilverTreeRC

End August 10th Photos, Begin List of Mountains Climbed
Here you can find a list of all the mountains which we climbed on Hokkaido during our August Vacation. Note that a (#2) indicates
that it was the 2nd time we climbed that particular mountain.

Mountains Climbed on Hokkaido from August 7 - 10, 2010
No.

Date

1

Aug-07-2010

2

Elev., Ft.

Elev., M.

Mt. Kuro (Kurodake)

6,509

1,984

Aug-08-2010

Mt. Hokkai (Hokkaidake)

7,051

2,149

3

Aug-08-2010

Mt. Hakuun (Hakuundake)

7,315

2,230

4

Aug-08-2010

Mt. Hokkai (Hokkaidake) (#2)

7,051

2,149

5

Aug-09-2010

Mt. Hokuchin (Hokuchindake)

7,362

2,244

6

Aug-09-2010

Mt. Naka (Nakadake)

6,932

2,113

7

Aug-10-2010

Mt. Asahi (Asahidake) (#2)

7,516

2,291

8

Aug-10-2010

Mt. Arai (Araidake)

7,162

2,183

9

Aug-10-2010

Mt. Mamiya (Mamiyadake) (#2)

7,169

2,185
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Mountains Climbed On Hokkaido from August 7 - 10, 2010
Click to see full size image
(in new window)

End List of Mountains Climbed, Here is the Map of Daisetsuzan National Park

Wanderings in Disetsuzan National Park August 7 - 10, 2010
Click to see full size image
(in new window)
Can you remember the climbing sequence?
Day #1 - Mt. Kuro
Day #2 - Mt. Hokkai, Mt. Hakuun, Mt Hokkai again
Day #3 - Mt. Hokuchin, Mt. Naka, Nakadake Hot Spring
Day #4 - Mt. Asahi, Mt. Arai, Mt. Mamiya, Nakadake Hot Spring

End Page 3
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Please continue on to page 4 for the quick
conclusion of this adventure (only the coming home photos remain) and also for the conclusion of
August 2010!

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
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If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 4 of 4 - the best of August 2010!

Go To Page:

posted: August 31st, 2010

This page begins with August 11th - coming home from the Vacation on Hokkaido, The Alaska Of Japan.
There are only 5 photos from the journey home, although it occupied August 11th, 12th and 13th until 3:30
PM. The next event is a trip to the Tokyo Pride Parade & Festival. This page ends with a trip to Fujino Hot
Spring on my 63rd Birthday (August 28th). Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin August 11th - Vacation
On August 11th we had to head for home, although as it ended up we could have stayed for another day. We got up at about 5:30 AM, went for a soak in the Youth Hostel's
Hot Spring, ate their breakfast and then packed up and hiked up to the bottom of the Ropeway, which was where the bus stop was. The first photo in this row was taken at 5:16 AM.
Looks like it may be a nice weather day, eh! Well, that's wrong, sorry. By the time the bus came at 11:10 AM it was blowing and raining so hard that the Ropeway had been shut down
for the day. A Typhoon was coming in, a very rare happening for this part of Japan. This typhoon hit South Korea and then headed east through the Sea of Japan and then went across
the northern portion of Honshu (Japan's main island). The effects were felt very strongly on Hokkaido. Our bus did get us to Asahikawa Station, as we planned (The 2nd photo). Then we
even managed to get a train down to Sapporo Station - again, as planned. The next part of the plan was a night train from Sapporo, on Hokkaido, to Aomori on Honshu. They let us
board the train and they said it would be delayed in starting by 40 minutes. Well, the train ended up being entirely canceled and we spent the night in Sapporo Station. They allowed
people to sleep overnight on the unmoving train, but that was not comfortable, so we chose to sleep in Sapporo Station proper. The 3rd photo is one from the middle of the night - a
huge soft drinks machine in Sapporo Station. The next morning we saw on TV why our train was canceled - the train tracks from Sapporo to Aomori were under water! The typhoon had
hit!

Aug11_04_Vacation_
AsahidakeFromYHWindowRC

Aug11_11SHCrop_
Vacation_SapporoStationRC

Aug11_06SIP_Vacation
_AsahikawaStationRC

End August 11th, Begin August 12th & 13th - Vacation
We managed to get under way at 12:22 PM on the 12th - that was the next train headed south. It went as far as Hakodate (still on Hokkaido). The first photo shows the
amount of muddy runoff into the ocean due to the heavy rains from the typhoon. From Hakodate we took an express train headed for Aomori and by 10:36 PM we were finally at
Hachinohe on Honshu Island. We stayed in a 24 hour Hot Spring - it was cheap and funds were tight. We had to pay for trains which we had not planned on paying for. We had a special
ticket and we could not use it on some of the trains which we were forced to take due to the cancellation of the night train from Sapporo to Aomori. Well, anyway, we slept in the Hot
Spring in Hachinohe for the night and the next day (August 13th) we continued onward at 6:28 AM from Hachinohe Station. When we got to Sendai I took a Shinkansen the rest of the
way home and Kazuya detoured to Yamagata to visit his brother. I arrived home at about 3:30 PM on the 13th. Oh, the 2nd photo in this row was taken from the train between
Hachinohe and Sendai - it is most likely Mt. Iwate - in Iwate Prefecture.

August12th_
06CropRC

August13th_10
Crop_ComingHomeRC

End August 13th - End Vacation, Begin August 14th
Kazuya arrived home at about 10:00 AM on the 14th - as he had planned to do - and we got ready and went to the Tokyo Gay/Lesbian Pride Festival and Parade. We marched
in the Parade, as we have every year that there has been a parade. The first photo in this row shows the people lining up to begin marching in the parade. The 2nd and 3rd photos show
people finishing the parade and coming back into the Festival grounds. We were with the 4th float and there were 12 floats (I think), so we were back on the Festival Grounds earlier
than 8 other groups and we could take lots of photos of the other 8 groups returning.
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Aug14_02_Tokyo
PrideParade_FestivalRC

August14th_
TokyoPride005RC

Aug14_12_Tokyo
PrideParade_FestivalRC

End August 14th, Begin August 28th
On my 63rd Birthday - August 28th - I selected to go to Fujino Hot Spring. I was hoping that it would be cooler there than at home, and it would be relaxing. So, Kazuya and I
took a train from our local station (Musashisakai) out to Takao and then transferred to a train to Kofu and we got off at Fujino. At Fujino there is a huge love letter on the hill overlooking
the town - I don't know why, but here it is (first photo). From the Fujino Train Station there is a free bus to Fujino Hot Spring. The Hot Spring is actually an "open to the public" portion
of Fujino Hot Spring Hospital. I don't know what ailments are cured by a Hot Spring, but... The 2nd photo shows the general mountainous area where the Hot Spring is located - in the
middle of nowhere - you can see why I was hoping it would be cooler than at home (it was cooler too!). The 3rd photo shows the front of Fujino Hot Spring - the part which is open to
the general public.

Aug28_005_006_Fujino
HotSpringBuildingRC
Aug28_001e_Fujino
Station_LetterOnHillRC

Aug28_003_Fujino
HotSpringAreaRC

From the balcony of the public area of the Hot Spring you can look at the Hospital Portion. The first photo is the hospital. Must be several ailments which are cured here - it's a
pretty large complex. For the entry fee of 850 Yen one can bathe for 4 hours without extra charge. They also have relaxation and eating rooms and of course a restaurant. We generally
bathe and then soak for about an hour and then eat a snack. Then we usually relax and siesta for a while and then back into the hot pools and then finish up and have a final snack
before we leave. This day was no different. There are no photos of the actual Hot Spring Pools - people don't like having their naked photos taken and therefore it is prohibited to take a
camera into the pool area. This Hot Spring has a sauna, 3 different indoor hot pools and a nice outdoor pool which overlooks the mountain scenery. While we were waiting for the free
bus to take us back to the station we photographed this nice cloud (2nd photo). In the 3rd photo I have applied the "Sheet Metal" Effect found in ACDSee software to the 2nd photo.

Aug28_008_009_Fujino
HotSpringHospitalRC

Aug28_013_Fujino
HotSpringAreaRC

Aug28_013SM_
FujinoHotSpringAreaRC

When we got back to Fujino Station we found it was just about sunset time. These 3 final photos were taken from Fujino Station while we waited for our train.

Aug28_017P_Fujino
StationSunsetRC

Aug28_018_Fujino
StationSunsetRC

Aug28_022_Fujino
StationSunsetRC

End August 28th, End Page 4, End August 2010's Photos
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Here are links to separate web pages. The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos
TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for the weekend). The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased.
You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link takes you to a set of pages which show you the FRONT coverart of all of our DVDs.

February 22, 2009 DVD Collection,
Movie of Home Theater System
& TV Pictures
(new window)

Link to DVD collection in DVD Profiler
Click Here.
(new window)

Our DVD Collection
Front Coverart Pages
Click Here.
(new window)

Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback you
might have. You can also request to be put on a mailing list to be notified of future updates.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google it

✔

Search danwiz.com   

Google it

✔

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Japan - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
Click the photo to go to the newest pages.

August 2011 - Favorite Photo
"Mt. Chokai Shadow". The shadow of Mt. Chokai on
the Sea of Japan with some anti-crepuscular rays. An
HDR photo. August 9, 2011.
Click below if you don't want to go to the newest
photos

AUGUST 2011: FOUR Pages This Month FEATURING Our 2011 Summer Vacation * Vespa mandarinia japonica - the "Yak Killer" Hornet - A Nest * Climb of Mt. Gassan - in Yamagata
Prefecture * Mountain Flowers * Mountain Scenery * Edelweiss - Leontopodium fauriei * Mt. Gassan Summit Sunset * A Rare Gentiana algida Flower * Hagurosan Shrine * Kisakata - Akita
Prefecture * Kisakata Beach * Climb of Mt. Chokai * Amazing Mountain Scenery and Mountain Flowers * The Rare Arenaria merckioides var. chokaiensis Flower * Sunset & Twin Sun Dogs From
the Summit of Mt. Chokai * Sunrise on Mt. Chokai * Anti-crepuscular Rays * Mt Chokai Mountain Shadow on the Sea of Japan * Funagata, Yamagata Hot Spring Scenery * Kaneyama Hot Spring
- Akita Prefecture * Yamadera (= Mountain Shrine) * Mt. Zao - Kawara Hot Spring * More    
(Click on the Photo or on this text to go directly to the August photos)

This is Page 1 of 4 - the best of August 2011!

Go To Page:

posted: August 31st, 2011

This page begins with August 2nd on our balcony. Then it jumps to August 6th - the first day of our 2011
Vacation - and features a climb of Mt. Gassan (1,984 m = 6,509 ft) and the sunset of that day. Then we
progress to August 7th - the descent of Mt. Gassan. This page will end at 10:14 AM on the 7th and page 2
continues from that point. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin August 2nd
We've had this hornet's nest on our balcony for most of the summer. Here - in the first shot - you can see what appears to be our innocent looking balcony. Oh, in the 2nd
photo - what is that brown round thing?
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Aug02_02_Vespa_mandarinia_
japonica_SparrowHornetRC

Aug02_03_Vespa_mandarinia_
japonica_SparrowHornetRC

Oh, it appears to be a Hornet's nest - specifically a Vespa mandarinia japonica - The Sparrow Hornet - Suzume-bachi in Japanese. It's called the "Yak Killer" in most Asian
countries. The 2nd shot shows how riled up they get by just getting some soap from the soap container to start a load of laundry. Ultimately we called City Hall and they came and
removed it - for free.

Aug02_04_Vespa_mandarinia_
japonica_SparrowHornetRC

Aug02_06_Vespa_mandarinia_
japonica_SparrowHornetRC

End August 2nd, Begin August 6th
On Friday, August 5th we started a week long vacation. We took a night bus from Tokyo to Sendai, arriving there at 5:30 AM. Then we took another bus at 7:05 AM and got
off at the Nishikawa Bus Stop at around 8:30 AM. Then we took a 3rd bus at 9:10 AM, which took us to the starting point for climbing Mt. Gassan (1,984 m = 6,509 ft) in Yamagata
Prefecture. We arrived there at about 10:15 AM and then we took a lift as high as possible on the mountain. Then we actually started climbing the mountain at around 10:45 AM. In this
row are the first 3 photos on the climb. In the first photo you can see Pedicularis chamissonis var. japonica (the pink flower) and Hemerocallis dumortieri var. esculenta (the lily). The
2nd shot shows only Pedicularis chamissonis var. japonica. The 3rd shot shows an overview of the area. By the way, we also climbed this mountain in August 2008 - you might want to
review those photos before continuing. You can find that climb HERE starting in Row 6.

Aug06_008_Mt
Gassan_FlowersRC

Aug06_013_Mt
Gassan_FlowersRC
Aug06_010_Mt
Gassan_FlowersRC

Here are some Hemerocallis dumortieri var. esculenta (the lily) flowers in the first shot and an overview of Pedicularis chamissonis var. japonica in the 2nd shot. The 3rd shot is
looking up towards the summit, but you cannot see the summit from here. By the way, we will take the upper trail, not the lower trail which shows prominently in this photo.
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Aug06_015_Mt
Gassan_FlowersRC

Aug06_016_Mt
Gassan_FlowersRC

August6th_
MtGassan017RC

The first image here is a Tone-mapped image of 3 exposure-bracketed photos. Photomatix-Pro was used and the Details Enhancer Option was selected. We'll cross ABOVE that
snowfield you can see. The 2nd shot shows the trail off in the distance and you can see lots of white-robed people on the trail. They are religious people who come here to receive some
basic training in being monks and nuns. This is a very sacred mountain. The 3rd shot is a nice little patch of Geum pentapetalum.

Aug06_021_22_23_
TMDE_MtGassan_SceneryRC

Aug06_026_Mt
Gassan_SceneryRC

August6th_Mt
Gassan037RC

Here are 2 shots of Cirsium nambuense - A Thistle, followed by another shot of Pedicularis chamissonis var. japonica, with a cloudy mountain as a background.

August6th_Mt
Gassan042RC

Aug06_050_Mt
Gassan_FlowersRC
Aug06_046_Mt
Gassan_ThistleRC

The first shot here shows many kinds of flowers, but primarily Hemerocallis dumortieri var. esculenta. The 2nd shot shows the same, with the addition of Pedicularis
chamissonis var. japonica. The 3rd shot shows some beautiful examples of Gentiana nipponica.

Aug06_058_Mt
Gassan_FlowersRC

Aug06_059_Mt
Gassan_FlowersRC

Aug06_063_Mt
Gassan_FlowersRC

Here is more of an overview shot of the Gentiana nipponica in first position. The 2nd shot is Ligularia hodgsonii and the 3rd shot is Prunella prunelliformis.
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Aug06_071_Mt
Gassan_FlowersRC

Aug06_072_Mt
Gassan_FlowersRC

Aug06_075_Mt
Gassan_FlowersRC

As in 2008 - we also found a type of Edelweiss here (Leontopodium fauriei). In 2008 it was the first time we had seen/found Edelweiss. Now, if you do a search for Edelweiss
from our home page search box you'll find that we have found it several times/places since then. You'll also find Edelweiss photos on pages 118 and 174 of our book Outdoor
Photography of Japan: Through the Seasons (see the "Our Books" link at the bottom of this page).

August6th_Mt
Gassan063RC

Aug06_078_Mt
Gassan_EdelweissRC

Aug06_083_Mt
Gassan_EdelweissRC

Here is a shot of Gentiana nipponica in first position. A shot of Kazuya on the trail in 2nd position and a cloudy scenery shot in 3rd position.

August6th_Mt
Gassan070RC

Aug06_098_MtGassan
_Scenery_KazuyaRC

August6th_Mt
Gassan080RC

In first position is an overview shot of Prunella prunelliformis. The 2nd shot is another shot of Edelweiss (Leontopodium fauriei) and the 3rd shot shows the trail.

Aug06_100_Mt
Gassan_FlowersRC

August6th_Mt
Gassan084RC
August6th_Mt
Gassan088RC

Here are 3 shots of Edelweiss (Leontopodium fauriei) - an overview, closer and then even closer. You can also see Gentiana nipponica in all 3 shots.
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August6th_Mt
Gassan090RC

Aug06_110_Mt
Gassan_EdelweissRC

Aug06_111_Mt
Gassan_EdelweissRC

Here is an overview shot of Leontopodium fauriei - Edelweiss. The 2nd shot is an unknown flower. The 3rd shot shows that snowfield you saw in Row 5 - now we are above it
and it is steaming.

Aug06_115_Mt
Gassan_EdelweissRC

Aug06_122_Mt
Gassan_FlowersRC

Aug06_133_Mt
Gassan_SceneryRC

In the first shot here you can see Ligularia hodgsonii (Yellow Flower) and Geranium yesoense var. nipponicum. The 2nd shot shows a closer shot of the Geranium. The 3rd shot
shows the summit hut (the lower building) - we had reservations here and spent the night. The highest building on the mountain is a Shrine.

August6th_Mt
Gassan142RC

August6th_Mt
Gassan144RC

August6th_Mt
Gassan153RC

Around this area were MANY Adenophora triphylla var. hakusanensis flowers. The 2nd shot is for the interesting colors. The 3rd shot shows the Shrine. We went inside of this
shrine back in 2008, but we did not feel like paying to enter it again.

Aug06_172_Mt
Gassan_FlowersRC

fauriei.

Aug06_173_Mt
Gassan_SceneryRC

Aug06_175_Mt
Gassan_SceneryRC

Some clouds whip past the Shrine in the first shot. Kazuya standing in front of the sign for the summit hut in the 2nd shot. The 3rd shot shows more Edelweiss - Leontopodium
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Aug06_177_Mt
Gassan_SceneryRC

Aug06_185_MtGassan
_SummitHut_KazuyaRC

Aug06_194_Mt
Gassan_EdelweissRC

Now we have completed our supper at the hut and sunset is approaching very quickly. There were too many clouds to be able to see the actual sunset, but we had some fairly
decent colors. In the first shot you can see Mt. Chokai to the left of the Shrine. We'll be climbing that peak in 2 days.

August6th_Mt
Gassan221RC

Aug06_217_Mt
Gassan_SunsetRC

Here is a 1/2 moon and the sunset colors. These are the final 2 shots of today.

Aug06_225Crop
_MtGassan_MoonRC

Aug06_233_Mt
Gassan_SunsetRC

End August 6th, Begin August 7th
Now it's August 7th and we have to get quite far today, so we leave the hut at about 5:20 AM. The first 2 shots on this page show the shadow of the mountain which we are
on - Mt. Gassan. The 3rd shot shows the hut where we stayed, from very close to the Shrine.

Aug07_005_MtGassan
Descent_SunriseRC

Aug07_006_MtGassan
Descent_SunriseRC

Aug07_007_MtGassan
Descent_LeavingHutRC

The first shot shows some great colors - Geranium yesoense var. nipponicum (The Pink Flower) and Ranunculus acris var. nipponicus (The Yellow Flower). The 2nd shot is a
scenery shot showing some strange clouds in the valleys to the east. The 3rd shot shows Kazuya on the trail.
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August7th_Mt
Gassan013RC

Aug07_013_MtGassan
Descent_SceneryRC

Aug07_023_MtGassan
Descent_Scenery_KazuyaRC

Here are several flowers - Adenophora triphylla var. hakusanensis (Blue Flower), Ligularia hodgsonii (Yellow Flower) and a Cirsium nambuense - A Thistle. That is followed by a
scenery shot in which you can see Mt. Chokai in the distance - we are on our way there now and will climb it tomorrow. The 3rd shot shows Leontopodium fauriei - Edelweiss - growing
all by itself so you can see the leaves very well.

August7th_Mt
Gassan028RC

Aug07_028_MtGassan
Descent_Scenery_ChokaiRC

Aug07_032_MtGassan
Descent_Flowers_EdelweissRC

Aug07_045_MtGassan
Descent_FlowersRC

August7th_Mt
Gassan061RC

A scenery shot, a flower shot and me on the rocky trail.

Aug07_040_MtGassan
Descent_SceneryRC

These 3 shots all are of Gentiana algida - a rare White Gentian. We saw a similar plant in Daisetsuzan National Park in August of 2010, but it was not the same as this. That
one was Gentiana algida f. igarasii and you can see a photo of it HERE for comparison.

August7th_Mt
Gassan062RC

August7th_Mt
Gassan066RC
Aug07_058_MtGassan
Descent_FlowersRC

Here is the final shot from our descent of Mt. Gassan - This is a fairly good shot of Mt. Chokai (2,236 m = 7,336 ft). We will be at its summit tomorrow night.
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August7th_Mt
Gassan076RC

From the parking lot of Mt. Gassan (a different place than where we started - we climbed on a trail from the south and descended on a trail to the north) we took a bus to
Hagurosan Shrine. These 2 shots are of that Shrine. This is a very historic shrine and if you desire to know more, I am sure that you can find a good deal of information about it through
an internet search.

Aug07_073_Hagurosan
Shrine_BuildingsRC
Aug07_080_081_Hagurosan
Shrine_PanoramaRC

End Page 1, but August 7th continues on Page 2
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this date. The final shot on this page was taken at 10:14 AM, the following page will
continue at 12:24 PM.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 4 - the best of August 2011!

Go To Page:

posted: August 31st, 2011

This page begins at 12:24 PM on August 7th - riding the train towards our next destination. It takes you
through the rest of the 7th and then part of the 8th. This page ends at 5:53 PM on the 8th of August on the
Summit of Mt. Chokai (2,236 m = 7,336 ft). Click on any thumbnail to begin.
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August 7th Continues From Page 1 (at 12:24 PM)
We took a bus from Hagurosan Shrine to Tsuruoka Station, ate our lunch there and were fortunate to be able to catch a Special Express Train which took us directly to our
destination without having to transfer to another train. The first shot here is the train we rode. There is only one train like this per day. The 2nd shot shows Mt. Chokai under a cloud hopefully it will be clear when we climb it tomorrow. We saw this view from the train. The 3rd shot is Kisakata Station - our destination for today. This is in Akita Prefecture.

August7th_Mt
Gassan094RC

Aug07_088R_Train
ToKisakata_SceneryRC

Aug07_097_Train
ToKisakata_SceneryRC

We had reservations in a hotel close to the beach at Kisakata. This is the beach which we were close to. There weren't many people because it wasn't a very large town. The
2nd shot is Mt. Chokai - the mountain which we'll climb tomorrow - as sunset time approached. The 3rd shot is zoomed in to the summit of Mt. Chokai (2,236 m = 7,336 ft). We hope
the weather will be this great tomorrow when we are up there!

August7th_
Kisakata101RC

Aug07_101_
Kisakata_Beach_RC

Aug07_103_
Kisakata_Beach_RC

Here is another shot of the summit area of Mt. Chokai - we hope that it will NOT be like this tomorrow. This will be the 3rd time we have climbed this peak. The first time we
had a fairly decent sunrise, the 2nd time we had a good sunset. What will we have this time? The 2nd and 3rd shots show the sun sinking into the Sea of Japan.

Aug07_110_Kisakata
_Beach_SunsetRC

Aug07_126_Kisakata
_Beach_SunsetRC

Aug07_131_Kisakata
_Beach_SunsetRC

Here are 2 final shots of the sun sinking into the Sea of Japan. On the way back to our hotel from the beach we stopped at a nice restaurant and ate supper. The restaurant's
specialty was tantanmen (men = noodles - so tantan-noodles). This is a shot of our supper. It was very delicious.

Aug07_143_Kisakata
_Beach_SunsetRC

Aug07_147_Kisakata
_Beach_SunsetRC

August7th_
Kisakata154RC

End August 7th, Begin August 8th
We got up at the hotel at 4:45 AM on August 8th, got ready and packed our bags and checked out. The owner gave us a ride to the Train Station - which was where we were
to take a bus from. We took a 6:10 AM mini-bus bound for the starting point for the climb of Mt. Chokai. In years past we had stayed in Sakata and from there the bus starts much
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later. This would give us the earliest start we have ever had for our climb. We arrived at Hokodate - the starting point - at 7:20 AM. We noticed that there were several signs around
warning of bear danger. The first shot is looking back towards Kisakata Beach from the starting point of our climb. We stayed down there near the boat harbor. The 2nd shot is one of
the bear warning signs. The 3rd shot is looking up the canyon to the summit of Mt. Chokai. This is the first time we've ever been able to see the summit from here. It may be a great
weather day! This image is actually composed of 3 exposure-bracketed shots which have been Tone-mapped with Photomatix-Pro using the Details-Enhancer Option.

Aug08_004Crop_
StartChokaiClimb_RC

Aug08_007_08_09_TMDE
_StartChokaiClimb_RC
Aug08_016_Start
ChokaiClimb_RC

Okay, now we are climbing the mountain. The first shot is a Chokai Thistle - Cirsium chokaiense. The 2nd shot shows Lilium medeoloides - obviously a lily. The 3rd shot is
Pedicularis chamissonis var. japonica. You saw shots of this from our climb of Mt. Gassan, on the previous page. By the way, you may not remember it, but we climbed this mountain in
August 2005 and again in August 2008 - seems like we climb it every 3 years - this is our 3rd climb of this peak. To see photos of the previous climbs click HERE for 2005 Photos and
go down to Row 14. For the 2008 photos click HERE and scroll down to Row 8.

August8th_Mt
Choukai018RC
Aug08_033_Chokai
ClimbFlowers_RC

Aug08_047_Chokai
ClimbFlowers_RC

Here is me shooting some lilies on the side of the mountain. Our necks got pretty sunburned on our Mt. Gassan Climb - so I am protecting it here. The 2nd and 3rd shots are
both stunning shots which show Hemerocallis dumortieri var. esculenta (The Lily) and Pedicularis chamissonis var. japonica (The Pink Flower).

August8th_Mt
Choukai048RC

Aug08_057_Chokai
ClimbFlowers_RC
Aug08_061_Chokai
ClimbFlowers_RC

The first shot here is a patch of Geum pentapetalum. The 2nd and 3rd shots both show Blue and White Adenophora triphylla var. hakusanensis.
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August8th_Mt
Choukai058RC

August8th_Mt
Choukai070RC

Aug08_085_Chokai
Climb_FlowersRC

In first position in this row is a Parantica sita butterfly on a Ligularia hodgsonii flower. In 2nd position is Lake Chokai - with MUCH less snow around it than we saw in both
2005 and in 2008. The 3rd shot shows Lake Chokai and the same butterfly and flower as shown in the first photo.

Aug08_087_Chokai
Climb_FlowersRC

Aug08_088_Chokai
Climb_FirstHut_RC

August8th_Mt
Choukai082RC

Here is a shot of Kazuya interrupted from his flower photography while we were on a break at the hill overlooking Lake Chokai. There is a Mountain Hut here which we cannot
imagine why people stay at - it is only a couple of hours from the starting point. Maybe it is several hours from some other starting point than the one we use?! The 2nd and 3rd shots
show Adenophora triphylla var. hakusanensis, Ligularia hodgsonii and several more flowers.

Aug08_094_Chokai
Climb_FirstHut_RC

August8th_Mt
Choukai097RC

Aug08_099_Chokai
ClimbFlowers_RC

Here are 3 shots showing Adenophora triphylla var. hakusanensis (the small bell-shaped flower), Ligularia hodgsonii (the yellow flower) and more flowers.

August8th_Mt
Choukai115RC

August8th_Mt
Choukai121RC

Aug08_110_Chokai
ClimbFlowers_RC

The first 2 shots show Adenophora triphylla var. hakusanensis (the small bell-shaped flower), Ligularia hodgsonii (the yellow flower) and more flowers, while the 3rd shot shows
you a beautiful Lilium medeoloides.
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August8th_Mt
Choukai136RC

August8th_Mt
Choukai156RC

Aug08_135_Chokai
ClimbFlowers_RC

The next 5 shots show you a rare flower - Arenaria merckioides var. chokaiensis. In both 2005 and 2008 when we climbed this mountain we found just a VERY FEW of this
flower and they were covered with so many rain drops that we never did get any decent photos of it. This time we saw a great abundance of this rare species and even got some great
photos. You'll see more of this as we continue our climb. Note that these 5 photos (3 here and 2 in the next row) are increasingly closer to the flower.

Aug08_158_Chokai
ClimbFlowers_RC

Aug08_159_Chokai
ClimbFlowers_RC

Aug08_160_Chokai
ClimbFlowers_RC

Here are the 2 closest shots of this rare flower - Arenaria merckioides var. chokaiensis. It is found only in this vicinity, which is why it is named "var. chokaiensis. The 3rd shot
is an Edelweiss - Leontopodium fauriei. We had never found Edelweiss on this mountain before this year, possibly because the weather was not as nice in years past and we weren't
seeing as good? You may note that this is the same genus and species of Edelweiss as we found on Mt. Gassan.

August8th_Mt
Choukai201RC

August8th_Mt
Choukai203RC

Aug08_169_Chokai
ClimbFlowers_RC

We're going that way, which means we now have to descend into a pass and then climb up the other side. The 2nd and 3rd shots show Pedicularis chamissonis var. japonica
and more flowers.

Aug08_175_Chokai
ClimbFlowers_RC

August8th_Mt
Choukai213RC

Aug08_179_Chokai
ClimbFlowers_RC

Here comes Kazuya - he is often behind me taking photos as we climb. This is looking back from the way we came - after we went through the pass shown in the photo in 1st
position in Row 15. The 2nd shot is me - from Kazuya's viewpoint. Notice all of the flowers! In 3rd position is a Chokai Thistle - a Cirsium chokaiense. This species is found only around
here.
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Aug08_187_Chokai
ClimbFlowers_RC

August8th_Mt
Choukai244RC

Aug08_190_Chokai
ClimbFlowers_RC

The first photo shows mostly Adenophora triphylla var. hakusanensis, the 2nd photo shows mostly Chokai Thistle (Cirsium chokaiense) and the 3rd shot shows another patch of
Arenaria merckioides var. chokaiensis - that rare flower.

August8th_Mt
Choukai256RC

August8th_Mt
Choukai261RC

August8th_Mt
Choukai267RC

We are getting closer and closer to our destination. The 1st shot is looking up at the summit of Mt. Chokai through thin clouds. The 2nd shot shows a person crossing a
snowfield which we too must cross. This snowfield is much smaller than it was in 2005 and 2008. The 3rd shot is one more which looks up at the summit area.

August8th_Mt
Choukai273RC

Aug08_204_
ChokaiClimb_RC

Aug08_207_
ChokaiClimb_RC

Now we have crossed that snowfield and are climbing up the slope on the opposite side. This is the final push - for about an hour - before we arrive at the summit hut. The
2nd and 3rd shots show a snowfield which we have to wonder - "why does it have those vertical walls"?

Aug08_211_
ChokaiClimb_RC

Aug08_213_
ChokaiClimb_RC

August8th_Mt
Choukai291RC

Here is a beautiful Campanula lasiocarpa. It is followed by a shot of Kazuya at the summit hut sign-in building. Of course the summit hut is not actually at the summit of the
mountain. It is about 30 minutes from here to the very peak of the mountain along a VERY rocky route. After we got checked in and unpacked a little bit, we relaxed and wandered
around the hut area. We found LOTS of flowers - this 3rd photo shows Adenophora triphylla var. hakusanensis.
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August8th_Mt
Choukai292RC

Aug08_223_Chokai
ClimbFlowers_RC
Aug08_226_
ChokaiClimb_RC

The first shot shows people climbing up towards the summit. You can see the rocky route the 3 climbers are using. The 2nd shot is a scenery shot. The 3rd shot is Arenaria
merckioides var. chokaiensis - the rare flower - with Kazuya's forefinger as scale.

Aug08_229_Chokai
ClimbHutArea_RC

August8th_Mt
Choukai344RC

August8th_Mt
Choukai358RC

Here is another scenery shot - beautiful clouds. The 2nd shot is a patch of Arenaria merckioides var. chokaiensis - the rare flower. The 3rd shot is a cloud/scenery shot. Notice
how that cloud has built since the first photo in this row.

Aug08_241_Chokai
ClimbHutArea_RC

Aug08_243_ChokaiClimb
HutArea_FlowersRC

Aug08_246_Chokai
ClimbHutArea_RC

Okay, now we are rested and we are heading for the summit for the sunset time of the day. There is the hut complex below us. The 2nd shot is me following the white arrows
which will guide us to the correct summit. On our first climb of this mountain, back in 2005, we did not pay close attention to the arrows and we ended up on a false summit at sunset.
The 3rd shot shows more of those white arrows which must be followed to arrive at the (true) summit.

August8th_Mt
Choukai403RC

August8th_Mt
Choukai437RC

August8th_Mt
Choukai442RC

The first shot shows a line of wind-power generators lying along a low ridgeline. The 2nd and 3rd shots show Mt. Gassan off to the south - remember, that is where we were 2
nights ago.
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Aug08_264_ChokaiClimb
SummitArea_RC

Aug08_270_ChokaiClimb
SummitArea_RC

August8th_Mt
Choukai468RC

The first shot in this row was taken at 5:48 PM - You can see the setting sun, Tobishima (Tobi Island) and twin sun-dogs on either side of the sun. Sun dogs appear at 22°
distant and at the same distance above the horizon as the sun. Sometimes they only last for a moment, sometimes they can be seen for quite a long time. On this day we had the treat
of being able to see them for at least 30 minutes - an amazingly long time. You'll be seeing more photos of this sun dog phenomena. The 2nd shot shows us at the summit of this
mountain on all 3 climbs. You might note that this is the warmest weather we have experienced on this peak - in 2005 - at sunrise, we were COLD! In 2008 at sunset - we were cold!
This year, 2011 we were not cold at all! The 3rd shot is the twin sun dogs at 5:53 PM.

Aug08_280_ChokaiClimb
SummitArea_RC

ChokaiClimbs
_SunDogsRC

August8th_Mt
Choukai499RC

End Page 2, but August 8th continues on Page 3
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 for the
continuation of this date. The final shot on this page was taken at 5:53 PM, the following page will
continue at 5:56 PM.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 3 of 4 - the best of August 2011!

Go To Page:

posted: August 31st, 2011

This page begins at 5:56 PM on August 8th on the summit of Mt. Chokai (2,236 m = 7,336 ft). It takes you
through the remainder of August 8th and then through all of August 9th, 10th and 11th.
Click on any thumbnail to begin.

August 8th Continues From Page 2 (at 5:56 PM)
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Okay, let's continue - we are, obviously, still at the summit of Mt. Chokai (2,236 m = 7,336 ft) and the sun is setting. The first image is a 2 shot panorama of the setting sun
at 5:57 PM. It again shows the twin sun dogs and Tobishima (Tobi Island). The 2nd shot shows the same and so does the 3rd image, which is another 2 shot panorama.

Aug08_293_294_ChokaiClimbSummit
Area_Sunset_SunDogPanoramaRC

Aug08_295_296_ChokaiClimbSummit
SunsetSunDogs_Panorama_CylindricalRC

Aug08_292_ChokaiClimb
SummitArea_RC

The first shot in this row is zoomed in on Mt. Gassan - the summit we were on just 48 hours ago. The 2nd shot has been manipulated with Photoshop to enhance it. It is
zoomed in to the Kisakata Beach area - where we stayed last night in a hotel. The 3rd shot shows Kazuya at the Mt. Chokai summit.

Aug08_300_ChokaiClimb
SummitArea_RC

Aug08_303_ChokaiClimb
SummitArea_RC

Aug08_308_ChokaiClimb
SummitArea_RC

Here are 3 more setting sun and sun dog shots. The time now is 6:08 PM. Those sun dogs were visible for a long time, eh!

Aug08_311_312_ChokaiClimbSummit
SunsetSunDogs_Panorama_CylinRC

Aug08_309_310_R_ChokaiClimb
SummitSunsetSunDogs_PanoramaRC
Aug08_316R_ChokaiClimb
SummitArea_SunsetRC

Here is a shot looking south towards Mt. Gassan again and a shot showing some pretty good sunset colors.

Aug08_326_ChokaiClimb
SummitArea_SunsetRC

Aug08_337_ChokaiClimb
SummitArea_SunsetRC

In this row is - a single shot of a lenticular cloud and some cumulonimbus clouds, then a 2 shot panorama and then a 3 shot panorama. This is a very strange cloud
occurrence. The time is now 6:31 PM.
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Aug08_343_344_345_ChokaiClimb
SummitArea_SunsetCloudPanoramaRC

Aug08_343_344_ChokaiClimb
SummitArea_SunsetCloudPanoramaRC
Aug08_341_ChokaiClimb
SummitArea_SunsetRC

And here are the 2 final shots for today - the time is now 6:40 PM in the first photo and 6:52 PM at the time of the 2nd photo. Out time at the summit tonight was amazing
and there was not even one other person up here with us - the first time we've ever been here at sunset alone! Why? We could not understand this at all!

August8th_Mt
Choukai572RC

Aug08_395R_ChokaiClimb
SummitArea_SunsetRC

End August 8th, Begin August 9th
Now it's August 9th and it's time for the sunrise. We did not go to the summit because virtually everybody in the hut got up early and headed for the summit for sunrise. The
summit is not even large enough for everybody to have been able to fit at the same time, so we just watched sunrise from the hut area. In the first shot, if you sit back and look at the
photo, you can see anticrepuscular rays. To understand anticrepuscular rays, start by picturing common crepuscular rays that are seen any time that sunlight pours though scattered
clouds. Now although sunlight indeed travels along straight lines, the projections of these lines onto the spherical sky are great circles. Therefore, the crepuscular rays from this rising
sun appear to re-converge on the other side of the sky. At the anti-solar point 180 degrees around from the sun, they are referred to as anticrepuscular rays. In the 2nd shot you can
begin to be able to see the shadow of this mountain on the Sea of Japan. Although this is the 3rd time we have been here for a sunrise, it is the first time we have seen this mountain
shadow on the Sea of Japan. In the 3rd photo you can see both the anticrepuscular rays and also the mountain shadow.

Aug09_010_MtChokai
_SunriseTimeRC

Aug09_022_MtChokai
_SunriseTimeRC

August9th_Mt
Choukai023RC

This is the best photo for being able to see both the anticrepuscular rays and the mountain shadow. The 2nd and 3rd shots are zoomed in to the mountain shadow. What time
it is? It's around 4:50 AM.

Aug09_028_MtChokai
_SunriseTimeRC

Aug09_041_MtChokai
_SunriseTimeRC

Aug09_043_MtChokai
_SunriseTimeRC

Here are the final 2 shots showing the mountain shadow. The time is now 5:02 AM at the time of the 1st photo and it's 5:04 AM at the time of the 2nd photo. The 3rd photo
shows some Penstemon frutescens at 6:02 AM - we have now eaten the breakfast we brought with us and we are on a different trail headed back down.
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Aug09_044_MtChokai
_SunriseTimeRC

Aug09_047_MtChokai
_SunriseTimeRC

August9th_Mt
Choukai064RC

Here are 2 images which were Tone-mapped from 3 exposure-bracketed photos, using Photomatix-Pro and the Details-Enhancer Option. They both show the summit shadow.
The 2nd image is zoomed more than the 1st image. The time is about 6:10 AM. The 3rd shot shows another shot of the rare flower - Arenaria merckioides var. chokaiensis. This is a
large patch of this plant.

Aug09_061_062_TMDE_Mt
ChokaiDescent_SceneryRC

Aug09_063_064_065_TMDE
_MtChokaiDescent_SceneryRC

August9th_Mt
Choukai075RC

In the first shot in this row you can see the hut where we stayed and the mountain summit. That is followed by a shot showing Arenaria merckioides var. chokaiensis and
Penstemon frutescens. The 3rd shot is an amazing cloud photo.

Aug09_070_MtChokai
Descent_SceneryRC

Aug09_072_MtChokai
Descent_FlowersRC

August9th_Mt
Choukai100RC

Here are 2 more nice cloud photos - the 2nd one is zoomed more than the first one. The 3rd shot agains shows the hut where we stayed and the mountain summit.

Aug09_073_MtChokai
Descent_SceneryRC

Aug09_074_MtChokai
Descent_SceneryRC

Aug09_078_MtChokai
Descent_SceneryRC

Here is a Tone-mapped image - created with Photomatix-Pro using the Details-Enhancer Option - from 3 exposure-bracketed photos of the hut and summit area. That is
followed by a silhouette shot of Kazuya. The 3rd shot is a CHokai Thistle - Cirsium chokaiense.
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Aug09_078_079_080_TMDE_
MtChokaiDescent_SceneryRC

Aug09_089_MtChokaiDescent
_Scenery_KazuyaRC

Aug09_099_MtChokai
Descent_ThistleRC

Here is another shot of Cirsium chokaiense - for this shot I used the flash. In 2nd position is a shot of Campanula lasiocarpa with a blue sky background. The 3rd shot is a nice
pink Geranium yesoense var. nipponicum.

Aug09_102_MtChokai
Descent_ThistleRC

Aug09_105_MtChokai
Descent_FlowerRC

August9th_Mt
Choukai151RC

All 3 shots in this row show the mountain summit. The first 2 shots also show you some Adenophora triphylla var. hakusanensis. The 3rd shot features a small umbrella cloud
over the summit.

August9th_Mt
Choukai160RC

August9th_Mt
Choukai172RC

Aug09_123_MtChokai
Descent_SceneryRC

Here is a Chokai Thistle -Cirsium chokaiense in first position. the 2nd shot is an unknown flower.

Aug09_133_MtChokai
Descent_ThistleRC

Aug09_144_MtChokai
Descent_FlowersRC

These 3 shots are all from the hill which overlooks Lake Chokai. I was intrigued by that round hill - I decided that I wanted to call it Peach Rock!
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Aug09_158_MtChokai
Descent_SceneryRC

Aug09_159_MtChokai
Descent_SceneryRC

Aug09_160_MtChokai
Descent_FlowersRC

This zoomed photo by Kazuya makes the lake look like an ocean! Notice that somebody has created a kind of a pond there. The 2nd shot is also a nice one.

August9th_Mt
Choukai262RC

Aug09_169_MtChokai
Descent_SceneryRC

Okay, we made it back to our starting point of Hokodate alive once again. We took a shower in the government building shown in the 1st shot. It was so wonderful. The
weather had been so hot, the night in the hut had even been hot. We were sweaty and dehydrated. A 350 ml bottle of water at the summit hut was ¥500 (= USD5.00+) and we bought
4 of them for a total of ¥2,000 (= USD20.00+). We knew this would be the case and we had taken 3 liters of fluids with us, but with the hot weather this was not enough. The 2nd shot
is Kazuya at the finish of our climb. This was taken before the first photo in this row, but it was put here for landscape mode/portrait mode balance. The 3rd shot shows Mt. Chokai from
the train as we headed towards Kazuya's hometown. This was the end of the nice weather - it would be raining in another 48 hours.

August9th_Mt
Choukai318RC

August9th_Mt
Choukai321RC
Aug09_179_MtChokaiDescent
_Kazuya_ClimbFinishedRC

End August 9th, Begin August 10th
The next day we were at Kazuya's house staying with his parents. Our excitement for that day was very little - but just excatly what we wanted - we went to the Hot Spring in
his hometown (Funagata, Yamagata Prefecture). These 2 shots are Mt. Gassan from the porch at the Hot Spring. The 2nd image is the same as the first, but it has been manipulated in
Photoshop to make Mt. Gassan stand out better.

Aug10_2_MtGassanFrom
FunagataHotSpringRC

Aug10_2_Lighting_MtGassan
FromFunagataHotSpringRC

End August 10th, Begin August 11th
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And, the day after that Kazuya's mother took us to another Hot Spring. This is Kaneyama Hot Spring - in Akita Prefecture. The first photo in this row was taken from the car
window as we traveled there. The 2nd shot is the Hot Spring Building. The 3rd shot is looking out the rear window of the Hot Spring Building.

Aug11_01_Kaneyama
HotSpring_EnrouteRC

Aug11_04_Kaneyama
HotSpringRC

Aug11_08_Kaneyama
HotSpringRC

There were not many people here today - we had the entire place to ourselves for most of the time we were here. So, here are 2 shots of the very clear water Hot Spring Pool
- one shot from each end of it - and a shot of the shower area. And, that's all for today.

Aug11_09_Kaneyama
HotSpringRC

Aug11_12_Kaneyama
HotSpringRC

Aug11_15_Kaneyama
HotSpringRC

End August 11th, End Page 3
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Please continue on to page 4 for the
conclusion of the best photos of August 2011!

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 4 of 4 - the best of August 2011!

Go To Page:

posted: August 31st, 2011

This page begins with August 12th and a trip to Yamadera (= Mountain Shrine) in Yamagata Prefecture.
Then we go to Mt. Zao and visit a Hot Spring (actually 2 Hot Springs, but there are only photos of 1 of them).
After that we didn't do anything worty of note for the remainder of the month, so this month ends with the
photos of August 12th. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin August 12th
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On Friday, August 12, we hesitated to go out because the weather forecast was for rain. We decided, however, to take a train and head for Yamadera (= Mountain Shrine). So,
we headed off. We arrived at Yamadera Station at about 9:15 AM and the weather, although pretty cloudy, was not rainy. The first photo here shows what the mountain looks like from
the Train Station. The 2nd shot is of Yamadera Train Station. The 3rd shot shows the entry area to the Shrine. By the way, we also came here in January 2006 - the dead of winter and
lots of snow. You may want to look at those photos HERE beginning with the 3rd shot in Row 6.

August12th_
Yamadera001RC

August12th_
Yamadera003RC

August12th_
Yamadera004RC

Here is a map of Yamadera - you can't really read anything, but you can see that there are many shrine buildings on the side of a mountain. The 2nd shot shows one of the
sets of stairs which climb the mountain and the 3rd shot shows another part of the path which climbs the mountain.

Aug12_12Crop_
YamaDeraShrineRC

Aug12_14_Yama
DeraShrineRC
August12th_
Yamadera012RC

The 1st shot shows some caves which were, apparently, excavated by monks many years ago to place the sacred bones of even older monks who had passed away. The 2nd
shot is another shot of the "trail" which climbs up the side of the mountain. The 3rd shot is looking back down to where we started.

Aug12_22_
YamaDeraShrineRC

Aug12_28_
YamaDeraShrineRC
August12th_
Yamadera014RC

Here is another shot of "grave" caves and then another shot looking down at the town.
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Aug12_30_
YamaDeraShrineRC

Aug12_34_
YamaDeraShrineRC

Now we're going to change locations - a big change too! After we finished up at Yamadera we scratched our heads and wondered what to do, as it was still only about 11:00
AM. So, we took a train to Yamagata City and then managed to find something to do there - we found a bus which would take us up to Mt. Zao and the Zao Onsen (Hot Spring) Area.
So, that's what we did. We took the bus and arrived at the hot spring area a while before 1:00 PM. We found some maps of the area and went to a very beautiful rotenboro (= outdoor
hot spring bath). There were far too many people bathing to be able to get any photos, but it was an amazing place - it even had 2 levels, separated by a waterfall. Hard to imagine, but
anyway, it did. After we finished there we decided to visit a public bath - we went to Kawara-yu (= Kawara bath). The first shot in this row shows the beautifully clear hot water in this
small bath. It comes up from the bottom - there are no pipes, this hot water just bubbles right up out of the earth! The 2nd image is a 2 shot panorama showing a portion of the bath
and the nice new appearing floor.

Aug12_06_07_Panorama
_ZaoOnsen_KawaraYuRC

Aug12_05_Zao
Onsen_KawaraYuRC

Here is Kawara-yu from the outside, the left door is for males and the right door is for females. The 2nd shot shows Kazuya walking back towards the bus terminal. Now we
have to take a bus back to Yamagata City and catch a train back to Kazuya's hometown. We didn't get home until nearly 7:00 PM this evening.
    And, that's all of the photos from our 2011 August vacation. The photos of vacation you have seen on these 4 pages were carefully selected from about 2,453 photos which we KEPT.
We deleted a goodly number of poor photos too - surely, we took over 3,000 photos in these 7 days.

Aug12_08_Zao
Onsen_KawaraYuRC

Aug12_13_Zao
SanArea_KazuyaRC

End August 12th, End Page 4, End August 2011's Photos
Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our
Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for the
weekend). The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire DVD collection in php DVD
Profiler, which is much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show you the FRONT cover-art of our entire
DVD collection.

February 22, 2009 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System

Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Here is a not so subtle hint that we'd love you to buy our book "Outdoor Photography of Japan: Through the Seasons". Here is a
64 page SAMPLE PDF file (new window). Note that it is 5.1 MB in size!! I suggest that you right click on the link and select "Save
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Link As". Then after it's downloaded to your Hard Drive in a place where you can find it again, open it in Adobe Reader - version 9
or later (very important - it most likely will not open in a version earlier than 9). The best way to use Acrobat Reader to see what
the book looks like as a book is to choose "View", "Page Display", "Two-Up Continuous" and also "Show Cover Page During TwoUp" and that way you'll see it exactly as the book will appear in print (odd numbered pages on the right and even numbered
pages on the left).
Here is the front and rear cover of Daniel & Kazuya's Outdoor Photography of Japan: Through the Seasons.

Go to the publisher's e-store sales page.
(Here is a $15.50 (22.25%) discount code 69U6PVEZ.)

We have a 2nd book which we'd also love you to buy. It is entitled "Some Violets of Eastern Japan". Here is a 41 page SAMPLE
PDF file (new window). Note that it is 3.4 MB in size!! I suggest that you right click on the link and select "Save Link As". Then
after it's downloaded to your Hard Drive in a place where you can find it again, open it in Adobe Reader - version 9 or later (very
important - it most likely will not open in a version earlier than 9). The best way to use Acrobat Reader to see what it really looks
like is to choose "View", "Page Display", "Two-Up Continuous" and also "Show Cover Page During Two-Up" and that way you'll
see it exactly as the book will appear in print (odd numbered pages on the right and even numbered pages on the left).
Here is the front and rear cover of Daniel & Kazuya's Some Violets of Eastern Japan.

Go to the publisher's e-store sales page.
(Here is a $3.90 (17.85%) discount code XFRRJKG8.)
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback you
might have.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google it

✔

Search danwiz.com   

Google it

✔

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Japan - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
Click the photo to go to the newest pages.

August 2012 - Favorite Photo
"Hakuba Mountain Beauty." Mt Shakushi
(Shakushidake) and Mt. Shirouma (Shiroumadake) in
Japan's Northern Alps Mountains.
Click below if you don't want to go to the newest
photos

August 2012: FOUR Pages This Month FEATURING August 3rd and 24th Trips to and Climbs of Mt. Takao * August 9th – 12th Trip to Japan’s Northern Alps Mountain Range at Hakuba *
Climbs of Mt. Norikura (Norikuradake) (2,437 m = 7,994 ft); Mt. Korenge (2,766 m = 9,075 ft); Mt. Shirouma (Shiroumadake) (2,932 m = 9,620 ft); Mt. Shakushi (Shakushidake) (2,812 m =
9,226 ft) and Mt. Yari (Yarigatake) (2,903 m = 9,525 ft) * Hakuba Ooike (Big Pond) * Hakuba Ooike Mountain Scenery * A Hawk or Falcon * Mikuni Pass * Hakuba San-sou (Mountain Hut) Area
* Mt. Tsurugi (Tsurugidake) in the Distance * Hakuba Yari Onsen (Hot Spring) – Elevation 2,100 m = 6,890 ft. * An Abundance of Mountain Scenery * Sarukura - the Ending Point of this Trip *
August 14th & 15th Trip to Oze National Park – Ozenuma (Oze Pond) Area * Sanpei Pass (1,762 m = 5,781 ft) * Mt. Hiuchigatake (2,356 m = 7,730 ft) * Three Famous Larch Trees at Ozenuma
* Herons (Birds) & Offspring * Sunset at Ozenuma * Soba Lunch at Numata Station * Mt. Takao Scenery * Japanese Red Pine Panorama (Pinus densiflora) * Daniel's New "White's" Original
Smoke Jumper Boots * Too Many Flowers to List – most impressive are: Kinugasa japonica aka Paris japonica * Cottongrass (Eriophorum vaginatum) * Primula cuneifolia var. hakusanensis – one
of the Primrose species * Dicentra peregrina * Linnaea borealis – Twinflower * Lilium medeoloides * The Rare Gentiana algida * Lagotis glauca * Scabiosa japonica f. alpina * Swertia perennis
subsp. cuspidata * The Tiny Myrmechis japonica Orchid * Lilium leichtlinii * Waremokou (Sanguisorba officinalis) * Ligularia dentata * Fireweed (Epilobium angustifolium) * More     (Click on the
Photo or on this text to go directly to the August photos)

This is Page 1 of 4 - the best of August 2012!

Go To Page:

posted: August 31st, 2012

This page begins with 2 photos of a butterfly, taken on Mt. Takao on August 3rd. We began our vacation on
August 9th. Between the two of us, we saved 2,036 photos. We have selected about 275 of them to show
you in these 4 pages which we've posted for you this month. This page ends with August 10th at 7:03 AM.
Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin August 3rd
On both July 27th and also on August 3rd I went out and climbed Mt. Takao (599 m = 1,965 ft) for conditioning so that I would be kind of prepared to do some mountain
climbing during our upcoming vacation. On August 3rd I found this butterfly on a picnic table in the summit area. Apparently somebody spilled something which this creature really liked
as it hung out there for several minutes seeking something with its proboscis.
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Aug03_03C_Takao
_san_ButterflyRC

Aug03_06C_Takao
_san_ButterflyRC

End August 3rd, Begin August 9th
On August 8th, late at night, we went out to Tachikawa via local train and then a little while after midnight (now August 9th) we took a Moonlight Shinshuu train and arrived at
Hakuba Station at about 5:40 AM. Then we took a bus at 6:00 AM to the Gondola Station. We took the first Gondola car at 7:00 AM and then the ropeway at 7:30 AM and arrived at
Tsugaike Kogen at around 7:40 AM. We ate some of the breakfast which we had brought with us and then started hiking towards Mt. Norikuradake. Oh, by the way, we have been here
twice before. For photos taken in the winter (March, 2010) CLICK HERE (new window or tab) and for photos of our last climb of these mountains (July, 2010) CLICK HERE (new window
or tab). The first shot in this row is the view from the Gondola car which we rode up in. The 2nd shot is a panorama taken from the Gondola car - it shows an amazing view of Mt.
Shakushi (Shakushidake) on the left and Mt. Shirouma (Shiroumadake) on the right. We'll be on the summits of both of those mountains in a couple of days. The 3rd shot also shows Mt.
Shakushi (Shakushidake) (left) and Mt. Shirouma (Shiroumadake) (right), but from a somewhat different angle as we continued our ride to the top of the Gondola Lift.

Aug09_003_004_
Panorama_HakubaToGondolaRC
Aug09_010_
HakubaGondolaRideRC

Aug09_020_
HakubaGondolaRideRC

The first photo in this row shows us nearing the top of the Cable-car. I think we'll be crossing the snowfield near the right side of the photo. The 2nd and 3rd photos show
Trientalis europaea - one of the Starflowers.

Aug09_028_
HakubaGondolaRideRC

Aug09_055_Above_Tsuga
Ike_Trientalis_europaeaRC

Aug09_056_Above_Tsuga
Ike_Trientalis_europaeaRC

Here are 2 examples of Kinugasa japonica aka Paris japonica and a shot of Geum pentapetalum as we hiked the trail above Tsugaike Kogen (Tsuga Pond Field).

Aug09_060_Above_Tsuga
Ike_Paris_japonicaRC

Aug09_061_Above_Tsuga
Ike_Paris_japonicaRC

Aug09_066_Above_TsugaIke
_Geum_pentapetalumRC

In first position here is another shot of Geum pentapetalum. In 2nd and 3rd position are shots taken at a small marsh we crossed through - Tenguhara. We'll be crossing the
snowfield near the right side of photos 2 and 3 in a while.
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Aug09_067_Above_TsugaIke
_Geum_pentapetalumRC

Aug9th023
_TenguharaRC
Aug9th021
_TenguharaRC

The first shot here shows some nicely formed True Fir (Abies sp.) cones - there were a lot of them this year. In 2nd position is a shot of Gentiana thunbergii var. minor and in
3rd position is a yellow flower - Narthecium asiaticum.

Aug09_071_Above_
TsugaIke_FirConesRC

Aug9th026_Tenguhara_Gentiana
ThunbergiiVarMinorRC

Aug09_083_TsugaIke
ToNorikuradake_RC

Here is a shot of Geum pentapetalum in first position. That's followed by an amazing Cottongrass (Eriophorum vaginatum) shot and in 3rd position are some Iris flowers and
also some Cottongrass. In this shot the Iris is in focus and the Cottongrass is out of focus. Compare this shot to the first shot in Row 8.

Aug09_088_TsugaIkeToNori
kuradake_Geum_pentapetalumRC

Aug09_097_TsugaIkeToNori
kuradake_CottongrassRC

Aug09_100_TsugaIkeToNori
kuradake_Iris_CottongrassRC

This first shot shows the same general area as the previous photo, but with the Cottongrass (Eriophorum vaginatum) in focus and the Iris out of focus. The 2nd and 3rd shots
show some very attractive Cottongrass (Eriophorum vaginatum).

Aug09_101_TsugaIkeToNorikura
dake_Iris_CottongrassRC

Aug09_107_TsugaIkeToNori
kuradake_CottongrassRC

Aug09_110_TsugaIkeToNori
kuradake_CottongrassRC

Now we're scrambling through a rock field, along with several other people. The 2nd shot shows an example of Geum calthifolium var. nipponicum and the 3rd shot shows
Kazuya crossing the snowfield.
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Aug09_116_TsugaIke
ToNorikuradake_RC

nikoensis.

Aug9th040_MtNorikuradake_
GeumCalthifoliumVarnipponicumRC

Aug09_121_TsugaIkeToNori
kuradake_Kazuya_SnowfieldRC

Here is Daniel on the snowfield and then a shot of Primula cuneifolia var. hakusanensis - one of the Primrose species. The 3rd shot is a magnificent Adenophora nikoensis var.

Aug9th044_Mt
NorikuradakeRC

Aug09_129_TsugaIkeTo
Norikuradake_Primula_spRC

Aug9th048_MtNorikuradake_
AdenophoraNikoensisVarNikoensisRC

Aug9th058_MtNorikuradake_
AdenophoraNikoensisVarNikoensisRC

Aug09_160_TsugaIkeToNorikura
dake_Campanula_lasiocarpaRC

Here are 3 more shots of Adenophora nikoensis var. nikoensis.

Aug9th051_MtNorikuradake_
AdenophoraNikoensisVarNikoensisRC

Daniel at the summit of Mt. Norikura (Norikuradake) (2,437 m = 7,994 ft). In 2nd position is another shot of Adenophora nikoensis var. nikoensis and in 3rd position is our first
view of Hakuba Ooike (Hakuba Big Pond). It's such a beautiful place. We'll stay in that hut tonight.

Aug9th068_Mt
NorikuradakeRC

Aug09_167_Norikuradake
ToOoike_OoikeRC
Aug9th065_MtNorikuradake_
AdenophoraNikoensisVarNikoensisRC

Here is a scenery shot. As soon as we could get a good view of the Hakuba Big Pond (Hakuba Ooike) we stopped and ate the lunch which we brought with us, so this and the
next shot are scenery photos which we shot while we were stopped for our lunch break. Most people were stopped for lunch at the summit of Mt. Norikura (Norikuradake), but we knew
that the view would be much better in just another 10 or 15 minutes, so we just stopped there long enough to snap a picture of the summit sign. The 3rd shot was obviously taken as
we got much closer to the pond.
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Aug09_169_170_Panorama_
NorikuradakeToOoike_OoikeRC
Aug09_168_
NorikuradakeToOoike_RC

Aug09_177_Ooike
Area_OoikeRC

In this first shot we are rounding the pond and it's just a short time now until we arrive at the Hut. We hiked/climbed for about 5 hours and 20 minutes today - not a bad day.
The 2nd shot was taken after we had checked in at the Hut and had our sleeping area assigned to us. We are hiking around the Hut area now. In 3rd position is a nice bunch of Primula
cuneifolia var. hakusanensis.

Aug09_179_Ooike
Area_OoikeRC

Aug09_192_
OoikeArea_RC

Aug9th096_HakubaOoike_Primula
CuneifoliaVarHakusanensisRC

Here are 2 more Primrose (Primula cuneifolia var. hakusanensis) shots and then a shot of Geum pentapetalum with the Hut as background. Note the camping area.

Aug9th100_HakubaOoike_Primula
CuneifoliaVarHakusanensisRC

Aug09_208_Ooike
Area_Primula_spRC

Aug9th101_HakubaOoike
_GeumPentapetalumRC

Here is an example of the pains we go to when we are getting photos of flowers. That's Kazuya shooting a patch of Primula cuneifolia var. hakusanensis in first position. In 2nd
position is a 16 x 9 mode shot of the hut, pond and camping area. Oh, the elevation here is 2,380 m = 7,808 ft, in case you're wondering how there can still be snow on August 9th.
The 3rd shot shows a BIG SKY and some Polyganum viviparum flowers.

Aug09_229_
OoikeArea_RC
Aug09_210_OoikeArea_
Primula_sp_KazuyaRC

Aug09_234_
OoikeArea_RC

In this final row of photos from August 9th you see an Arnica unalaschkensis var. tschonoskyi, a 2 shot panorama of the Hakuba Big Pond and the hut and a shot of our
dinner. We could have all the rice and curry we wanted, but could only have one piece of meat. Some people took as many as 3 helpings! HOW?? One helping was enough for us.
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Aug09_244_245ATSIP_
Panorama_OoikeArea_RC

Aug9th110_HakubaOoike_Arnica
UnalaschkensisVarTschonoskyiRC

Aug9th111_Hakuba
Ooike_CurryRC

End August 9th, Begin August 10th
Here is an early morning shot from August 10th - the 2nd day of our climb. This shot was taken at 4:50 AM. They served us breakfast at 5:00 AM and we picked up the bento
lunch which they prepared for us. We left at 5:40 AM and we'll climb/hike for 7.5 hours today. The 2nd shot was taken at 5:51 AM and the sun is still pretty low - you can deduce that
by looking at my shadow. The 3rd shot is a morning sun shot of Primula cuneifolia var. hakusanensis.

Aug10th002_Mt
ShiroumadakeRC

Aug10_005_Ooike
_MtKorenge_RC

Aug10th007_MtShiroumadake_Primula
CuneifoliaVarHakusanensisRC

Now we are getting high enough in elevation and finding the correct soil types to find one of my favorite flowers - Dicentra peregrina. Here are 3 early morning shots of it.

Aug10th014_MtShiroumadake
_DicentraPeregrinaRC

Aug10_008_Ooike_Mt
Korenge_Dicentra_peregrinaRC

Aug10_014_Ooike_Mt
Korenge_Dicentra_peregrinaRC

Here are 2 more shots of Dicentra peregrina, the 2nd one taken with the sun shining through the flower. The 3rd shot is an interestingly lighted one of the hairy Campanula
chamissonis.

Aug10_021_Ooike_MtKorenge
_Dicentra_peregrinaRC

Aug10_029_Ooike_MtKorenge
_Dicentra_peregrinaRC

Aug10th023_MtShiroumadake
_CampanulaChamissonisRC

In first position here is a flower we were hoping to find. It's Linnaea borealis - Twinflower. When we came here in 2010 there were lots of buds of this species, but very few
flowers. This year we are about 2 weeks later than we were in 2010 and we will be seeing a LOT of flowers of Linnaea borealis. In 2nd and 3rd position are shots of Mt. Korenge - we'll
be up there at around 8:55 AM.
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Aug10_033_Ooike_MtKorenge
_Linnaea_borealisRC

Aug10_037_Ooike
_MtKorenge_RC

Aug10_038_Ooike
_MtKorenge_RC

Aug10_046_Ooike_MtKorenge
_Linnaea_borealisRC

Aug10th034_MtShiroumadake
_LinnaeaBorealisRC

WOW! A virtual forest of Linnaea borealis - so many flowers!

Aug10th030_MtShiroumadake
_LinnaeaBorealisRC

A final shot of Linnaea borealis and then a 2 shot panoramic look back at Hakuba Ooike (Big Pond) - where we stayed last night. The 3rd shot is Daniel with a snowfield in the
background. As you can tell from the way he's dressed, it's still chilly at this time of day at this elevation.

Aug10th040_MtShiroumadake
_LinnaeaBorealisRC

Aug10_071_072_Panorama
_Ooike_MtKorenge_RC

Aug10th043_
MtShiroumadakeRC

Here are 2 amazing shots of Lilium medeoloides and a shot of a Geranium yesoense var. nipponicum.

Aug10th050_MtShiroumadake
_LiliumMedeoloidesRC

Aug10th052_MtShiroumadake
_LiliumMedeoloidesRC

Aug10th054_MtShiroumadake_
GeraniumYesoenseVarNipponicumRC

An amazing shot of Campanula chamissonis, a shot of Campanula chamissonis with Daniel in the background - not as chilly now and shirt changed to protect his arms from the
sun. In 3rd position is a red flower - probably a Rumex sp. And, that ends page 1, but we are barely started into August 10th! It's only 7:03 AM, so please continue on to Page 2.
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Aug10_095_Ooike_MtKorenge
_Campanula_lasiocarpaRC

Aug10th070_MtShiroumadake
_CampanulaChamissonisRC

Aug10_098_Ooike
_MtKorenge_RC

End Page 1, but August 10th continues on Page 2
Go To Page:

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this vacation adventure. As it says at the top, this page ends at 7:03 AM. Page 2 begins
with 7:04 AM.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 4 - the best of August 2012!

Go To Page:

posted: August 31st, 2012

This page picks up from Page 1, on August 10th at 7:04 AM - a Hakuba Mountains adventure. We end this
page at 12:45 PM and also continue August 10th on the next page. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin August 10th, 7:04 AM
I'll give you the link again if you want to have the page for the July 2010 photos open in a different tab or window - JULY 2010 PHOTOS (new window or tab).   And now
let's continue on! Now it's 7:04 AM and we continue to hike/climb towards Mt. Korenge. In first position in this row is another Geranium yesoense var. nipponicum. In 2nd position is a
view of probably Mt. Shakushi (Shakushidake), but it could be Mt. Shirouma (Shiroumadake). In 3rd position is a FARAWAY view probably of Mt. Tsurugidake, over in the Tateyama
Mountains. You can barely see it in the center photo just to the right of center.

Aug10_100_Ooike
_MtKorenge_RC

Aug10_114_Ooike
_MtKorenge_RC

Aug10_116_Ooike
_MtKorenge_RC

On the far right is the summit area of Mt. Korenge - that's where we're going now. Just to the right of center is Mt. Shirouma (Shiroumadake) we're also going there today.
The biggest peak on the left is Mt. Shakushi (Shakushidake) - we'll be there tomorrow. The 2nd shot shows Kazuya and mountain scenery. The 3rd shot is another shot of Mt. Korenge,
from further along the trail.
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Aug10th103_
MtShiroumadakeRC

Aug10_122_Ooike
_MtKorenge_RC
Aug10_124_Ooike
_MtKorenge_RC

Here are 2 shots of a birch forest, down on the side of Mt. Korenge. It seems like we are way too high for a hardwood forest, but you can see from the 2nd photo that these
are quite large trees. Must be a "snow shadow" area - a place that does not get such heavy snowfall as the surrounding areas. In 3rd position is a rare Gentiana algida. We have seen
this flower a few times now - on Mt. Gassan in Yamagata Prefecture, here, and a different form of it on Hokkaido in Daisetsuzan National Park in August of 2010. That one was Gentiana
algida f. igarasii and you can see a photo of it HERE for comparison.

Aug10_125_Ooike
_MtKorenge_RC

Aug10_126_Ooike
_MtKorenge_RC

Aug10_134_Ooike_MtKorenge
_Gentiana_algidaRC

Here are 2 more shots of Gentiana algida and then an amazing group of "pinks" plants (Dianthus superbus var. speciosus). Of course this is not your normal domesticated pink
plant - this is a wild mountain pink.

Aug10_135_Ooike_MtKorenge
_Gentiana_algidaRC

Aug10_136_Ooike_MtKorenge
_Gentiana_algidaRC

Aug10th132_MtShiroumadake_
DianthusSuperbusVarSpeciosusRC

Here are 3 more shots of Dianthus superbus var. speciosus plants. The 2nd and 3rd shots also show some specimens of Adenophora nikoensis var. nikoensis.

Aug10th133_MtShiroumadake_
DianthusSuperbusVarSpeciosusRC

Aug10th136_MtShiroumadake_
DianthusSuperbusVarSpeciosusRC

Aug10th138_MtShiroumadake_
DianthusSuperbusVarSpeciosusRC

In first position is a Thyme plant (Thymus quinquecostatus). In 2nd position is another pink plant (Dianthus superbus var. speciosus) and in 3rd position is an Erigeron
thunbergii subsp. glabratus.
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Aug10th142_MtShiroumadake_
ThymusQuingnecostatusRC

Aug10_155_Ooike_
MtKorenge_PinkRC

Aug10th152_MtShiroumadake_
ErigeronThunbergiiSSPGlabratusRC

In 1st and 2nd position are mountain scenery shots. The first shot shows Mt. Shakushi (Shakushidake) on the left and Mt. Shirouma (Shiroumadake) on the right. We'll be
summiting both of those mountains. In 2nd position is a zoomed in shot of Mt. Shakushi (Shakushidake). In 3rd position is a Thyme plant (Thymus quinquecostatus).

Aug10_158_Ooike_
MtKorenge_RC

Aug10_161_Ooike_
MtKorenge_RC

Aug10th159_MtShiroumadake_
ThymusQuingnecostatusRC

Here is another shot of a Thyme plant and flowers (Thymus quinquecostatus). In 2nd position is a near final look back at Hakuba Ooike and the trail we've traversed so far
today (it's now 8:15 AM). In 3rd position is a beautiful Pedicularis verticillata.

Aug10_164_Ooike_MtKorenge_Thymus
_serpyllum_subsp_quinquecostatusRC

Aug10_165SIPR
_Ooike_MtKorenge_RC

Aug10th164_MtShiroumadake_
PediculasisVerticillataRC

Here is another shot of Pedicularis verticillata and then 2 shots of Campanula chamissonis.

Aug10_169_Ooike_MtKorenge_
Pedicularis_verticillata_PinkRC

Aug10th166_MtShiroumadake
_CampanulaChamissonisRC

Here are 3 shots taken in 16 x 9 mode and also taken in "Vivid Colors" Mode as we approach Mt. Korenge.
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Aug10_178_Ooike
_MtKorenge_RC

Aug10_179_Ooike
_MtKorenge_RC

Aug10_180_Ooike
_MtKorenge_RC

In first and second positions in this row are shots of Arnica unalaschkensis var. tschonoskyi and in 3rd position is the summit marker of Mt. Korenge. (2,766 m = 9,075 ft). If
you look back at the 2010 picture of this summit marker CLICK HERE (new window or tab) then you'll notice that they have put up a brand new summit marker - much more classy.

Aug10_182_Ooike
_MtKorenge_RC

Aug10th192_MtShiroumadake_Arnica
UnalaschkensisVarTschonoskyiRC

Aug10th195_
MtShiroumadakeRC

Here is an additional shot of Arnica unalaschkensis var. tschonoskyi in first position and then another shot of the Mt. Korenge summit marker. The 3rd shot is scenery shot
looking ahead - the next big mountain you see here is Mt. Shirouma (Shiroumadake). We'll be there in a couple or 3 hours.

Aug10_188_Ooike
_MtKorenge_RC

Aug10th199_
MtShiroumadakeRC
Aug10_189_Ooike
_MtKorenge_RC

In first position is a very final shot looking back towards Hakuba Ooike - this is the last of it you'll see. In the center is the scenery looking ahead - between Mt. Korenge and
Mikuni Pass, the next rest stop. In 3rd position is a sea of clouds. Now, after rounding a kind of a corner at Mt. Korenge and changing directions, the wind is blowing like a banshee from
the Sea of Japan and keeping those clouds from coming from this way.

Aug10_191_MtKorenge
_MikuniPass_RC

Aug10_194_MtKorenge
_MikuniPass_RC

Aug10th211_
MtShiroumadakeRC

Here is a Viola crassa var. alpicola. When we were here in 2010 we saw a few of these still in bloom. The next 2 shots are scenery shots - the center shot shows that when
that wind started blowing like a banshee, it got cold again! Very prominent in this photo is Mt. Shirouma (Shiroumadake). We'll be up there in a while. In the 3rd shot you can see Mt.
Shirouma (Shiroumadake), Mt. Shakushi (Shakushidake) and Mt. Yari (Yarigatake).
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Aug10th213_MtShiroumadake
_ViolaCrassaVarAlpicolaRC

Aug10_202_MtKorenge
_MikuniPass_RC

Aug10_204_MtKorenge
_MikuniPass_RC

The first photo is a zoomed in shot of the area shown in the previous shot. On the left is Mt. Shakushi (Shakushidake) and on the right is Mt. Yari (Yarigatake) - we'll summit
both of those peaks tomorrow. In center position is an example of Lagotis glauca - too bad that it's done blooming for this year. When we came here in July 2010 we found a few of
these in bloom. This time we only found 1 or 2 plants still in bloom - we'll show you a flowering specimen in a while. The 3rd photo is a blue sky and sun shot. This was taken at Mikuni
Pass.

Aug10_205_MtKorenge
_MikuniPass_RC

Aug10_211_Mikuni
Pass_SideTrip_RC
Aug10_208_R_SIP_AT_MtKorenge
_MikuniPass_Lagotis_glaucaRC

Okay, from Mikuni Pass we took a side trip to see if we could find a specific flower which Kazuya had read about on the internet. As you can see in the 2nd and 3rd shots - we
found it. Some books call this Scabiosa japonica f. alpina and some call it Scabiosa japonica var. alpina - which is correct?! We don't know.

Aug10_215_Mikuni
Pass_SideTrip_RC

Aug10th223_MtShiroumadake
_ScabiosaJaponicaFAlpinaRC

Aug10th224_MtShiroumadake
_ScabiosaJaponicaFAlpinaRC

Here are 3 more shots of Scabiosa japonica f. alpina with nice scenery in the background.

Aug10th229_MtShiroumadake
_ScabiosaJaponicaFAlpinaRC

Aug10_218_MikuniPass_SideTrip
_Scabiosa_japonica_var_alpinaRC

Aug10th235_MtShiroumadake
_ScabiosaJaponicaFAlpinaRC

And here are 3 more shots of Scabiosa japonica f. alpina with nice scenery in the background. Weirdly enough, this area is one of the only places on this huge mountain where
this species grows. Why? Must be a very specific micro environment of some sort.
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Aug10th237_MtShiroumadake
_ScabiosaJaponicaFAlpinaRC

Aug10th241_MtShiroumadake
_ScabiosaJaponicaFAlpinaRC

Aug10th244_MtShiroumadake
_ScabiosaJaponicaFAlpinaRC

Here are another 2 shots of Scabiosa japonica f. alpina. Maybe you believe that there are too many photos of this flower, but we took a couple of hundred shots of it, so we
actually did pretty good in selecting just a few shots to show you. In 3rd position is a shot looking up towards Mt. Shirouma (Shiroumadake).

Aug10_239_MikuniPass_SideTrip
_Scabiosa_japonica_var_alpinaRC

Aug10_243_MikuniPass_SideTrip
_Scabiosa_japonica_var_alpinaRC

Aug10_245_Mikuni
Pass_SideTrip_RC

Here are 2 shots of some kind of hawk or falcon. There were several of these birds in this small area. The wind was so strong that they were able to glide in place with very
little wing action and watch the ground and then occasionally one would dive on some small rodent of some kind. That made it easy to capture these too shots. If anybody knows the
name of this hawk or falcon, please click on the e-mail button at the bottom of the page and let us know. The 3rd shot is another of the Scabiosa japonica f. alpina. Kazuya is getting
into this style of photo on this trip - some parts of the shot in focus and some out of focus.

Aug10_261CAT_MikuniPass_
SideTrip_Hawk_FalconRC

Aug10_262CSIP_MikuniPass_
SideTrip_Hawk_FalconRC

Aug10th295_MtShiroumadake
_ScabiosaJaponicaFAlpinaRC

Here are two of the very few Lagotis glauca plants which we found to be still in bloom. The 3rd shot shows the bento lunch which the Hakuba Ooike Hut gave us. When we got
back to Mikuni Pass we ate our lunch. It's now 11:19 AM - and as you can see, this is Kazuya's 322nd photo for today. The photo just before this - the Lagotis glauca was my 276th
photo of the day. And, these are merely the numbers of the ones we kept, we number them AFTER we delete all of the ones which are just garbage.

Aug10th314_MtShiroumadake
_LagotisGlaucaRC

Aug10th322_Mt
Shiroumadake_BentoRC
Aug10_276_MikuniPass_Side
Trip_Lagotis_glaucaRC

Here are 3 more shots of the rare Gentiana algida plant and flowers. As I said in up in Row 3, we have seen this flower a few times now - on Mt. Gassan in Yamagata
Prefecture, here, and a different form of it on Hokkaido in Daisetsuzan National Park in August of 2010. That one was Gentiana algida f. igarasii and you can see a photo of it HERE for
comparison. You can also use the search box just below to find all occurrences of this rare plant on this website.
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Gentiana algida
✔

Google Search

only search danwiz.com

Aug10th323_MtShiroumadake
_GentianaAlgidaRC

Aug10_288_MikuniPass_Mt
Shirouma_Gentiana_algidaRC

Aug10_289_MikuniPass_Mt
Shirouma_Gentiana_algidaRC

Here are 2 nice photos of Campanula chamissonis and another photo of one of my 2 favorite flowers - Dicentra peregrina. We are not going to see my other favorite flower this
year - Edelweiss! Boo!

Aug10th333_MtShiroumadake
_CampanulaChamissonisRC

Aug10_293_MikuniPass_MtShirouma_
Campanula_dasyantha_ssp_chamissonisRC

Aug10_305_MikuniPass_Mt
Shirouma_Dicentra_peregrinaRC

In first position in this row is a very interesting plant - it is Saxifraga bronchialis subsp. funstonii var. rebunshirensis. The flowers of this plant were in better condition when we
were here in July, 2010 and you can find a great shot of the flowers can see a photo of it HERE. In that photo you can easily notice how the dots on the flower petals are like a
gradation - going from yellow down at the bottom of the petal to orange and then to red as you get closer to the outer edge of the petal. In center position is an Erigeron thunbergii
subsp. glabratus and in 3rd position is a shot showing several flower species.

Aug10th340_MtShiroumadake_Saxifraga
BronchialisSSPFunstoniiVarRebunshirensisRC

Aug10_310_Mikuni
Pass_MtShirouma_RC

Aug10th356_Mt
ShiroumadakeRC

Both the 1st and 2nd shots here show additional examples of Saxifraga bronchialis subsp. funstonii var. rebunshirensis. In the 2nd photo you can see that gradation in the dot
color on the flower petals which I referred to just above. In the 3rd shot you can just barely see the summit marker of Mt. Shirouma (Shiroumadake) - we're getting close to our final
summit for today! So, please continue on to Page 3 to see the remainder of August 10th as the time now is only 12:45 PM.

Aug10th361_MtShiroumadake_Saxifraga
BronchialisSSPFunstoniiVarRebunshirensisRC

Aug10th362_MtShiroumadake_Saxifraga
BronchialisSSPFunstoniiVarRebunshirensisRC

Aug10_317_Mikuni
Pass_MtShirouma_RC

End Page 2, but August 10th still continues - on Page 3
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. As it says at the top, this page ends at 12:45
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PM on August 10th. Please go on to Page 3 now - it will continue where this one leaves off, at 12:46
PM.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 3 of 4 - the best of August 2012!

Go To Page:

posted: August 31st, 2012

This page begins with August 10th at 12:46 PM - nearly at the summit of Mt. Shiroumadake (2,932 m =
9,620 ft). Then we go through the entire day of August 11th - a 100% cloudy day, so not so many photos
taken. That is followed by the entire day of August 12th - a short day. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin August 10th, 12:46 PM
Here is the link for the July 2010 photos again if you want to have the page in a different tab or window - JULY 2010 PHOTOS (new window or tab).   And now we continue
with August 10th at 12:46 PM and a little closer shot of the summit of Mt. Shirouma (Shiroumadake) (2,932 m = 9,620 ft). The 2nd shot is looking across the valley at Mt. Asahi
(Asahidake) and the 3rd shot shows Daniel at the summit of Mt. Shirouma (Shiroumadake). It's now 12:55 PM.

Aug10_318_Mikuni
Pass_MtShirouma_RC

Aug10_319_Mikuni
Pass_MtShirouma_RC

Aug10th368_Mt
ShiroumadakeRC

A view from the summit of Mt. Shirouma (Shiroumadake). The 2nd shot shows Kazuya as we approach our next hut - the Hakuba san-sou! That's where we'll stay tonight. The
3rd shot shows a strange flower - nearly black or dark purple. This is a species that we did not see in July 2010, it is Swertia perennis subsp. cuspidata. After we got checked in at the
hut and had a draft beer in their "Sky Plaza" we went for a walk around the immediate area and that's when we found this species.

Aug10_321_Mikuni
Pass_MtShirouma_SummitRC
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Aug10_327_Hakuba
SanSouArea_RC

Aug10th375_MtShiroumadake_
SwertiaPerennisSSPCuspidataRC
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All 3 shots in this row show Swertia perennis subsp. cuspidata. The center shot also shows a nice specimen of Lagotis glauca.

Aug10_340_HakubaSanSouArea
_Swertia_perennis_ssp_cuspidataRC

Aug10th376_MtShiroumadake_
SwertiaPerennisSSPCuspidataRC

Aug10th378_MtShiroumadake_
SwertiaPerennisSSPCuspidataRC

Now we are still walking around the area of the hut and seeing what there is to be seen. The first shot in this row shows a Pedicularis verticillata, the second shot shows
another Swertia perennis subsp. cuspidata and the 3rd shot is a Dicentra peregrina.

Aug10_343_HakubaSanSouArea
_Pedicularis_verticillataRC

Aug10_344_HakubaSanSouArea
_Swertia_perennis_ssp_cuspidataRC

Aug10_348_HakubaSanSou
Area_Dicentra_peregrinaRC

Walking around and now looking back at the hut - we are staying in the building which is about in the center of the photo. The "Sky Plaza" is the building on the right. The
second shot is another mountain hut, which is about 10 minutes down the mountain from the one we are staying at. This one has an area for tents too! The 3rd shot merely shows lots
of flowers.

Aug10_351_352_Panorama
_HakubaSanSouArea_RC

Aug10th385_Mt
ShiroumadakeRC

Aug10_355_Hakuba
SanSouArea_RC

The final 2 shots from August 10th. The first is a shot of Hedysarum vicioides subsp. japonicum and the 2nd shot shows a guy sitting there showing off his "mountain fashion".
As you may be able to surmise, it has become cloudy now and we cannot see across the valley, nor can we see a sunset. But, it's not raining - one thing to be thankful for.

Aug10th394_MtShiroumadake_
HedysarumVicioidesSSPJaponicumRC
Aug10_357_HakubaSanSou
Area_MtnFashionRC
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End August 10th, Begin August 11th
And now it's August 11th. The first shot shows Daniel coming out of the hut and adjusting the length of his trekking pole - in the clouds. The time now is 5:56 AM. The 2nd
shot shows Kazuya as we start hiking down the trail from the hut. The 3rd shot shows some flowers and clouds all around us.

Aug11th001_Mt
ShiroumadakeRC

Aug11_001_HakubaSan
Sou_MtShakushi_RC

Aug11th005_MtShakushi
_LiliumMedeoloidesRC

Here are 2 shots of Monkshood - Aconitum nipponicum. For the 2nd shot the flash was used to brighten things up. The 3rd shot shows the trail going across Mt. Shakushi
(Shakushidake) (2,812 m = 9,226 ft). We could not see much past the person in front of us.

Aug11th008_MtShakushi
_AconitumNipponicumRC

Aug11_009_HakubaSanSou_
MtShakushi_MonkshoodRC

Aug11th012_
MtShakushiRC

The first shot here shows Kazuya crossing the face of Mt. Shakushi (Shakushidake). The 2nd shot is a Gymnadenia conopsea - the "Fragrant Orchid". The 3rd shot is just a spot
along the trail between Mt. Shakushi (Shakushidake) and Mt. Yari (Yarigatake). Seems like it might be getting brighter now.

Aug11_014_HakubaSanSou
_MtShakushi_RC

Aug11_017_Mt
Shakushi_MtYari_RC
Aug11_023_MtShakushi_MtYari
_Gymnadenia_conopseaRC

Here is another shot of Pedicularis verticillata and then a shot of Daniel at the summit of Mt. Yari (Yarigatake) (2,903 m = 9,525 ft). The 3rd shot was taken from the summit
of Mt. Yari (Yarigatake) - it's definitely clearing up now! That's Mt. Tsurugi (Tsurugidake) across there.

Aug11th027_MtHakubaYari_
PediculasisVerticillataRC
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MtHakubaYariRC

Aug11_039_MtShakushi
_MtYari_RC
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These 3 shots were all taken between Mt. Yari (Yarigatake) and the junction where we turned to go to Hakuba Yari Onsen (Hot Spring). The first one is a smiling Kazuya, the
2nd one is scenery and the 3rd one is a tired looking Daniel.

Aug11_046_MtShakushi
_MtYari_KazuyaRC

Aug11th037_
MtHakubaYariRC

Aug11th040_
MtHakubaYariRC

The first shot in this row is looking back towards Mt. Yari (Yarigatake), the 2nd shot shows a bunch of people ahead of us and Mt. Tsurugi (Tsurugidake). The 3rd shot is
another pink plant - Dianthus superbus var. speciosus

Aug11_051_MtYari
_YariOnsen_RC

Aug11th056_
MtHakubaYariRC

Aug11th062_MtHakubaYari_
DianthusSuperbusVarSpeciosusRC

That's Daniel on the unnamed peak shown in the center shot of the previous row. The 2nd shot is looking back up at Mt. Yari (Yarigatake) and the 3rd shot is also taken
looking up at Mt. Yari (Yarigatake) - with no zoom - as we head down the trail for Hakuba Yari Onsen.

Aug11th070_
MtHakubaYariRC

Aug11_062_MtYari
_YariOnsen_RC

Aug11_063_MtYari
_YariOnsen_RC

Here is a strange shot of Geum pentapetalum and the rocks behind it, followed by 2 shots of Primula cuneifolia var. hakusanensis.

Aug11_079_MtYari_YariOnsen
_Geum_pentapetalumRC

Here are 3 amazingly colored shots of Lilium medeoloides.
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Aug11th088_Oodehara_Primula
CuneifoliaVarHakusanensisRC
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Aug11th098_Oodehara_
LiliumMedeoloidesRC

Aug11th100_Oodehara_
LiliumMedeoloidesRC
Aug11th094_Oodehara_
LiliumMedeoloidesRC

And 3 more shots of Lilium medeoloides. It was disappointing that we did not see more of this species, so when we finally found an area where it was abundant, we took lots
of photos of it.

Aug11th105_Oodehara_
LiliumMedeoloidesRC

Aug11th118_Oodehara_
LiliumMedeoloidesRC

Aug11_102_MtYari_Yari
Onsen_LilyRC

Here is a shot of Kinugasa japonica aka Paris japonica, followed by two shots of our next stop - the Hakuba Yari Onsen (Hot Spring). After getting checked in, we found our
assigned sleeping area, claimed our spots and went for a long dip in the hot spring. It was wonderful to soak our tired muscles and somewhat smelly bodies after hiking for 3 days. We
hiked for 5.5 hours today. And, that ends August 11th - our 3rd day.

Aug11th126_HakubaYari
Onsen_ParisJaponicaRC

Aug11_107_MtYari
_YariOnsen_RC

Aug11th135_
HakubaYariOnsenRC

End August 11th, Begin August 12th
Now we begin August 12th - our final day. We'll be home tonight. The first shot was taken as we were leaving the Hot Spring Hut at 5:25 AM. They gave us breakfast at 5:00
AM and then we got packed up and left immediately. We have a pretty long hike to get to the bus stop at Sarukura. It's supposed to take about 3 hours, and the bus will leave at 10:10
AM. When we descended from here in 2010 we had to cross 2 LARGE and very scary snowfields, so this time we had crampons with us for this crossing. The 2nd shot was taken at the
first snowfield, not very large this year and not very scary. That's Daniel in the lower left corner of the photo. The 3rd photo shows Kazuya about two-thirds of the way across the
snowfield. We did not even need to use our crampons!

Aug12_01_Yari
Onsen_Sarukura_RC

Aug12th020_Hakuba
YariOnsenRC

Aug12_11_YariOnsen_
Sarukura_SnowfieldRC

The first shot shows a second, and smaller snowfield, which we also had to cross. Note that the trail has already been moved 2 times as the ice has melted out. The 2nd shot
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is Filiopendula multijunga and the 3rd shot is Prunella prunelliformis - these are 2 species which you have not yet seen.

Aug12_27_Yari
Onsen_Sarukura_RC

Aug12th031_HakubaYariOnsen
_FiliopendulaMultijungaRC

Aug12_40_Yari
Onsen_Sarukura_RC

In 1st and 3rd positions is another species which you have not yet seen. It's Pseudolysimachion ovatum subsp. miyabei var. japonicum. In center position is a 2nd shot of that
smaller snowfield shown in the previous row - in this shot you can clearly see the 3 trails across it. You can see a person on the snowfield for scale and you can see Kazuya down a ways
taking a photo of a flower.

Aug12_47_Yari
Onsen_Sarukura_RC
Aug12th035_HakubaYariOnsen_
PseudolysimachionVarJaponicumRC

Aug12th034_HakubaYariOnsen_
PseudolysimachionVarJaponicumRC

Three scenery shots. Can you find the hot spring hut in the 1st photo? The 2nd shot is zoomed in to the hot spring hut. The 3rd shot is an amazing panorama. It has not been
properly cropped along the bottom because we wanted to allow you to see the people so that you can get an idea of the scale.

Aug12th055_
HakubaYariOnsenRC

Aug12th056_
HakubaYariOnsenRC

Aug12th059_060_Panorama
_HakubaYariOnsenRC

Three final scenery shots. In the 1st photo it seems that is probably Mt. Shakushi (Shakushidake) up there, because a sign said that we crossed Shakushi Creek a little while
ago. In the 2nd and 3rd shots you can once again see the hot spring hut. Note that these 2 shots were taken at a significantly different angle than the one above in Row #21. We have
hiked quite a ways since then.

Aug12_52_Yari
Onsen_Sarukura_RC

Aug12_67_Yari
Onsen_Sarukura_RC

Aug12_68_Yari
Onsen_Sarukura_RC

As we descended the last portion, we noticed this type of Hydrangea with serrated edges on the flower petals and thought it significant. The first 2 shots are Hydrangea serrata
var. megacarpa and the 3rd shot is a non-serrated petal species for comparison. The non-serrated petal species was much more prevalent than the serrated petal species.
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Aug12th091_HakubaYariOnsen_
HydrangeaSerrataVarMegacarpaRC

Aug12_91_YariOnsen_
Sarukura_HydrangeaRC

Aug12_92_YariOnsen_
Sarukura_HydrangeaRC

Okay, this is the bus stop - Sarukura! We made it with about 40 minutes to spare! It's only 9:30 AM, so we relaxed and enjoyed a "Kakigori" or Sno-cone! We took the 10:10
AM bus to Hakuba Station and headed for home. And, that ends Phase 1 of our vacation. Now please go on to page 3 to follow us to Phase 2 of our vacation on August 14th and 15th.

Aug12_95_YariOnsen_Sarukura
_Destination_KazuyaRC

Aug12th101
_SarukuraRC

End August 12th, End Page 3
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. That marks the end of this phase of our
vacation, but there is another phase, which you may see by going on to Page 4.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 4 of 4 - the best of August 2012!

Go To Page:

posted: August 31st, 2012

This page begins with August 14th - phase 2 of our vacation, which was a trip to the eastern end of Oze
National Park and Ozenuma (Oze Pond), a portion we had never visited before. Our plan was to stay in our
tent for 2 nights and also to climb Mt. Hiuchigatake (2,356 m = 7,730 ft) - the highest mountain in the
Tohoku Region of Japan. We christened this phase of our vacation "the part with many changes". The
changes will be mentioned in the Row Text. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin August 14th
Oh look, it's raining! We took a night bus from Tokyo to this place - Ooshimizu - and arrived here at about 5:00 AM on August 14th. It started raining lightly within one minute
of our getting off the bus and soon it was raining hard. It continued to rain pretty hard and we decided to take the first local bus, at 9:15 AM, to Numata Train Station and come back
home. It stopped raining at around 8:00 AM though, and we changed our mind about heading for home, and decided to stick it out. We started hiking for Ozenuma (Oze Pond). The 1st
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photo shows me in the rain at Ooshimizu. The 2nd photo is where we started hiking from and the 3rd photo is a nice creek we hiked beside for a while.

Aug14th002
_OoshimizuRC

Aug14th005
_OoshimizuRC

Aug14th018
_OoshimizuRC

The first 2 photos here show a very tiny Myrmechis japonica Orchid. The 3rd shot is me at Sanpei Pass - the highest elevation along the trail (1,762 m = 5,781 ft). We arrived
here at 10:24 AM.

Aug14th023_Ooshimizu
_MyrmechisJaponicaRC

today.

Aug14th024_Ooshimizu
_MyrmechisJaponicaRC

Aug14th029_
SanpeiPassRC

The first shot in this row shows Kazuya at a rest spot very close to Ozenuma (Oze Pond). The 2nd and 3rd photos are Lobelia sessilifolia, a flower we've never seen before

Aug14_01_OzeNumaArea
_Kazuya_RestStopRC

Aug14_08_OzeNuma
Area_PurpleFlowerRC

Aug14_09_OzeNuma
Area_PurpleFlowerRC

And, there's Ozenuma (Oze Pond) - a congregation of birds sitting on some debris quite a ways from shore. At least some of them are Cormorants. The 2nd and 3rd shots are
another new flower for us - Inula ciliaris var. glandulosa.

Aug14_10_OzeNuma
Area_BirdsRC

Aug14th043_Ozenuma_
InulaCiliarisVarGlandulosaRC

Aug14_16_OzeNuma
Area_YellowFlowersRC

When we arrived at the place where we had to rent a campsite, at about 11:00 AM, we found a sign saying that it would not open until 1:00 PM, please come back then. So,
we spent a couple of hours eating the lunch which we had brought with us, drinking a can of beer from the local rip-off "cafe" and then walking around taking pictures. So, the first shot
in this row shows Ozenuma and Mt. Hiuchigatake - with its head in the clouds. The 2nd shot is another shot of Inula ciliaris var. glandulosa and the 3rd shot is one more of Lobelia
sessilifolia.
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Aug14_24_OzeNuma
Area_MtHiuchigatakeRC

Aug14_28_OzeNuma
Area_PurpleFlowerRC
Aug14_22_OzeNuma
Area_YellowFlowersRC

Now we have rented our tent site and set up our tent - nice, they have wood platforms for the tents. There are only 28 platforms and we managed to get #2 spot. We had
checked the place out in advance and spot #2 had lots of rocks sitting around to tie the tent to, and seeing as stakes would not be able to be used, rocks were important. Now we are
hiking as much as we want to around the pond, and slowly, the weather is clearing up. The first shot is Lilium leichtlinii, the 2nd shot is Inula ciliaris var. glandulosa and the 3rd shot is
Lobelia sessilifolia.

Aug14th064_Ozenuma
_LiliumLeichtliniiRC

Aug14th071_Ozenuma_
InulaCiliarisVarGlandulosaRC

Aug14th074_Ozenuma
_LobeliaSessilifoliaRC

In first position is Ozenuma - Oze Pond - with some sun shining through the clouds. The 2nd shot is a beautiful Lilium leichtlinii and the 3rd shot is a distant Waremokou
(Sanguisorba officinalis) & a Fly which I zoomed in on.

Aug14_36_OzeNuma
Area_RC

Aug14_41_OzeNuma
Area_WarremokuRC
Aug14th079_Ozenuma_
LiliumLeichtliniiRC

Here is a fantastic shot of Lilium leichtlinii and then a zoomed head of some kind of grass. In 3rd position is Mt. Hiuchigatake - it still has its head in the clouds.

Aug14th088_Ozenuma_
LiliumLeichtliniiRC
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Oh my heavens, look at how abundant the Lobelia sessilifolia is here. The 2nd shot is a birch forest which is nicely lighted and the 3rd shot is Mt. Hiuchigatake - with its head
slowly becoming clear of clouds.

Aug14th098_Ozenuma_
LobeliaSessilifoliaRC

Aug14th106
_OzenumaRC
Aug14_56_OzeNuma
Area_BirchForestRC

Along this trail the signature is these 3 Larch (Larix sp.) trees, so of course we took some shots of them too. The 2nd shot is a Ligularia dentata and the 3rd shot shows the 3
Larch trees over the top of the Ligularia dentata.

Aug14_58_OzeNuma
Area_3LarchTreesRC

Aug14th141_Ozenuma
_LigulariaDentataRC

Aug14th152_Ozenuma
_LigulariaDentataRC

There is one small area here which, at the right season, is famous for its Fireweed (Epilobium angustifolium). It is now the correct season!

Aug14th162_Ozenuma_
EpilobiumAngustifoliumRC

Aug14th164_Ozenuma_
EpilobiumAngustifoliumRC

Aug14_83_OzeNuma
Area_FireweedRC

And here are 3 more shots which show this Fireweed (Epilobium angustifolium) area.

Aug14th168_Ozenuma_
EpilobiumAngustifoliumRC

Aug14th189_Ozenuma_
EpilobiumAngustifoliumRC
Aug14_93_OzeNuma
Area_FireweedRC

Kazuya caught this Lilium leichtlinii and Butterfly just perfectly. The 2nd shot shows an area of Lobelia sessilifolia - through the trees. The 3rd shot is the same area of Lobelia
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sessilifolia, but zoomed in to see just the flowers.

Aug14th197_Ozenuma
_LiliumLeichtliniiRC

Aug14th201_Ozenuma_
LobeliaSessilifoliaRC

Aug14_99_OzeNuma
Area_PurpleFlowerRC

Amazing! The clouds have finally all departed from around Mt. Hiuchigatake (2,356 m = 7,730 ft). The tent site office shows that tomorrow's weather is supposed to be heavy
rain and our cell phone weather apps show that this area even has HEAVY RAIN WARNINGS for tomorrow - OOPS! We have just decided to forego a climb of Mt. Hiuchigatake. The 2nd
shot shows a spruce forest and if you study the photo closely you can see that there are many spruce cones. The 3rd image is 2 shots which have been Tone-mapped with Photomatix
Pro - Details Enhancer Option software to bring out the colors and reduce the shadows.

Aug14_103_OzeNuma
Area_MtHiuchigatakeRC

Aug14_104_OzeNuma
Area_SpruceForestRC

Aug14_108_109_110_TMDE_
OzeNumaArea_MtHiuchigatakeRC

The 1st image is 3 shots which have been Tone-mapped with Photomatix Pro - Details Enhancer Option software to bring out the colors and reduce the shadows. The 2nd
image is 2 shots, which have been given the same treatment. Third shot - now we are sitting on the shore of the pond and cooking/eating our supper and waiting for sunset. We are
deciding what to do tomorrow and thinking that maybe we'll attempt to hike around this side of the pond before we leave. Today we hiked around the other side - the side which you can
see from this photo.

Aug14_111_112_113_TMDE_
OzeNumaArea_MtHiuchigatakeRC

Aug14_114_115_TMDE_Oze
NumaArea_MarshRC

Aug14th248_Ozenuma
_MtHiuchigatakeRC

There is Mt. Hiuchigatake (2,356 m = 7,730 ft) in its full glory. The 2nd shot is zoomed in. The 3rd shot shows the 3 Larch Trees from this side and you can see people on the
trail where we were when we took the photos up in Row #10.

Aug14_118_OzeNuma
Area_MtHiuchigatakeRC

Aug14_120_OzeNuma
Area_MtHiuchigatakeRC

Aug14th256
_OzenumaRC

In this row are 3 shots of a family of some kind of Herons. The first photo shows the offspring waiting with one of the parents while the other parent (center shot) searches for
food some distance away. The 3rd shot is another of the offspring and one parent. Is the parent pointing with its wing, or just cooling off?
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Aug14_124_OzeNuma
Area_HeronsRC

Aug14_125_OzeNuma
Area_HeronsRC

Aug14_129_OzeNuma
Area_HeronsRC

Here is another shot which shows the 3 Larch Trees from this side. The 2nd photo shows Mt. Hiuchigatake and Ozenuma (Pond) and the 3rd shot shows just before sunset. You
can see sun rays coming through the trees on the left. There were several people gathered around this area now, trying to get the best shots of the setting sun, but it was pretty plain
today - it just went down without any beautiful clouds or anything.

Aug14_134_OzeNuma
Area_3LarchTreesRC

Aug14_140_OzeNuma
Area_3LarchTreesRC

Aug14_150_OzeNuma
Area_MtHiuchigatakeRC

Here is a 2 shot panorama of the marsh and the 3 Larch Trees area and then a sunset shot showing Mt. Hiuchigatake and the sun.

Aug14_153_154_Panorama
_OzeNumaAreaRC
Aug14_163_OzeNumaArea_Sunset
Time_MtHiuchigatakeRC

End August 14th, Begin August 15th
Now it's August 15th and we have changed the plan again - it's totally cloudy/foggy so we are not even going to try and hike around this side of the pond, we're just going to
head out and take the first bus at 9:15 AM. The first shot shows me hoofing it along the boardwalk. The 2nd shot is the delicious Soba Noodle lunch we had near Numata Station before
catching the train headed for home.

Aug15th008_Numata
SobaNoodlesRC
Aug15th003_
OoshimizuRC

End August 15th, Begin August 24th
On August 24th Kazuya had to work, but I wanted to go out for a "keep in condition" hike, so I climbed Mt. Takao (599 m = 1,965 ft) and Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro (670 m = 2,199
ft). The first shot here shows the view from the summit of Mt. Takao, tne 2nd shot shows a Red Pine (Pinus densiflora) panorama at I-Ccho-Daira and the 3rd shot shows the view from
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I-Ccho-Daira.

Aug24_001_Mt_
Takao_SummitViewRC

Aug24_002_I_Ccho
_Daira_ViewRC
Aug24_003_004_Panorama_
I_Ccho_Daira_RedPinesRC

The 2 shots in this row show the view from Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro looking towards Tokyo - the first photo is not zoomed at all and the 2nd shot is zoomed a bit. For this time of
the year, it's actually quite clear.

Aug24_006_Mt
KobotokeShiroViewRC

Aug24_007Mt
KobotokeShiroViewRC

End August 24th, Begin August 27th
Over my years of hiking and mountain climbing in Japan I can't even remember how many pairs of expensive hiking boots I have worn out. The current pair I am using was
just purchased in 2009 for some ridiculous price and they have not been worn that many times, but they are literally falling apart. It's so disappointing and frustrating to spend that
much money on boots only to have them fall apart so quickly. So, this time I bought about the most expensive boots I could find. My background is in Forestry and woods work, so I
first heard of White's Boots about 45 years ago or so and never heard anything but good things about them. They are custom made - you have to wear your boot socks and then trace
around your foot on the order blank. In addition you also have to supply several other measurements at various places on your foot. I got the 8" height "Original Smoke Jumper" model.
I mailed the order for them on July 12th, received confirmation of payment on July 25th and received my boots by Priority mail on August 23rd. The wait was not bad at all for custom
made boots, especially when they told me (via e-mail) that it would take about 2 months from the time they received my payment. The instructions say that it will take from 80 - 100
hours of wear for breaking them in and that until you are sure that you are happy with the fit that you should only wear them inside because scuffed or soiled boots cannot be returned.
At this point I have worn them for about 5 hours - I have a long way to go to get them broke in. I hope that this pair of boots will last me for the remainder of my life! By the way,
these are the 8 inch height boots.

Aug27_1Crop_WhitesSmoke
JumperBootsRC

Aug27_2Crop_WhitesSmoke
JumperBootsRC

Aug27_3CropRotate_Whites
SmokeJumperBootsRC

End August 27th, End Page 4, End August 2012's Photos
Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our
Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for the
weekend). The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire DVD collection in php DVD
Profiler, which is much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show you the FRONT cover-art of our entire
DVD collection.

February 22, 2009 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System
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Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Here is a small hint to let you know that we'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information please click the
"General Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page or click on any title's image in the below mosaic to
see more information (and in some cases DISCOUNT CODES) for that title.

An animated gif of all of our publications
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For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

Image From the Imagination and Graphic
Artistry of K.A. M'Lady & P.M. Dittman

Browse by Category

Daniel & Kazuya's Book Store
Our Kindle Books

Shopping Cart
Our Kindle Books
Our Print Books

Outdoor Photography of
Japan: Through the S...
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

Outdoor Photography of
Japan: Through the S...
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

Outdoor Photography of
Japan: Through the S...
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

Outdoor Photography of
Japan: Through the S...
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

Some Violets of Eastern
Japan
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

A Book of Anagrams An Ancient Word Game
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

A Book of Anagrams An Ancient Word Game:
...
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

Forest Resource &
Allowable Cut - Fairb...
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

English-Ilokano and
Ilokano-English
Diction...
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

1   2   Next > >

Daniel & Kazuya's Book Store | Shopping Cart

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback you
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might have.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Search danwiz.com   

Google it

✔

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Japan - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
Click the photo to go to the newest pages.

August 2013 - Favorite Photo
"Jindai Botanical Garden" - Crape/Crepe Myrtle
(Lagerstroemia indica). August 18th, 1:07 PM.
Click below if you don't want to go to the
newest photos

AUGUST 2013: TWO Pages This Month FEATURING A Trip to and Climb of Mt. Takao * Hydrangea involucrata - (Tama-Ajisai in Japanese) * Cardiocrinum cordatum - (Uba-Yuri in Japanese
= Old-Lady Lily) *A Small Thistle * Dicliptera japonica - (Hagurosou in Japanese) * Conandron ramondioides - (Iwa-Tabako in Japanese) * The Beautiful, but Deadly Amanita muscaria (Fly
Agaric) mushroom * Arisaema sp. (Jack-in-the-pulpit) * Tricyrtis sp. (Toad Lily) * Huge Kakigori (Shaved Ice or Sno Cones) at Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro-yama * Clerodendrum japonicum (Japanese
glorybower) * Trip to Mt. Mitake * False Anemone (Rengeshouma in Japanese) (Anemonopsis macrophylla) * A Trip to Jindai Botanical Garden * Lagerstroemia indica - (Crape/Crepe Myrtle) *
Water Lily Flowers * In the Orchid Room at Jindai Botanical Garden * More     (Click on the Photo or on this text to go directly to the August photos)

This is Page 1 of 2 - the best of August 2013!

Go To Page:

posted: August 31st, 2013

This page begins with August 3rd when Kazuya and I went out and climbed Mt. Takao (599 m = 1,965 ft)
for the 94th time and Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro yama (670 m = 2,199 ft) for the 43rd time. After that I went out
to Mt. Mitake to photograph the False Anemone (Rengeshouma in Japanese) (Anemonopsis macrophylla)
on August 11th. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin August 3rd
In this row are 2 shots of Hydrangea involucrata - (Tama-Ajisai in Japanese). In Japanese egg = tama-go. Kazuya told me that this plant is called this because the buds look
rather like eggs, and additionally, when they start to open, the outer layer falls off and drops to the ground. Under the bushes it looks like somebody dropped some egg shells! In the
first shot you can see a flower and also several unopened buds and in the 2nd shot you can see how the outer bud is breaking apart.
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Aug3rd_02_Takao_Hikage_
HydrangeaInvolucrataRC

Aug03_01_Takao_
Hydrangea_involucrataRC

Here are 2 final shots of Hydrangea involucrata - (Tama-Ajisai in Japanese). We should have taken a photo of the "egg shells" lying on the ground under the bush, but didn't
think to do that - maybe next time.

Aug03_05_Takao_
Hydrangea_involucrataRC

Aug03_06_Takao_
Hydrangea_involucrataRC

Here are 2 shots of Cardiocrinum cordatum - (Uba-Yuri in Japanese = Old-Lady Lily). Last month we showed you a single photo of the buds of this lily plant and you can see
it HERE (new window or tab).

Aug03_09_Takao_
Cardiocrinum_cordatumRC

Aug03_12_Takao_
Cardiocrinum_cordatumRC

Here are 2 more shots of Cardiocrinum cordatum - (Uba-Yuri in Japanese = Old-Lady Lily). Note the bee in the first photo, and all of the pollen stuck to its body! The 2nd
shot was processed from a Digital Negative in Photoshop. Yes, the Canon SX40 HS that I own is capable of recording Digital Negatives if one installs the CHDK (Canon Hack
Development Kit) software on an SDHC card and then installs it to the camera upon startup. Read more about it HERE (new window or tab) if you have lots of time and unlimited
patience. I have not used it since December 2010, and if you would like to see those photos then visit THIS PAGE (new window or tab). There are 4 images on this page which were
taken as Digital Negatives and then processed with Photoshop. Why would one want to do this? Because it allows you to shoot in extremely dark/overcast conditions and then end up
with a decent photo by processing with software which allows it (Photoshop does). In the next row I will show you an example of what I am talking about.

Aug3rd_30_Takao_Hikage
_CardiocrinumCordatumRC

Aug03_29_Takao_Takao
_Cardiocrinum_cordatum_FromDNGRC

Here is a single shot of an interesting small Thistle. The first image has been processed from a Digital Negative and the 2nd image shows both the processed image and the
unprocessed image. You'll notice that it was very dark - due to heavy clouds - and that although the image probably would have been useable after a bit of brightening, the very light
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pink color would probably have been totally lost by doing that. Processing the Digital Negative, however, allowed the very slight pink color to be retained.

Aug03_21_Takao_Thistle
_FromDNG_UnprocDNGRC

Aug03_21_Takao_
Thistle_FromDNGRC

Here are 3 shots of Dicliptera japonica - (Hagurosou in Japanese). The 3rd photo would probably have benefited if shot as a Digital Negative and then processed, as it is the
colors look kind of fake, but I assure you that nothing has been done to this photo beyond cropping and using Shadow Illuminator Pro to illuminate the shadows. I believe that I must
have shot it using "Cloudy Mode".

Aug3rd_40_Takao_Hikage
_DiclipteraJaponicaRC

Aug03_04_Takao_
Dicliptera_japonicaRC

Aug03_02_Takao_
Dicliptera_japonicaRC

In this row are 2 shots of Conandron ramondioides - (Iwa-Tabako in Japanese). The center image is a cropped version of the 3rd photo. This is a flower which we seldom see
and even more seldom get a decent photo of. It grows just about 100% only on rock walls and only in very shaded and damp locations, for example on the rock walls at waterfalls.
These shots were taken about 100 meters from a waterfall, and in a very dark and damp valley. The flash was used for all of them.

Aug03_43_Takao_
Conandron_ramondioidesRC

Aug03_45_Takao_
Conandron_ramondioidesRC
Aug03_45Crop_Takao_
Conandron_ramondioidesRC

Here are 2 additional shots of Conandron ramondioides - (Iwa-Tabako in Japanese).

Aug03_36_Takao_
Conandron_ramondioidesRC
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In this row are 3 shots of the very poisonous Amanita muscaria (Fly Agaric) mushroom. These came out very nicely. The first image was processed from a Digital Negative.

Aug03_47_Takao_
Amanita_muscariaRC
Aug03_51_Takao_
Amanita_muscaria_FromDNGRC

Aug03_53_Takao_
Amanita_muscariaRC

Here are 2 shots of a species of Arisaema (Jack-in-the-pulpit) with very red berries. The 3rd shot is a species of Tricyrtis, commonly referred to as Toad Lily.

Aug03_55_Takao
_Arisaema_spRC

Aug03_59_Takao
_Tricyrtis_spRC
Aug03_56_Takao
_Arisaema_spRC

Now we have arrived at Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro yama for the 43rd time. We ate the lunch which we brought with us and we had these HUGE Sno-Cones (Kakigori in Japanese).
This place is rather famous for these HUGE Sno-Cones - and they are no more expensive than a regular size one at a "normal" place in the city. For a photo of a "normal size" kakigori
please see the photo HERE (new window or tab). I had a Blue Hawaii flavor one and Kazuya had a Grape flavor one (but the stand made a mistake and put on one squirt of
Strawberry flavoring, which explains the red streak on the purple one). After that we started to hike down via Kagenobu Pass, but it suddenly started getting very cloudy, and due to
the recent prevalence of surprise thunderstorms in mid-afternoon, we decided to head back and go directly down the Hikage Creek Road. Along the way we found this Clerodendrum
japonicum (Japanese glorybower) in bloom. It's quite pretty. The 3rd shot in this row was again, processed from a Digital Negative and through the processing I was able to make it
look practically like a sunny day!

Aug3rd_51_Takao
_HikageKakigoriRC

Aug03_61_Takao
_UnknownSmallTreeRC

Aug03_65_Takao_Unknown
SmallTree_FromDNGRC

End August 3rd, Begin August 11th
On August 11th I went out to Mt. Mitake to see the False Anemone (Rengeshouma in Japanese) (Anemonopsis macrophylla) in bloom. Kazuya was busy for the weekend, so
I was also going to hike to and climb Mt. Ohtake and camp there for the night. It had been so miserably hot in Tokyo of late that I thought it would be cool and refreshing to go to
the mountains as Mt. Mitake is 929 m (= 3,048 ft and Mt. Ohtake is 1,267 m (= 4,155 ft). Well, when I arrived at Mt. Mitake at 8:30 AM, it was already 31° C (= 88° F). So, I took
around 100 photos of the Anemonopsis macrophylla, started hiking for Mt. Ohtake and realized that the mountain temperature was not refreshing, it was stifling. Plus, it was so
incredibly hazy that it was certain that I was not going to see any great scenery, despite the effort I was going to have to go to in the ascent of Mt. Ohtake. Hmmm, what to do? I
decided to go back home, where at least there is air conditioning! And, it's rather fortunate that was the decision I made, as later in the day there was the most intense and vicious
thunderstorm I have ever seen/experienced in my life, and I am 65 years old. A mountaintop would not have been a great place to be.
In this row, the first image is a cropped version of the center photo of False Anemone (Rengeshouma in Japanese) (Anemonopsis macrophylla). This image highlights the flower and 2
unopened flower buds. The 3rd photo is an embossed version of the cropped image.
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Aug11_01_MtMitake
_RengeshoumaRC

Aug11_01Crop_Mt
Mitake_RengeshoumaRC

Aug11_01Crop_Emboss
_MtMitake_RengeshoumaRC

In this row are 3 photos of Rengeshouma. You'll note that the flowers ALWAYS hang down, so to get under the flowers and photograph them, one is ALWAYS looking up at
the tree tops. If one is not careful one will get portions of one's own head or hat in the photo!

Aug11_05_MtMitake
_RengeshoumaRC

Aug11_07_MtMitake
_RengeshoumaRC

Aug11_09_MtMitake
_RengeshoumaRC

Here are 3 more shots of the Rengeshouma. I am a bit curious as to what insect pollinates these flowers. The way they are shaped is very interesting.

Aug11_15_MtMitake
_RengeshoumaRC

Aug11_32_MtMitake
_RengeshoumaRC

Aug11_38_MtMitake
_RengeshoumaRC

These 2 images are both from the same photo, the first is the original photo while the 2nd image is a cropped out portion of the first photo highlighting the flower and 1
unopened bud.

Aug11_39_MtMitake
_RengeshoumaRC

Aug11_39Crop_Mt
Mitake_RengeshoumaRC

The 3 images in this row are all from the same photo, merely increasingly cropped, so that the 3rd image shows just the very center of the Anemonopsis macrophylla flower.
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Aug11_50Crop_Mt
Mitake_RengeshoumaRC

Aug11_50_MtMitake
_RengeshoumaRC

Aug11_50CroppedTight
_MtMitake_Rengeshouma

The 2 photos in this row are the final "real ones" of Anemonopsis macrophylla. The 2nd photo was zoomed in and taken from quite a distance away to show a group of
flowers against a dark background.

Aug11_71_MtMitake
_RengeshoumaRC

Aug11_72_MtMitake
_RengeshoumaRC

These 2 images have obviously had special effects added to them. The first image has been changed to a Negative Image of the 2nd image in Row #15, so the flower is dark
and the center is white. The 2nd image is the center image from Row 16 and has had a Sheet Metal Effect added to it. And, that's all of the False Anemone (Rengeshouma in
Japanese) (Anemonopsis macrophylla) photos you'll see until next year.

Aug11_39CropNegative
_MtMitake_RengeshoumaRC

Aug11_50CropSheetMetal
_MtMitake_RengeshoumaRC

End August 11th, End Page 1
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this month's adventures.

(will open in new window)
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 2 - the best of August 2013!

Go To Page:

posted: August 31st, 2013

This page begins and ends with August 18th and a bicycle ride to Jindai Botanical Gardens to check out the
late summer flowers there. August was not a very active month. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin August 18th
On Sunday, August 18th Kazuya and I rode our bicycles to Jindai Botanical Garden to see what was happening with the state of late summer flowers. We found the
Lagerstroemia indica (Crape/Crepe Myrtle) (Sarusuberi in Japanese) to be the highlight of our visit and in this row you can see 3 shots of that small to mid-size tree.

Aug18_01_JindaiBG_
Lagerstroemia_indicaRC

Aug18_02_JindaiBG_
Lagerstroemia_indicaRC

Aug18_03_JindaiBG_
Lagerstroemia_indicaRC

In this row are 2 shots of an interesting insect - can you find it at first glance in the first photo? When I first looked at the photo after downloading it I asked myself "What
is this a photo of?" and then I noticed the insect. When I was taking the photo I thought I was looking at a Praying Mantis, but upon closer examination it does not look like one. Do
you know what it is? If so, please let me know. The 3rd shot is another photo of Lagerstroemia indica (Crape/Crepe Myrtle) (Sarusuberi in Japanese).

Aug18_04_Jindai
BG_InsectRC

Aug18_07_Jindai
BG_InsectRC

Aug18_12_JindaiBG_
Lagerstroemia_indicaRC

Here are 3 more photos of Lagerstroemia indica (Crape/Crepe Myrtle) (Sarusuberi in Japanese). The first photo is a handful of flowers which Kazuya picked up from the
ground. The 2nd shot is Kazuya standing in front of one of the trees and the 3rd shot is an overview shot.
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Aug18_15_JindaiBG_
Lagerstroemia_indicaRC

Aug18_19_JindaiBG_
Lagerstroemia_indicaRC
Aug18_28_JindaiBG_
Lagerstroemia_indica_KazuyaRC

After we finished up at the Lagerstroemia indica (Crape/Crepe Myrtle) (Sarusuberi in Japanese) area we wandered over towards the greenhouse and found the water lilies to
be in bloom in the outdoor pond area.

Aug18_35_Jindai
BG_WaterLilyRC

Aug18_36_Jindai
BG_WaterLilyRC

And, then we went into the greenhouse and the only interesting flowers we found were in the Orchid Room. The first image is cropped from the original and it is an
Oncidium sp. Orchid. The 2nd one is also cropped for the flower and it's Paphiopedilum barbatum. The 3rd image, also cropped for the flower is another Oncidium sp. Orchid. And
that's what we shot today!

Aug18_43Crop_JindaiBG
_GreenhouseOrchidRC

Aug18_47Crop_JindaiBG
_GreenhouseOrchidRC

Aug18_44Crop_JindaiBG
_GreenhouseOrchidRC

End August 18th, End Page 2, End August 2013's Photos
Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our
Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for the
weekend). The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire DVD collection in php DVD
Profiler, which is much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show you the FRONT cover-art of our entire
DVD collection.

January 1, 2013 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System
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Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Here is a small hint to let you know that we'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information please click the
"General Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page or click on any title's image in the below mosaic to
see more information (and in some cases DISCOUNT CODES) for that title.

An animated gif of some of our publications (26 seconds)
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For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.
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Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback you
might have.

(will open in new window)

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Japan - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
August 2014 - Favorite Photo
"Hall of the Mountain King" - A Strange Cloud over Mt. Chokai. August 12, 11:34 AM. Mouseover for original
photo.

AUGUST 2014: ONE Page This Month FEATURING A Climb of and overnight stay at I-Ccho-Daira (Mt. Takao Area) * Conandron ramondioides - (Iwa-Tabako in Japanese) * Mountain Lilies *
Giboushi * Sunset Clouds * Beautiful Japanese Red Pine (Pinus densiflora) * Trip to and Partial Climb of Mt. Chokai in Yamagata Prefecture * VERY STRANGE CLOUDS * Deep Valley and Waterfalls
Therein * Different Strange Clouds * Chokai Lake * Chokai Lake Water Level Comparison Photos - 2005, 2008, 2011 & 2014 * Cover of Climbing a Few of Japan's 100 Famous Mountains Volume 12: Mt. Tate (Tateyama) - Our Newest in the "Climbing a Few of Japan's 100 Mountains" series of books * More     (Click on the Photo or on this text to go directly to the
August photos)
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This is Page 1 of 1 - the best of August 2014!
posted: August 31st, 2014

This page actually begins with July 29th and an overnight camp-out at Mt. Takao. Then we jump to August 12th
and a trip to Mt. Chokai. That's all there is for the entire month so there is only this one page. Click on any thumbnail
to begin.

Begin July 29th

  On Tuesday July29th I had no work, but Kazuya did, I had everything accomplished that I wanted to get done, so I decided to go out and climb Mt. Takao - for the 105th time and spend the night in the one-man tent. While climbing up to the summit of Mt. Takao I found that the Conandron ramondioides - (Iwa-Tabako in Japanese) was at the peak of its blooming,
so the 3 photos in this row are all of that flower. This is a plant of very dark and damp places, generally on the rocky slopes at or very near to waterfalls. In this case it is very near to a
waterfall. It's so difficult to get good photos under those conditions so I had to use the flash. These shots came out quite well.

July29_04_Takao
_Iwa_TabakoRC

July29_06_Takao
_Iwa_TabakoRC
July29_05_Takao
_Iwa_TabakoRC


  When I got to the summit of Mt. Takao it was very hazy, so one could not see any great views. After confirming that, I continued on to I-Ccho-Daira, where I was planning to stay.
As I was nearing I-Ccho-Daira I saw, beside the trail and ahead of me, some Mountain Lilies. The first shot in this row shows a section of the steep trail and the Mountain Lilies off to the right
side. The second shot was taken as I walked closer to the Lilies and of course the 3rd shot is a close-up of one of the flowers. For the most part these flowers were already finished for the
season. This was the only plant I saw which still had good flowers.

July29_08_ICcho
Daira_LiliesRC

July29_09_ICcho
Daira_LiliesRC

July29_13_ICcho
Daira_LilyRC


  The first shot in this row shows a Giboushi (Japanese common name) flower. It was in bloom right beside the Mountain Lilies - you can find it in the row above in the center photo.
The 2nd and 3rd shots in this row are similar enough so that I probably should have only included one of them, but the 3rd shot shows more of those interesting clouds, which was the
purpose of both of these photos.

July29_11_ICcho
Daira_GiboushiRC
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_Clouds_SunsetRC

July29_16_ICchoDaira
_Clouds_SunsetRC
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  The first image in this row is an HDR image created from 3 exposure-bracketed shots in Photomatix Pro using the Details Enhancer Option. The 2nd shot was actually shot on July
30th, not the 29th. I found this single Purple Flower as I was descending via the Hikage Creek Road the following morning. The sun was at a poor angle for capturing it, but it was the only
one, so I had to try.

July29_20_21_22_ICcho
Daira_RedPine_TMDERC

July29_02_Purple
FlowerRC

End July 29th, Begin August 12th

  We both had the week of August 10th off from work, but unfortunately a typhoon was passing through and then a stationary occluded front remained after it and we had mostly
rain. We tried to climb Mt. Chokai on August 12th and 13th, but we were not successful. This would have been our 4th climb of Mt. Chokai. You can find the photos from our 2005 CLIMB
HERE (new window or tab), from our 2008 CLIMB HERE (new window or tab) and from our 2011 CLIMB HERE (new window or tab). Of course our photo book about climbing Mt. Chokai
was Volume 2 in the "Climbing a Few of Japan's 100 Famous Mountains" series of books and you can find the details page for that book HERE (new window or tab). All 3 photos in this
row show this amazing cloud which was covering the top of Mt. Chokai as we were beginning our climb. Immediately upon seeing it I referred to it as "The Hall of the Mountain King"
because it just had that kind of eerie feeling to it. One just knew that some powerful forces were at work up there to create such a cloud. The outlined area in the center photo shows the
approximate area included in the 3rd photo.

Aug12th_06_
ClimbingMtChokaiRC

Aug12_04_05_06_MtChokai
Climb_Clouds_TMDE_1RC

Aug12_01_02_03_MtChokai
Climb_Clouds_TMDERC


  Here are 3 more shots of "The Hall of the Mountain King" - all very similar, but slightly differently cropped and/or toned.

Aug12_04_05_06_MtChokai
Climb_Clouds_TMDE_AdjCropRC

Aug12_04_05_06_MtChokai
Climb_Clouds_TMDERC

Aug12_04_05_06_MtChokai
Climb_Clouds_TMDE_AdjRC


  Very close to the starting point for climbing Mt. Chokai there is an overlook which looks down into a very deep valley. The first shot in this row shows a portion of that valley. Note
the place where there is a triple waterfall and also notice the one large waterfall - we'll show you more photos of those waterfalls soon. The 2nd shot was taken looking back down to the
starting point at Hokodate.

Aug12th_08_
ClimbingMtChokaiRC

Aug12th_10_
ClimbingMtChokaiRC


  The first photo in this row again shows that triple waterfall and the one large waterfall. The outlined area in this photo shows the approximate area which is included in the 2nd
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photo in this row. The 3rd shot is zoomed in to the large waterfall.

Aug12_11_MtChokai
Climb_DeepValleyRC

Aug12_12_MtChokai
Climb_DeepValleyRC

Aug12_15_MtChokai
Climb_DeepValleyRC


  These 2 photos were taken while zooming into a side valley of this very deep valley. Again, the outlined area in the first photo shows the approximate area which is included in the
2nd photo.

Aug12_16_MtChokai
Climb_DeepValleyRC

Aug12_17_MtChokai
Climb_DeepValleyRC


  A bit later we looked up and saw these weird clouds. A friend tells me these are stratus clouds being influenced by a mountain wave.

Aug12_22_MtChokai
Climb_CloudsAdjRC

Aug12th_13_
ClimbingMtChokaiRC


  The weather is still kind of decent - just cloudy, but nice temperature. In the first photo in this row one can see down to the west and out into the Sea of Japan. In the 2nd photo
Kazuya stands beside a small snowfield. In the 3rd photo we have arrived at the mid-slope, or lower, Hut and we are looking out at Chokai Lake. This year was the latest in the day we had
ever started climbing the mountain, so we had reservations to stay at the hut here, it was our first time to stay at this lower hut. We were glad we chose to do so as the weather turned to
crap just before we arrived and rained steady for the rest of the day.

Aug12th_26_
ClimbingMtChokaiRC

Aug12th_34_
ClimbingMtChokaiRC
Aug12_25_MtChokai
Climb_Snow_KazuyaRC
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  Here are 3 shots of Chokai Lake which were taken at various times during the late afternoon when the clouds parted enough to be able to see for a moment or two. We noticed that
something was different about the lake - we could never remember seeing an island before, so I got out my iPhone and used my Kindle e-book reading app to look at the "Climbing a Few
of Japan's 100 Famous Mountains - Volume 2: Mt. Chokai" book (Amazon.com link [HERE]) which I had on it and we saw why it looked different. We'll show you some photos from
other years later and you too can see what's different. And, that's all of the photos from August 12.

Aug12th_36_
ClimbingMtChokaiRC

Aug12th_38_
ClimbingMtChokaiRC

Aug12th_40_
ClimbingMtChokaiRC

End August 12th, Begin August 13th

  Now it's August 13 and we are continuing to climb on towards the summit (2,236 m = 7,336 ft). The forecast is for clearing later on, although it is now raining lightly. My camera is
packed away in my backpack wrapped in plastic bags, but Kazuya's camera is small enough so that he can carry it in his rain jacket pocket. Here are 2 flower shots and a shot of a small
shrine. There were not as many flowers in bloom this year as we usually see here - was it because this was a hot summer or what?

Aug13th_01
_MtChokaiRC

Aug13th_04
_MtChokaiRC

Aug13th_05
_MtChokaiRC


  The weather is not improving as we climb, in fact it's getting worse and we are debating about whether to continue or to turn around and go home. One minute we think we should
continue and the next minute we think we should call it quits - it's not the first time we've been here - so this is not a "do or die" situation as far as getting to the summit. By the time the
3rd photo in this row was taken we were already heading back down the mountain - the decision made! And - wouldn't you know it - it looks like it might get sunny now!

Aug13th_12
_MtChokaiRC

Aug13th_14
_MtChokaiRC

Aug13th_17
_MtChokaiRC


  As we passed by Chokai Lake on our descent it looked like this (first photo in this row), but 1 minute later the sky looked like the 2nd photo of people taking a break at the Lower
Hut. So, we continued down and headed to Kazuya's hometown in Funagata, Yamagata Prefecture. As one crosses Yamagata Prefecture from west to east on the train from Sakata one has
wonderful views of Mt. Chokai along the way and we could see that we had made the right decision - to call it quits. The weather did NOT improve and in fact it got worse. We could barely
even see the base of the mountain from the train, and certainly not the summit. We did NOT kick ourselves and say "Oh, we should have continued".
The 3rd image is the cover of our latest in the "Climbing a Few of Japan's 100 Mountains" series of books. This newest one is - Climbing a Few of Japan's 100 Famous Mountains Volume 12: Mt. Tate (Tateyama), which was approved for sale on August 26, 2014. You can find a Details page and a sample PDF file for this book HERE (new window or tab). With 176
pages and about 196 photos it is just two pages shorter than Volume 11!

Volume12_Tateyama
_Cover_CroppedRC
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Aug13th_18
_MtChokaiRC

Aug13th_25
_MtChokaiRC

End August 13th, End August 2014's Photos, Begin Year Comparisons - Chokai Lake Level

  As promised up in Row 12, here are some comparison photos from 2005, 2008, 2011 and this year - 2014 - of Chokai Lake. The 2 photos in this row show 2005 and 2008 - not the
shoreline on the right side of the lake.

MtChokai_AlpineLake_Mid
Slope01_02_Repos_Pano_2005RC

Aug09_MtChokaiTrail_Scenery
36_37_AlpineLake_ReposPano_2008RC


  These 2 photos show Chokai Lake in 2011 and 2014. In the 2014 photo you'll notice why the lake looked different to us this year - it's the first time the water level has ever been
high enough so that the lake has an island! WOW!

Aug12th_38_Climbing
MtChokaiRC

August9th_Mt
Choukai261_2011RC

End Year Comparisons - Chokai Lake Level, Begin Miscellaneous Links
Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home
Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for the weekend).
The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire DVD collection in php DVD Profiler, which is
much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show you the FRONT cover-art of our entire DVD collection.

January 1, 2013 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System

HERE IS
Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Here is a small hint to let you know that we'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding any title
(and in some cases DISCOUNT CODES) please click the "General Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this
page. Click on any thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com webpage.
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An animated gif of our
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An animated gif of some
of our publications
(32 seconds)

Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(24 seconds)

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

End Miscellaneous Links, End Page 1 of 1, August 2014
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found something which you enjoyed. You can use
the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback you might have.

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single donation
will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or whatever. The
copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and photographer's name.
(Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Japan - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
August 2015 - Favorite Photo
"Mt. Thielsen" - Near Diamond Lake, Oregon. August 7, 2:15 PM.

AUGUST 2015: FOUR Pages This Month FEATURING Our Oregon, U.S.A. Vacation * Flight to Vancouver * Sparrow in Vancouver Airport * August 6th Morning Walk * August 7th - Crater Lake
National Park * Mt. McLoughlin * Great Meadow - Near Lake of the Woods * Mare's Egg Pond * Thimbleberry (Rubus parviflorus) * Ponderosa Pine (Pinus ponderosa) * Annie Creek Canyon * Crater
Lake Rim Drive * Golden-Mantled Ground Squirrels * Clark's Nutcracker (Nucifraga columbiana) * Steller's Jay (Cyanocitta stelleri) * Wizard Island * Anemone occidentalis * Distant Forest Fire *
Pumice Desert * Mt. Thielsen * Mt. Bailey * Diamond Lake * Rogue River Canyon * Sugar Pine Cones (Pinus lambertiana) * August 8th - Oregon Blackberries * Cedar Waxwing (Bombycilla cedorum)
* Teasel (Dipsacus sp.) * Pilot Rock Climb * A Deer * Red Baneberry (Actaea rubra) * A Lizard * August 9th - Scenic Airplane Flight of Crater Lake National Park * Western Scrub Jay (Aphelocoma
californica) * August 10th - Our (Kazuya and I) Wedding Ceremony * Our Wedding Reception * Our Wedding Cake * August 11th - A Small Forestry Project * August 12th - Jedediah Smith Redwoods
State Park, California * Huge Redwood Trees (Sequoia sempervirens) * Gold Beach, Oregon * A Tidal Pool * Roosevelt Elk (Cervus canadensis roosevelti) * August 13th - Another Morning Walk * An
Anna's Hummingbird (Calypte anna) * Wild Turkeys (Meleagris gallopavo) in Lithia Park, Ashland, Oregon * August 14th - Flight Back to Japan * More     (Click on the Photo or on this text to go
directly to the August photos)
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This is Page 1 of 4 - the best of August 2015!

Go To Page:

posted: August 31st, 2015

This page begins with August 5th and our flight from Tokyo's Haneda Airport for a vacation in Oregon. While
there, Kazuya and I also got married! This page covers August 5th, 6th and a part of the 7th only.   Click on any
thumbnail to begin.

Begin August 5th

  The first shot in this row is a photo taken from the window of an ANA (All Nippon Airways) Boeing 787. The 2nd shot shows a sparrow picking up crumbs in the Vancouver, B.C.,
Canada Airport.

Aug5th_13_Airplane_
ApproachingVancouverRC

Aug5th_31_Vancouver
AirportBirdRC

End August 5th, Begin August 6th

  Now it's August 6th and the first shot here was taken while looking down Randy Street in Ashland, Oregon. The 2nd shot shows the camper trailer that we stayed in (actually only
slept in and kept our gear in) while staying at my friend Steve A's. home in Ashland.

Aug6th_01_AroundSteves
House_AshlandRC

Aug6th_02_AroundSteves
House_AshlandRC


  The first shot here shows a sight which we saw as we walked to a pond near Steve's house in Ashland - an American Goldfinch (Spinus tristis) on a Sunflower. The 2nd shot shows
a Poison Oak (Toxicodendron diversilobum) plant in Lithia Park, Ashland, Oregon.

Aug6th_06_AroundSteves
House_AshlandRC

Aug6th_26_AroundSteves
House_Ashland_PoisonOakRC

End August 6th, Begin August 7th

  On August 7th my friend Steve A., drove us (Kazuya, me and another friend - Tim S.) to Crater Lake National Park. The first shot is scenery along the highway and was taken from
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the car window, so the foreground is blurry. The 2nd shot shows Mt. McLoughlin (9,495 ft = 2,894 m). I climbed this mountain with Steve and some other friends way back on May 31, 1972.
The 3rd shot shows the 'Great Meadow' - Near Lake of the Woods, Oregon.

Aug7th_02_Driving
TowardsCraterLkNPRC

Oregon.

Aug7th_09_Driving
TowardsCraterLkNPRC

Aug7th_08_Driving
TowardsCraterLkNPRC


  Here are two more shots of Mt. McLoughlin. The sky was somewhat smoky due to nearby forest fires. The 3rd shot shows me at the 'Great Meadow' - Near Lake of the Woods,

Aug07_01_Entoute
CLNP_MtMcLoughlinRC

Aug07_02_Entoute
CLNP_MtMcLoughlinRC

Aug7th_20_Driving
TowardsCraterLkNPRC


  Here are 2 shots of Kazuya at the 'Great Meadow' - Near Lake of the Woods, Oregon.

Aug07_04_Enroute
CLNP_KazuyaRC

Aug07_08_Enroute
CLNP_KazuyaRC


  All three of these shots show Mare's Egg Spring in Klamath County, Oregon. The roundish balls which are apparent in the 3rd shot are NOT rocks, they are a very rare type of
fresh-water algae called 'mare's eggs' for which this spring bears its name. This algae - Nostoc pruniforme - only grows at a very few places in the world.

Aug07_09_Enroute
CLNP_MaresEggsPlaceRC

Aug07_16_Enroute
CLNP_MaresEggsPlaceRC

Aug7th_42_At
MaresEggPlaceRC


  The first shot here shows a Thimbleberry - Rubus parviflorus - a very delicious and somewhat uncommon type of berry. The 2nd and 3rd shots were taken as we traveled along the
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highway towards Crater Lake National Park

Aug7th_48_At
MaresEggPlaceRC

Aug7th_49_Approaching
CraterLkNPRC

Aug7th_59_Approaching
CraterLkNPRC


  The first shot here is another which was taken from the car window as we approached Crater Lake National Park. The 2nd shot shows a beautiful - and large - Ponderosa Pine Tree
(Pinus ponderosa) as we approached the south entrance to Crater Lake National Park. The 3rd shot is another highway scene and several Ponderosa Pine Trees.

Aug7th_62_Approaching
CraterLkNPRC

Aug7th_63_Approaching
CraterLkNPRC
Aug7th_66_CraterLk
NP_AnnieCreekRC


  The first shot here shows Kazuya standing beside a large Ponderosa Pine. The 2nd shot shows a type of moss which is common in this dry country and the 3rd shot was taken as
Kazuya looked up into a Ponderosa Pine.

Aug7th_69_CraterLk
NP_AnnieCreekRC
Aug07_21_CLNP_
Kazuya_PonderosaPineRC

Aug7th_67_CraterLk
NP_AnnieCreekRC


  All 3 shots in this row were taken as we were looking down into Annie Creek Canyon. This is along the highway as one drives up the south entrance road of Crater Lake National
Park. The center image is a 2-shot panorama.

Aug7th_81_82_AutoPano_
CraterLkNP_AnnieCreekRC
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Aug07_30_CLNP_
AnnieCreekRC

Aug7th_75_CraterLk
NP_AnnieCreekRC


  Here are 3 more shots which were taken while looking down into Annie Creek Canyon.

Aug7th_106_CraterLk
NP_AnnieCreekRC

Aug07_31_CLNP
_AnnieCreekRC
Aug7th_107_CraterLk
NP_AnnieCreekRC


  Now we have arrived at Crater Lake - we are driving along what is known as Rim Drive. The first image is another 2-shot panorama. In the 3rd shot, the background rock is Llao
Rock. Such stunning and amazing beauty!

Aug7th_129_130_AutoPano_
CraterLkNP_RimDriveRC
Aug07_40_CLNP_
RimDriveRC
Aug7th_140_CraterLk
NP_RimDriveRC


  In first position in this row is a zoomed-in shot of Llao Rock. The 2nd and 3rd shots show our friend Steve A. with, of course, Crater Lake behind him.

Aug07_41_CLNP_
RimDriveRC
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  Here is a shot which shows me, Steve A. and Tim S. with Crater Lake in the background. The 2nd shot is another which shows our friend Steve A. and the 3rd shot shows Crater
Lake and Wizard Island.

Aug7th_167_CraterLk
NP_RimDriveRC

Aug07_45_CLNP_
RimDriveRC
Aug07_43_CLNP_
RimDrive_SteveARC


  Here are 3 more shots of Crater Lake. The 1st image is a 2-shot panorama, the 2nd image is a 4-shot panorama and the 3rd shot shows Wizard Island and Llao Rock.

Aug7th_AutoPano_149_150_151
_152_CraterLkNP_RimDriveRC
Aug7th_149_150_AutoPano
_CraterLkNP_RimDriveRC

Aug07_46_CLNP
_RimDriveRC


  The island in the first shot in this row is called Phantom Ship. The 2nd shot shows Kazuya and I and the 3rd shot shows a very old tree with Crater Lake behind it.

Aug07_47_CLNP
_RimDriveRC

CLNP02_
TimStewartRC

Aug7th_171_CraterLk
NP_RimDriveRC


  Here are 3 shots of a Golden-Mantled Ground Squirrel. These small rodents are very plentiful here.

Aug7th_177_CraterLk
NP_RimDriveRC

Aug07_51_CLNP
_RimDriveRC

Aug7th_182_CraterLk
NP_RimDriveRC


  Here are 2 very beautiful shots of Crater Lake and Wizard Island. The 2nd image is another 2-shot panorama. The 3rd shot shows another Golden-Mantled Ground Squirrel.
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Aug07_52_53_AutoPano
_CLNPRimDriveRC
Aug7th_185_CraterLk
NP_RimDriveRC

Aug7th_201_CraterLk
NP_RimDriveRC


  Here are 2 more shots of a Golden-Mantled Ground Squirrel. Of course one is not supposed to feed the wildlife and before you come to arrest me for the center shot - I am not
feeding it - it is merely smelling a toothpick which I am holding. The 3rd shot shows a Clark's Nutcracker (Nucifraga columbiana).

Aug7th_209_CraterLk
NP_RimDriveRC

Aug7th_211_CraterLk
NP_RimDriveRC

Aug7th_216_CraterLk
NP_RimDriveRC


  The first shot in this row shows a Clark's Nutcracker (Nucifraga columbiana) (lower bird) eyeing a Steller's Jay (Cyanocitta stelleri) (upper bird). The 2nd and 3rd shots show Wizard
Island, the 3rd shot being zoomed-in quite a bit.

Aug7th_217_CraterLk
NP_RimDriveRC

Aug7th_223_CraterLk
NP_RimDriveRC

Aug7th_225_CraterLk
NP_RimDriveRC

Aug07_60_CLNP_Rim
Drive_Anemone_occidentalisRC

Aug7th_227_CraterLk
NP_RimDriveRC


  Such amazing scenery. The 2nd shot is Anemone occidentalis.

Aug07_58_CLNP_
RimDriveRC


  Here are 2 more shots of Crater Lake and the center shot again shows Anemone occidentalis. The 3rd shot shows a distant forest fire.
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Aug7th_236_CraterLk
NP_RimDriveRC

Aug7th_240_CraterLk
NP_RimDriveRC

Aug7th_245_CraterLk
NP_RimDriveRC


  Here is one more shot of that distant forest fire. The center shot shows such beautiful clouds and Crater Lake.

Aug7th_252_CraterLk
NP_RimDriveRC

Aug7th_258_CraterLk
NP_RimDriveRC

Aug7th_259_CraterLk
NP_RimDriveRC


  Now we are driving out the north entrance of Crater Lake National Park. The 1st shot shows Mt. Thielsen and a portion of the Pumice Desert. The 2nd and 3rd shots also show Mt.
Thielsen (9,182 ft = 2,799 m), but were taken from farther north - at the Diamond Lake overlook. I have climbed Mt. Thielsen twice. The first time was on September 15, 1973 and the 2nd
time was on June 15, 1974. From October, 1972 to March, 1975 I lived merely 20 miles from Mt. Thielsen.

Aug7th_264_CLNP
_DiamondLakeRC

Aug7th_265_CLNP
_DiamondLakeRC

Aug07_67_Mt
ThielsenRC


  The first shot in this row shows Diamond Lake and Mt. Bailey in the background. Mt Bailey is 8,363 ft (= 2,549 m). I also climbed this mountain twice. The first time was on May
27, 1973 with Steve A., Tim S. and Bob D. and the 2nd time was on September 2, 1973 with Tony and Janet S. The 2nd shot is another of Mt. Thielsen and the 3rd shot is zoomed in to Mt.
Bailey's summit area.

Aug7th_269_CLNP
_DiamondLakeRC

Aug7th_270_Mt
ThielsenRC


  These final 3 shots on this page are all of Mt. Thielsen and the center one is a 2-shot panorama. These were taken from along Highway 230.
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Aug07_70_71_Auto
Pano_MtThielsenRC

Aug7th_271_
MtThielsenRC

Aug07_69_Mt
ThielsenRC

End Page 1, but August 7th Continues on Page 2 (in mid-afternoon)
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this month's adventures in Oregon.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single donation
will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or whatever. The
copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and photographer's name.
(Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 4 - the best of August 2015!

Go To Page:

posted: August 31st, 2015

This page continues from Page 1 in mid-afternoon as we drive down Highway 230. Then on August 8th we take a
trip to Pilot Rock and climb it. On August 9th we have a scenic flight of Crater Lake National Park, and finally, on
August 10th we get married.  Click on any thumbnail to begin.

August 7th Continues From Page 1 (in mid-afternoon)

  In first position in this row is the final shot of Mt. Thielsen which was taken from the rest stop along Highway 230 near Diamond Lake, Oregon. In 2nd and 3rd position are 2 shots
of the Rogue River Gorge.
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Aug7th_274_
MtThielsenRC

Aug07_81_
RogueRiverRC
Aug7th_296_Rogue
RiverValley_OregonRC


  In first position is the final shot of the Rogue River Gorge. In 2nd position is Kazuya holding 3 pine cones of the Sugar Pine Tree (Pinus lambertiana).

Aug7th_303_Rogue
RiverValley_OregonRC

Aug07_83_Kazuya_
SugarPineConesRC

End August 7th, Begin August 8th

  Now it's August 7th and another morning walk to the pond near Steve A's. house. The first shot shows how abundant the Oregon Blackberries were around here. I guess you might
say we ate blackberries for breakfast - there were plenty of ripe ones. The 2nd shot is a Cedar Waxwing (Bombycilla cedorum) and the 3rd shot shows a nice shot of a Teasel (Dipsacus sp.).

Aug08_07_Morning
WalkToPondRC

date.

Aug08_08_Morning
WalkToPondRC

Aug08_09_Morning
WalkToPondRC


  Here are two more shots of Teasel (Dipsacus sp.). The center shot has beautiful lighting. The 3rd shot shows Pilot Rock (5,909 ft = 1,801 m), which was our adventure for this

Aug08_10_Morning
WalkToPondRC
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  These 3 shots all feature Pilot Rock, Oregon as we climbed the trail towards it.

Aug08_12_Climbing
PilotRockRC

Aug8th_44_Pilot
RockClimbRC
Aug08_13_Climbing
PilotRockRC


  The first 2 shots in this row show a curious deer which we spotted as we climbed towards Pilot Rock. The 3rd shot again shows the summit of Pilot Rock.

Aug8th_47_Pilot
RockClimbRC

Aug08_14_Climbing
PilotRockRC

Aug8th_53_Pilot
RockClimbRC


  The 1st shot in this row shows some interesting colors in the weeds as we climb towards the summit of Pilot Rock. The 2nd shot shows me with Pilot Rock in the background and
the 3rd shot shows an abundance of Red Baneberry (Actaea rubra) along the trail.

Aug8th_55_Pilot
RockClimbRC

Aug8th_59_Pilot
RockClimbRC
Aug8th_56_Pilot
RockClimbRC


  All 3 shots in this row show what one sees as one climbs towards the summit of Pilot Rock.

Aug8th_70_Pilot
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RockClimbRC

RockClimbRC

RockClimbRC


  Here are 3 more shots which show scenery of Pilot Rock.

Aug8th_78_Pilot
RockClimbRC

Aug8th_80_Pilot
RockClimbRC
Aug8th_79_Pilot
RockClimbRC


  The first shot in this row shows Kazuya near the summit of Pilot Rock, the 2nd shot shows the scenery on this smoky day and the 3rd shot shows me.

Aug08_21_Climbing
PilotRockRC

Aug8th_82_Pilot
RockClimbRC

Aug8th_87_Pilot
RockClimbRC


  Here are 3 more shots of Pilot Rock. The center photo shows a type of lizard which we saw several of while doing this climb.

Aug8th_104_Pilot
RockClimbRC
Aug8th_103_Pilot
RockClimbRC

Aug8th_106_Pilot
RockClimbRC


  Now we are headed back down to the parking area from our Pilot Rock climb and these 3 shots all show the summit area.

Aug08_23_Climbing
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PilotRockRC

PilotRockRC

RockClimbRC


  Here are 2 more shots of the summit of Pilot Rock.

Aug08_25_Climbing
PilotRockRC

Aug8th_114_Pilot
RockClimbRC


  Here are the final 2 shots of Pilot Rock. The 2nd shot shows Kazuya and I.

Aug08_26_Climbing
PilotRockRC

Aug8th_120_Pilot
RockClimbRC

End August 8th, Begin August 9th

  On August 9th my friend Tim S. took Tony S., Kazuya and I on a scenic flight of Crater Lake National Park and the surrounding area. The first 2 shots in this row show us preparing
for the flight. The 3rd shot was taken as we climbed up into the sky.

Aug9th_09_CraterLakeScenic
Flight_Tim_Tony_Daniel_KazuyaRC

Aug9th_11_CraterLakeScenic
Flight_Tim_Tony_Daniel_KazuyaRC

Aug9th_14_CraterLakeScenic
Flight_Tim_Tony_Daniel_KazuyaRC


  It was another smoky day due to nearby forest fires, but if you study the first photo in this row you can discern Mt. McLoughlin near the right side. The 2nd shot shows Union Peak
and the 3rd shot shows an interesting canyon.

Aug9th_55_CraterLakeScenic
Flight_Tim_Tony_Daniel_KazuyaRC
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  In the first shot in this row you can see Crater Lake and Wizard Island. The 2nd shot shows Crater Lake and the 3rd shot shows a nice sun reflection off a lake in the Mountain
Lakes Wilderness Area of Oregon.

Aug9th_91_CraterLakeScenic
Flight_Tim_Tony_Daniel_KazuyaRC

Aug9th_104_CraterLakeScenic
Flight_Tim_Tony_Daniel_KazuyaRC

Aug09_11_CLNP
ScenicFlightRC


  Here are 3 more shots which were taken while we were doing our scenic flight. The 2nd and 3rd shots feature Mt. McLoughlin.

Aug9th_164_CraterLakeScenic
Flight_Tim_Tony_Daniel_KazuyaRC

Aug9th_179_CraterLakeScenic
Flight_Tim_Tony_Daniel_KazuyaRC

Aug9th_187_CraterLakeScenic
Flight_Tim_Tony_Daniel_KazuyaRC


  The first shot in this row shows Pilot Rock, which we climbed yesterday. The 2nd shot shows the Ashland, Oregon airport as we make our final approach for landing.

Aug9th_208_CraterLakeScenic
Flight_Tim_Tony_Daniel_KazuyaRC

deck.

Aug9th_212_CraterLakeScenic
Flight_Tim_Tony_Daniel_KazuyaRC


  Now we are back at Steve A's. house relaxing with a beer after the flight. The 2nd shot shows a Western Scrub Jay (Aphelocoma californica) eating peanuts from the rail of the

Aug9th_215_Relaxing
_StevesHouseRC

Aug9th_220_Relaxing
_StevesHouseRC

End August 9th, Begin August 10th

  The date is now August 10th - it's Kazuya's and my WEDDING DAY! The ceremony has begun. On the left is Deb K. who was the best person/ring bearer for Kazuya. On the right
is Steve A., my best man and ring bearer.
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Aug10_02_
OurWedding_RC

Aug10_05_
OurWedding_RC


  In these 3 shots the ceremony is continuing. It was a beautiful ceremony. Our first idea for the venue was the Japanese Garden in Lithia Park, Ashland, Oregon, but Kazuya made
the command decision that Steve's back yard was equally as nice of a location for the wedding, and therefore we had it right here, which made it much more convenient for all concerned.

Aug10_08_
OurWedding_RC
Aug10_07_
OurWedding_RC

Aug10th_01_
OurWeddingRC


  Here are 3 more wedding shots.

Aug10_07_OurWedding
Ceremony_ReceptionRC

Aug10_08_OurWedding
Ceremony_ReceptionRC
Aug10th_05_
OurWeddingRC


  Anny A., Sebastian A. and Deb K. - Kazuya's best person/ring bearer - watch the happenings in the 1st photo. In the 2nd photo the officiant watches as Kazuya slips the ring on my
finger. The 3rd shot shows Kazuya sliding the ring on my finger.

Aug10_10_OurWedding
Ceremony_ReceptionRC
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  Here are 3 more shots of Kazuya sliding the ring onto my finger. Thankfully we had an abundance of cameras and everybody was asked to just pick up a camera which was lying
about and to take photos. We have an abundance of photos and it's wonderful.

Aug10th_11_Our
Wedding_RotatedRC

Aug10_13_
OurWedding_RC
Aug10th_13_
OurWeddingRC


  This 1st shot is the only one we have of me placing the ring on Kazuya's finger. In the 2nd shot we are leaning in for the kiss and in the 3rd shot we are kissing.

Aug10_16_
OurWeddingRC

Aug10_22_
OurWedding_RC
Aug10th_17_
OurWeddingRC


  The first 2 shots in this row show the wonderful hug we did upon completion of the ceremony and the 3rd shot shows us with the officiant.

Aug10_23_
OurWedding_RC

Aug10_27_OurWedding
Ceremony_ReceptionRC

Aug10_27_
OurWedding_RC

End Page 2, but August 10th Continues on Page 3 (in late-morning)
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 for the
continuation of Kazuya's and my Wedding Day.

(will open in new window)
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single donation
will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or whatever. The
copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and photographer's name.
(Donation probably not tax deductible.)

Go To Page:

This is Page 3 of 4 - the best of August 2015!
posted: August 31st, 2015

This page continues in the late-morning of August 10th - Kazuya's and my WEDDING DAY. After that we move on
to the WEDDING RECEPTION, and finally, in the final few rows we move on to August 11th and then August
12th.  Click on any thumbnail to begin.

August 10th Continues From Page 2 (in late-morning)

  Here is one more shot of Kazuya and I with the officiant and then a miscellaneous photo of the ending of the ceremony. In 3rd position are Ardis B. and Mary M.

Aug10_29_OurWedding
Ceremony_ReceptionRC

Aug10_26_Our
Wedding_RC
Aug10th_18_Our
WeddingRC


  Here are 3 more photos of the wrap-up of the WEDDING CEREMONY. In 3rd position is Sandy C. giving us a big congratulatory hug.
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Aug10th_19_Our
WeddingRC

Aug10th_21_Our
WeddingRC

Aug10th_20_Our
WeddingRC


  These 3 shots show Tim S. with a mannequin which Steve A. owns. The mannequin, Wanda, fell over during the ceremony and Tim is giving her (it) a hard time for creating the
disturbance.

Aug10_28_Our
Wedding_RC

Aug10_30_OurWedding
Ceremony_ReceptionRC
Aug10th_24_Our
WeddingRC


  Now comes the signing of the Marriage Certificate. All 3 shots in this row show Kazuya signing it.

Aug10_31_
OurWedding_RC
Aug10th_27_
OurWeddingRC


  The first shot in this row shows me signing the Marriage Certificate, then Deb K. and then Steve A. signing - they signed as witnesses.
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Aug10_33_
OurWedding_RC

Aug10_35_
OurWedding_RC

Aug10_36_
OurWedding_RC


  Here's another shot of Steve A. signing the Marriage Certificate as a witness and then 2 shots of the officiant signing it.

Aug10_37_
OurWedding_RC

Aug10_38_
OurWedding_RC

Aug10th_32_
OurWeddingRC


  Here we are with the Marriage Certificate. The 3rd shot shows Steve A., me, the officiant, Kazuya and Deb K. with the Marriage Certificate.

Aug10th_35_
OurWeddingRC
Aug10th_36_
OurWeddingRC

Aug10th_38_
OurWeddingRC


  Here are 3 more shots showing the Marriage Certificate and hugs with the officiant.

Aug10_45_
OurWedding_RC

Aug10_47_
OurWedding_RC

Aug10_48_
OurWedding_RC


  Here are 2 shots showing us with the wedding rings on our fingers and a close-up shot of the Sterling Silver Wedding Rings on a black background.
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Aug10_60_OurWedding
Ceremony_ReceptionRC

Aug10_66_Our
Wedding_RC

Rings_Black
BackgroundRC


  Here is a close-up shot of the Sterling Silver Wedding Rings on a white background and then some hugs. The 3rd shot shows Sandy C. with us.

Rings_White
BackgroundRC
Aug10_55_OurWedding
Ceremony_ReceptionRC
Aug10th_45_Our
WeddingRC


  In the first 2 shots we see Chris M., me, Kazuya and Tony S. The 3rd shot is a toast to a long and happy life as a married couple.

Aug10_61_Our
Wedding_RC

Aug10th_50_Our
WeddingRC

Aug10_51_Our
Wedding_RC


  Here are Kazuya and I drinking our toast. In the 2nd shot you see Tim S., Mary M., her husband Chris M. and me. In the 3rd shot is Dave P., Ardis B. and Tim S.

Aug10_54_Our
Wedding_RC

Aug10_55_Our
Wedding_RC

Aug10_56_Our
Wedding_RC


  The first shot in this row shows Kazuya and I with a photo of Chad D., an old friend who was present in spirit, but could not attend in person. He made a nice contribution towards
the drinks for the reception. In the 2nd shot is Tim S., Chad D's. photo, Sandy C., Kazuya and I. The 3rd shot shows Peg S., Steve A. and his wife Deb.
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Aug10_67_Our
Wedding_RC

Aug10_71_Our
Wedding_RC

Aug10_67_OurWedding
Ceremony_ReceptionRC


  The 1st and 3rd images in this row are 2-shot panoramic images. The first photo shows Peg S., Steve A. (hidden behind Peg S.), Deb K., Ardis B., Mary M. and Chris M. - her
husband. The center shot shows Ardis B. The 3rd shot shows Mary and Chris M., Sandy C. and Dave P.

Aug10_63_64_AutoPano_Our
WeddingReceptionRC

Aug10_71_72_AutoPano_Our
WeddingCeremony_ReceptionRC
Aug10_68_OurWedding
Ceremony_ReceptionRC


  After the completion of the ceremony and all of the congratulatory hugs and so on most everybody went away to tour Ashland, Oregon and give us a break before the reception.
The first photo in this row shows Tony S., Kazuya and I just before we returned to the County Clerk's Office to take the Marriage Certificate back for official recording and for getting several
certified copies. The 2nd shot shows Deb K. preparing for the reception dinner and the 3rd shot shows the recreational drug shelf - remember that recreational use of marijuana is legal in
Oregon.

Aug10th_55_Our
WeddingReceptionRC

Aug10th_57_Our
WeddingReceptionRC

Deb_WeddingPhoto_
TonyS_Dan_KazuyaRC


  These 3 photos all show preparations for the Wedding Reception. The center shot shows Anny and Sebastian.

Aug10th_60_Our
WeddingReceptionRC

Aug10th_61_Our
WeddingReceptionRC
Aug10th_75_Our
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  Now it's time for the eating to begin at the Wedding Reception. I was the first one to get a plate of delicious food and Kazuya was second. In the 3rd shot several people are seated
and ready to start eating.

Aug10th_81_Our
WeddingReceptionRC

Aug10th_82_Our
WeddingReceptionRC

Aug10th_88_Our
WeddingReceptionRC

Aug10_75_Our
Wedding_RC

Aug10_76_Our
Wedding_RC


  Let's eat! The 3rd shot shows Kazuya and I doing a toast.

Aug10_74_Our
Wedding_RC


  Kazuya and I with intertwined arms doing our toast. Note the look of awe on Sandy C's. face. The 2nd and 3rd shots show our beautiful Wedding Cake - lovingly prepared by Anny
A. Darn, was it delicious!

Aug10th_103_Our
WeddingReceptionRC

Aug10_78_Our
Wedding_RC

Aug10th_105_Our
WeddingReceptionRC


  Here are 2 more shots of the Wedding Cake. In the 2nd shot Sandy is slicing it. Of course Kazuya and I made the very first slice!

Aug10th_109_Our
WeddingReceptionRC
Aug10th_112_Our
WeddingReceptionRC
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End August 10th, Begin August 11th

  On August 11th Tony S., Kazuya and I hung out at Steve A's. house and we did a little forestry project in Steve's back yard. These 3 photos show us doing that project.

Aug11th_09_Around
StevesHouseRC

Aug11th_11_Around
StevesHouseRC
Aug11th_07_Around
StevesHouseRC

End August 11th, Begin August 12th

  On August 12th Steve, Deb, Anny, Sebastian, Switlik the dog, Kazuya and I went on an adventure to the Redwoods and also to Gold Beach, Oregon. The first photo in this row
shows a pair of Steller's Jays (Cyanocitta stelleri) at a rest area where we stopped. The 2nd shot shows Switlik the dog sleeping on me and the 3rd shot shows some Redwood Trees (Sequoia
sempervirens) at Jedediah Smith Redwoods State Park, California.

Aug12th_07_Enroute
TheRedwoodsRC

Aug12th_20_Enroute
TheRedwoodsRC

Aug12th_01_Jedediah
SmithRedwoodsStateParkRC


  Here are 3 shots which show a huge Redwood Tree Sequoia sempervirens. The center shot also shows Steve A. and me and the 3rd shot shows me with my arms stretched out in a
rather futile attempt to show how big the tree is.

Aug12th_02_Jedediah
SmithRedwoodsStateParkRC

Aug12th_04_Jedediah
SmithRedwoodsStateParkRC

Aug12th_06_Jedediah
SmithRedwoodsStateParkRC


  Here are 3 more shots of Redwood Trees in Jedediah Smith State Park, California. The first shot shows me, the 2nd shot shows Kazuya and I and the 3rd shot shows Anny,
Sebastian and Steve A.
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Aug12th_20_Jedediah
SmithRedwoodsStateParkRC
Aug12th_15_Jedediah
SmithRedwoodsStateParkRC

Aug12_01_InTheRedwoods_Jedediah
SmithStateParkRC


  And here are 3 more shots taken in Jedediah Smith State Park, California - of Redwood Trees. WOW!

Aug12th_27_JedediahSmith
RedwoodsStateParkRC
Aug12th_24_JedediahSmith
RedwoodsStateParkRC

Aug12_06_InTheRedwoods_
JedediahSmithStateParkRC


  And ---- three more Redwood shots. Are these big trees, or what?

Aug12th_39_JedediahSmith
RedwoodsStateParkRC
Aug12th_31_JedediahSmith
RedwoodsStateParkRC


  Three more shots of Redwood Trees. The center shot shows Kazuya looking rather awestruck!
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Aug12_10_InTheRedwoods_
JedediahSmithStateParkRC

Aug12_11_InTheRedwoods_
JedediahSmithStateParkRC
Aug12_09_InTheRedwoods_
JedediahSmithStateParkRC

End Page 3, but August 12th Continues on Page 4 (in late-morning)
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Please continue on to page 4 for the
conclusion of this date and also for the conclusion of this month's adventures and photos!

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single donation
will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or whatever. The
copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and photographer's name.
(Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 4 of 4 - the best of August 2015!

Go To Page:

posted: August 31st, 2015

This page continues August 12th from Page 3 - in Jedediah Smith State Park, California. Then we continue on and
eat lunch and after that we go to Gold Beach, Oregon. After that we jump to August 13th and then August 14th
and the end of our vacation in Oregon. That also concludes the photos for August.  Click on any thumbnail to begin.

August 12th Continues From Page 3 (in late-morning)
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  Okay, we are still wandering in Jedediah Smith State Park, California. The first 2 shots show me on a fallen Redwood Tree and the 3rd photo shows Kazuya - shot by me from the
fallen log that I am standing on.

Aug12th_45_JedediahSmith
RedwoodsStateParkRC

Aug12_12_InTheRedwoods_
JedediahSmithStateParkRC
Aug12th_46_JedediahSmith
RedwoodsStateParkRC


  Here is Sebastian, kind of hidden in the tall ferns. The center shot shows me on that same log as above and the 3rd shot shows Deb K., Sebastian and Anny on the ground and me
still walking the length of the fallen tree.

Aug12th_51_JedediahSmith
RedwoodsStateParkRC

Aug12th_67_JedediahSmith
RedwoodsStateParkRC
Aug12th_68_JedediahSmith
RedwoodsStateParkRC


  Here are 3 more shots of that fallen tree. These shots show how these fallen trees act as "nurseries" for new Redwood trees to begin their growth on. The 2nd shot shows Kazuya
on the log.

Aug12th_73_JedediahSmith
RedwoodsStateParkRC

Aug12_13_InTheRedwoods_
JedediahSmithStateParkRC
Aug12_16_InTheRedwoods_
JedediahSmithStateParkRC


  Now we are nearing the finish of our visit to the Redwoods. The 1st and 3rd photos give a pretty good indication of the scale of things here.
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Aug12_19_InTheRedwoods_
JedediahSmithStateParkRC
Aug12th_89_JedediahSmith
RedwoodsStateParkRC

Aug12th_107_JedediahSmith
RedwoodsStateParkRC


  Here is a small portion of a map. It shows Jedediah Smith Redwoods State Park right at about the center. The 2nd shot shows me trying to get my mouth around a super
hamburger. The 3rd shot was taken at Gold Beach, Oregon as we walked the beach.

Aug12th_119_JedediahSmith
RedwoodsStateParkRC

Aug12th_144_
LunchRC

Aug12_34_
GoldBeachRC


  These 3 shots were all taken while we were walking along Gold Beach, Oregon. In the 3rd shot you'll notice Kazuya.

Aug12th_160_Gold
BeachOregonRC

Aug12_35_
GoldBeachRC

Aug12_36_
GoldBeachRC


  The first 2 shots in this row show a tidal pool in the huge boulder which Kazuya is taking a photo of in the 3rd photo.

Aug12th_177_Gold
BeachOregonRC

Aug12_38_
GoldBeachRC

Aug12_39_
GoldBeachRC


  Here is the final shot taken at Gold Beach, Oregon. The 2nd shot shows a herd of Roosevelt Elk (Cervus canadensis roosevelti) grazing in a field beside the highway.
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Aug12th_220_
RooseveltElkRC

Aug12th_178_Gold
BeachOregonRC


  And here are two more shots of that herd of Roosevelt Elk (Cervus canadensis roosevelti) grazing in a field along the highway.

Aug12th_221_
RooseveltElkRC

Aug12th_223_
RooseveltElkRC

End August 12th, Begin August 13th

  Now it's August 13th and we are on our morning walk to the pond near Steve A's. house. The first shot shows the stream which flows from the pond and the remaining 2 shots
show the pond itself.

Aug13th_07_
NearStevesHouseRC

Aug13th_11_
NearStevesHouseRC

Aug13_04_ThePond
NearSteveHouseRC


  Here is one final shot of the pond and then 2 shots of a Cedar Waxwing (Bombycilla cedorum) bird. We also showed you this bird on Page 2.

Aug13_06_ThePond
NearSteveHouseRC

Aug13_10_ThePond
NearSteveHouseRC

Aug13_11_ThePond
NearSteveHouseRC


  Here is another shot of Oregon Blackberries, which you also saw on Page 2. That is followed by a wooden Power Pole. In Japan all power poles are concrete so Kazuya was rather
amazed to see that every power pole in the USA is made of wood. The 3rd shot shows an Anna's Hummingbird (Calypte anna).
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Aug13th_21_Near
StevesHouseRC

Aug13_19_ThePond
NearSteveHouseRC
Aug13th_75_Near
StevesHouseRC


  WOW! You must think that I only eat hamburgers, well, the USA has some of the most amazing hamburgers. This was my lunch at the Standing Stone Restaurant in Ashland,
Oregon. Kazuya and I used this, our final day in the USA, to explore Ashland and buy some souvenirs. The 2nd and 3rd shots show a Wild Turkey (Meleagris gallopavo) in Lithia Park,
Ashland, Oregon.

Aug13th_80_
LunchRC

Aug13_25_Ashland
_LithiaParkRC

Aug13th_84_LithiaPark
Ashland_WildTurkeysRC


  Here are two more shots of Wild Turkeys (Meleagris gallopavo) in Lithia Park.

Aug13th_112_LithiaPark
Ashland_WildTurkeysRC

Aug13_35_Ashland
_LithiaParkRC


  And here are the final 2 shots which we took while on vacation in Oregon - more Wild Turkeys (Meleagris gallopavo) in Lithia Park, Ashland, Oregon. The 2nd shot shows me too.

Aug13_36_Ashland
_LithiaParkRC

Aug13th_136_LithiaPark
Ashland_WildTurkeysRC

End August 13th, Begin August 14th
aircraft.


  And, that's the end of a wonderful trip to Ashland, Oregon, USA. Now we are flying from Vancouver, B.C., Canada back to Tokyo's Haneda Airport, once again in an ANA Boeing 787
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Aug14th_25_
ReturningToTokyoRC

Aug14th_44_
ReturningToTokyoRC

End August 14th, End August 2015's Photos, Begin Miscellaneous Links
Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home
Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for the weekend).
The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire DVD collection in php DVD Profiler, which is
much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show you the FRONT cover-art of our entire DVD collection.

January 1, 2013 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System

HERE IS
Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Here is a small hint to let you know that we'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding any title
(and in some cases DISCOUNT CODES) please click the "General Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this
page. Click on any thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com webpage.
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An animated gif of some
of our publications
(28 seconds)

An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(28 seconds)

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

End Miscellaneous Links, End Page 4 of 4, August 2015
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback you
might have.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single donation
will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or whatever. The
copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and photographer's name.
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(Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Alaska - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
August 2016 - Favorite Photo
"Aurora and Big Bear" - Aurora Borealis and the Big Dipper.  August 30th, 12:04 AM.

AUGUST 2016: THREE Pages This Month FEATURING Our Woodshed * Our House From
Every Side - Outside * Our House From Many Angles - Inside * Our Cawley 800 Woodstove Before
and After Cleaning and Polishing * Some iPhone Panoramic Photos Inside the House * Our
Property Photos * Beginning of Autumn Colors * More of Our House Interior * A Riker Mount of
Chitons (Genus = Chiton) * The Alaska Range (Mountains) From Near our House - Mt. Hayes,

Hess Mountain and Mt. Deborah * My Birthday Cake * Aurora Borealis Photos * Trans-Alaska (Oil)
Pipeline) * Lomatogonium rotatum * Lingonberries (Vaccinium vitis-idaea) * Bunchberry (Cornus
canadensis) * More    (Click on the Photo or on this text to go directly to the August
photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 3 - the best of August 2016!

Go To Page:

posted: August 31st, 2016

There were no real true adventures at all this month
due to a car accident and therefore our rig being in the
shop for the entire month. We have learned the best
time and methods to hitchhike into Fairbanks and then
how to ride the metropolitan area buses, get everything
completed that we need to do and then how to
hitchhike home. Fairbanks is a pretty friendly place and
we have seldom had to wait much more than five

minutes to get a ride. Sometimes we get a ride in the
first vehicle that comes along. It's a nice place to live.
So, this page begins with August, 15th and some photos
of the exterior of our house. Then we jump to August
18th and several photos of the interior. After that go to
August 19th and show you a few more photos of the
interior, mostly the cleaned and polished Cawley 800
woodstove.   Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin August 15th

  This image, a 2-shot panorama, is composed of photos taken while standing on the
front porch step (see next photo). Our chainsaw is not working and we have not been able to
get in enough firewood for the winter. We hope to have a working chainsaw quite soon and
then we will begin to get firewood by cutting down the dead and dying trees on our own
property. Notice that in all photos which show what may be considered our "yard" that it is
just raked, bare ground. I was gone from this house for some 25 years and what little lawn
there had been when I left was not maintained by the several folks who rented the place
over the years and I told my friend who managed the house and land for me to just forget

about the "yard" and let the renter's do what they wanted to do. So, the "yard" had probably
not even been raked once in 25 years and as you can easily see, the land is relatively thick
forest, so the "yard" was several inches thick in partially decomposed leaves, wild rose and
aspen suckers attempting to take over. It was not a pretty site! It took several sessions to
get the wild rose, aspen suckers, high weeds and etc. cut off and then several more sessions
to get it all raked. In most places the decomposing leaves are still not all raked away. It is
not raked down to bare soil hardly anywhere at all.

Aug15_1_2
_HouseRC


  The first shot in this row shows the west side of the house and the second photo shows the front of the house and the full length porch. In the second photo you can also see our
small garden. We have rhubarb, snap peas and basil growing.

Aug15_3_
House_AdjRC

Aug15_4_
House_AdjRC


  The first shot in this row shows the east side of the house. The upstairs loft is the bedroom, so the morning sun comes in the bedroom window, nice. The small downstairs window is
opposite the dining table, which is also nice for morning sun. The second photo shows the back, or north side, of the house. The window is in the bathroom.

Aug15_5_
HouseRC

Aug15_6_
HouseRC

End August 15th, Begin August 18th
http://danwiz.com/AllMonthPhotos/temp.php[08/31/2016 12:23:31 PM]
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  Now let's move to the inside of the house. The first shot in this row shows the north wall of the kitchen area and the second shot was taken looking northeast into the kitchen area.
Kazuya is there preparing dinner.

Aug18_04_
HouseInteriorRC

Aug18_05_
HouseInteriorRC


  The first shot in this row was taken looking east into the kitchen and dining area.
You can see that we have most of our pots and pans hanging, similar to what some
restaurants do. Kazuya is still preparing dinner. The second image is a 2-shot panorama of
the two photos in the previous row, which of course, explains why there are some weird

Aug18_08_
HouseInteriorRC

curves. The third shot was taken looking into the southeast corner, the dining area. Note our
microwave there in the corner. Can you get a feel for all of the counter space and work space
that is available to one for working on meals or other projects?

Aug18_04_05_House
Interior_AutoPanoRC


  The first shot here shows the front door, the coat rack, the shoes shelf, the nice
rocking chair and the ottoman. The second image is another 2-shot panorama which shows
from the front door, on the left to just past our "office" area. The panorama is composed of

Aug18_09_
HouseInteriorRC

the first and third photos in this row. The third shot shows the right portion of the previous
panorama. All of these near distance panoramas show weird curves and that is the reason
that I want to show you the actual shots that make up the panoramas.

Aug18_10_11_House
Interior_CylPanoRC
Aug18_10_
HouseInteriorRC


  In this row we kind of move on to the north wall. The first show shows the
northwest corner. You can also see my notebook computer on the "office" table, a KLH Model
21 FM Radio in the windowsill, some of our backpacks, the stairway into the loft and the
handrail. The second shot shows more of the north wall. Under the stairway is the wood box
and quite a lot of closet space. You can also see the bathroom door. The third shot shows the
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Aug18_11_
HouseInteriorRC

bathroom door, a curtain which says "Yu" (=bath) in Japanese and if you look closely you can
see that the toilet and bathroom vanity are raised up above the level of the remainder of the
house. We have our own well and the pressure tank is hidden in the corner behind the open
bathroom door which you can see in the second and third photos.
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Aug18_12_
HouseInteriorRC

Aug18_13_
HouseInteriorRC


  The first shot in this row shows the porcelain throne, and as befits a throne, it is
raised! Ha! The real reason is so that the U-shaped drain trap does not have to be under the
house, where it would freeze. The shower has no U-trap as it would have to be under the
house, where it would freeze solid when it gets down to minus 40°. Therefore when we are
not actually taking a shower we keep the drain covered. The second shot shows the

bathroom sink, vanity and medicine cabinet. The hot water heater is under the sink. We have
a solid core door on the bathroom and backup electric baseboard heat in the bathroom so
that if we want or need to travel in the winter we can close the bathroom door, turn on the
electric heat and things will not freeze up at minus 40°.

Aug18_16_
HouseInteriorRC

Aug18_18_
HouseInteriorRC


  Now I am standing in the "office" area and looking up at the loft. The first shot is
on the south side of the loft, the second shot is about the center and the third shot shows the
northern-most portion. I attempted to create a panorama with all three of these shots and it

Aug18_19_
HouseInteriorRC

Aug18_14_
HouseInteriorRC

would not work. I tried again with only two shots and not even that would work. The subject
was too close and in the short distance the perspective changes too much.

Aug18_20_
HouseInteriorRC

Aug18_21_
HouseInteriorRC


  The first shot in this row was taken while sitting in my "office" chair and looking east into the kitchen area. This shot was taken using 16 x 9 mode on my camera. The second shot
is an iPhone panorama of the entire kitchen and dining area all the way to the coat rack.

Aug18_22_
HouseInteriorRC

Aug18_27__iPhonePano
_HouseInteriorRC

End August 18th, Begin August 19th
http://danwiz.com/AllMonthPhotos/temp.php[08/31/2016 12:23:31 PM]
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  On this date Kazuya and I worked like crazy to finish cleaning and polishing the
woodstove, so the next three rows basically show comparison photos of the woodstove
between the 18th and the 19th. The first photo in this row shows the left side of the

woodstove and the west wall and was taken while standing up. The center image is a
comparison of the front of the stove before and after cleaning and polishing. The third photo
shows the left side of the woodstove again, but this one was taken while on my knees.

Aug18_23_Aug19_11_Wood
StoveComparisonRC

Aug19_02_
Woodstove_CleanedRC


  The first photo in this row shows the top of the stove after cleaning and polishing,
there are no "before" photos. The top really looked bad before cleaning though. It had been
painted black several times and the paint had chipped off here and there and then another
coat of paint had been put on it. What we used is not paint, it is just simple graphite and
carbon black mixture that is kind of a paste that one rubs on with a rag, or toothbrush for the
hard to reach areas, waits for it to dry and then rubs it off and polishes it. I have read that

Aug19_06_Woodstove
_CleanedRC

Aug19_03_Woodstove
_CleanedRC

one can use black shoe polish too, I wonder?! By the way, the cook lids were originally silver.
The small cook lid on the right side has been worked on with sandpaper for about 30
minutes. You can see that it is somewhat of a different color than the large cook lid that it is
a part of, but even that much sandpaper work would not change it back to silver color. I'm
going to try and have the cook lids sand blasted if it doesn't cost too much. The second
image compares the left side of the woodstove before and after cleaning and polishing.

Aug18_05_Aug19_04_Woodstove
_RightSideRC


  The first image in this row compares the front of the woodstove before and after cleaning and polishing. The second image compares the right side before and after cleaning and
polishing.

Aug18_06_Aug19_05_Woodstove
_CompareRC
Aug18_08_Aug19_08_Woodstove
CompareRC


  Here are two iPhone panoramic images. For the first image I was standing on my
"office" chair and took this photo of the loft from about level with its floor. The second image
is a full 270° panorama. On the left side you can see the door frame and on the right side

Aug19_1_iPhonePano
_HouseInterior_AdjRC

you can just see the edge of the calendar, which shows up near the right side in the third
image in Row 5. You can also find this calendar in both images in Row 10.

Aug19_2_iPhonePano
_HouseInteriorAdjRC

End August 19th, End Page 1
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of photos around the house and property.
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Go To Page:
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(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single donation
will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or whatever. The
copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and photographer's name.
(Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 3 - the best of August 2016!

Go To Page:

posted: August 31st, 2016

This page begins with a single photo taken during the
evening of August 20th and then more photos around
our house and property taken on August 22nd. You'll
note that even as early as August 22nd some autumn
colors are in evidence and that some leaves are already

beginning to drop to the ground. After that we continue
on to August 24th and a trip into town and then proceed
to August 25th and a single photo taken on a trip into
town (Fairbanks).   Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin August 20th and 22nd

  A new day, more photos of our land and house. The first photo in this row was
shot on August 20th at 9:16 PM looking to the south, yes, I know, that seems late to you,
but keep in mind that the sun does not set on August 20th until 9:57 PM. It was a rainy
evening and had been all day long. This photo is included mostly to show that even at our
elevation of about 720 feet we are in the clouds sometimes. The second image was shot on
August 22nd. The extreme left side of the photo shows the southeast corner of the house.

The photo was taken looking to the northeast from the porch. The small out-building you see
there is the old outhouse, which was built in 1980 - before we had inside plumbing. It has
not been used since 1981, but we keep it anyway. The third image is a 2-shot panorama of
the previous photo and the next one. It is looking from the northeast (on the left) all the way
around to the east (on the right).

Aug22_01_03_AutoPano
_Around_House_LandRC
Aug20_2_Rainy
Evening_Clouds_SIPRC

Aug22_01_Around
_House_LandRC


  The first shot in this row was taken looking east from the porch. The center shot
was zoomed in to the patch of highbush cranberry (Viburnum edule) which you can see to
the left of the outhouse in the center photo on Row 1 - autumn color! The third shot was
taken looking more or less to the southeast from the porch. The rubber coated wire you see
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there is an old-fashioned clothesline, the kind that you hang an item of clothing on, pull the
top rope towards you and the clothes, which are hung on the lower rope move away from
you. You hang one more item of clothing and repeat the procedure until all of your clothes
are hung. Surely you've seen one of this type of clothesline in a movie.
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Aug22_03_Around
_House_LandRC

Aug22_02_Around
_House_LandRC


  This photo is quite similar to the very first photo, but in this photo it's sunny
instead of cloudy. You can see some of our snap pea plants and a couple of rhubarb plants in
this photo. The second photo is a rather zoomed-in shot of the west yard and is included

Aug22_05_Around
_House_LandRC

Aug22_04_Around
_House_LandRC

mostly to show that on August 22nd there are leaves falling. Compare this to the very first
photo on Page 1 - there was not a single leaf on the ground in that photo. The third photo is
not zoomed at all and is most similar to the first photo on Page 1.

Aug22_06_Around
_House_LandRC

Aug22_07_Around
_House_LandRC


  The first photo here was taken looking to the north-northwest and in it you can see our storage shed and the house of our nearest neighbor. The second photo is a panorama of the
previous photo and the next photo and the third photo is looking pretty much due north.

Aug22_07_08_AutoPano
_Around_House_LandRC
Aug22_08_Around
_House_LandRC

Aug22_09_Around
_House_LandRC


  The first photo in this row was taken looking north-northeast from behind the house. The second shot shows more autumn color in the highbush cranberry (Viburnum edule) and
the third shot shows the northeast corner of the house, a shot that you have not yet seen.

Aug22_10_Around
_House_LandRC

Aug22_12_Around
_House_LandRC


  Now we're going to move inside. All three shots in this row show the shelf above
the front (and only) door. On Page 1 you can see this shelf in the first photo in Row 9. The
third photo shows that this is where we have a copy of each of our own books, the ones that
you see if you click on the "Our Books" - "General Information" menu item down at the
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Aug22_15_Around
_House_LandRC

bottom of the page. Note that this shelf has one of every book, so there are paperback and
hardcover editions of each book on this shelf. Not every book, however, is available in both
formats.
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Aug22_17Part_
Around_House_LandRC

Aug22_26Part_
Around_House_LandRC

Aug22_17_Around
_House_LandRC


  In this row are two images of the shelf above the dining table - somewhat visible
in the third photo in Row 5 on Page 1. You'll note that we have some weird things on this
shelf - some talismans from Japan, a wooden burl, a digger pine (Pinus sabiniana) cone, a
coconut, some woven baskets, a 1950's Sprite can which we found on a trail in Japan, a

Showa 28 (1953) Japanese sign from an old abandoned railroad track, a rice cooker and a
Taketa Dairy antique milk bottle. We have never been able to find any information regarding
what year this bottle may date back to. The third image shows the hanging pots and pans in
our kitchen, which you were able to see in several of the photos on Page 1.

Aug22_18Part_
Around_House_LandRC

Aug22_18_Around
_House_LandRC

Aug22_19_Around
_House_LandRC


  The first shot in this row shows the interior of the left-most upper kitchen cabinet
(Page 1, Rows 4 and 5). The second photo shows the exterior of the same cabinet. The
vertical wood is Black Cherry and the horizontal (top and bottom strips) of the door is Birdseye Maple. These were made by me back in 1981 and are still in good condition considering

Aug22_20_Around
_House_LandRC

Aug22_21_Around
_House_LandRC


  The first shot in this row shows the view from our west window. This is what we
see when sitting in our office working away doing this type of stuff. One time in the winter
when I had plants growing under the grow lights which you see, a big bull moose came along
and started licking the window thinking that it could get the plants. I sat inside holding my
breath thinking "don't swing your horns and break the window" - it did not! The second photo
shows the window in the southwest corner. The third photo shows our chiton collection in a
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25 years of being rented out. The third photo shows the corner where we keep some of our
backpacks. We have at least another 4 backpacks which are not hanging here, these are just
our most commonly used backpacks.

Aug22_22_Around
_House_LandRC

Riker Mount. You should definitely Google "chiton" if you have no idea what these are. I
collected them and made this display back when I lived in Kodiak, Alaska from 1975 to 1978.
Okay, here, let me make it easy for you: CLICK HERE FOR CHITON IMAGES brought to
you by Google! Maybe I'll take a separate photo of just this Riker Mount on another day and
show this to you all by itself.
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Aug22_23_Around
_House_LandRC

Aug22_24_Around
_House_LandRC

Aug22_25_Around
_House_LandRC

End August 20th, Begin August 24th and 25th

  On August 24th we hitchhiked into town and did our regular week's shopping and
so on. One of our stops was at the Fairbanks Farmer's Market, where we bought some
beautiful vegetables. While we were waiting for the bus, after shopping, Kazuya took these
two photos of me. The first one has been severely adjusted, my face and upper body were
totally shaded because I was standing under the corner of the bus shelter. It's actually
amazing that I was able to improve this photo to such an extent with Photoshop®. For the
second photo Kazuya made me stand in the sun, it came out much better. On August 25th

we talked a friend into taking us shopping because we had to buy some pretty heavy stuff - a
new chainsaw, gas and oil for it, plus a few other things. This friend wanted to show us the
building where the Fairbanks National Park Service headquarters is located, the Morris
Thompson Cultural and Visitor's Center. It ended up being the day of the 100th Anniversary
of the National Park Service, so we got some free birthday cake and we kind of forced
Kazuya to let us take pictures of him in an NPS hat! Sorry, Kazuya.

Aug24_02_Farmers
MarketBusStop_180_CropRC

Aug24_01_Adj_Farmers
MarketBusStop_180RC

Aug25_1_Kazuya
SmokeyHatRC

End August 24th and 25th, End Page 2
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 for the
continuation and conclusion of this month's photos of very local happenings.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single donation
will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or whatever. The
copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and photographer's name.
(Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 3 of 3 - the best of August 2016!

Go To Page:

posted: August 31st, 2016

This page begins with August 28th, my 69th birthday.
On the previous page I said that maybe I would take a
photo of the Riker Mount of chitons and show it - well,
here it is. You know, back when I collected these and
did this I kept a catalog of what these specimens are.
Each of them has a number on the back of it, but for the
life of me, I cannot find the place where I wrote down
the scientific names that go with the particular numbers
and now, after 40 years, I cannot remember the names
of any of these specimens. Oh well, you probably don't
care anyway. After the photos of the Riker Mount there

are photos of what are probably Hess Mountain, Mt.
Hayes and Mt. Deborah, in the Alaska Range near Delta
- around 88 miles (142 km) away from our house. Then
there are three photos of the birthday cake that Kazuya
made for me. Then we jump to August 29th and the
highlight of that day was a treat - the Aurora Borealis!
After that, we take you back in time to August 13th and
14th and adventures on foot from our house. How we
forgot to include those photos earlier, I do not know.
Better late than not at all?   Click on any thumbnail to
begin.

Begin August 28th

  Here are the photos of that Riker Mount that I said I might get around to taking, back on Page 2 in Row 9. All of these are Chitons, except for the Walrus Whisker on the right side,
which is labeled Kulukak Bay. The first image is the entire Riker Mount and the second image is a shot of just the three left specimens in the second row on the right.

Aug28_3_Chiton
RikerMountCropRC
Aug28_2_Chiton
RikerMountCropRC


  Here are two more shots of specific portions of the Riker Mount. These were not cropped out of the larger photo, I actually took photos of specific areas of the display. It amazes me
that after all of the work that I did to create this display I do not remember even a genus name. Granted, I did do this 40 years ago, but....

Aug28_5_Chiton
RikerMountCropRC
Aug28_4_Chiton
RikerMountCropRC


  In the early evening (7:30 PM or so) of the 28th, Kazuya and I walked up the road
about 500 yards or so above our house and were treated to this amazing view of the high
peaks of the Alaska Range near Delta Junction, Alaska. As the header information states, this
view is of an area about 88 miles (142 km) away! The first shot most likely shows Hess
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Mountain (11,940 ft = 3,639 m). The second shot is probably Mt. Deborah (12,339 ft =
3,761 m) and the third shot probably shows Hess Mountain on the left and Mt. Deborah on
the right.
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Aug28_01Crop
_AlaskaRangeRC

Aug28_03Crop
_AlaskaRangeRC
Aug28_02Crop
_AlaskaRangeRC


  The first two shots in this row were taken from very close to the same spot, after
we walked farther up the road to see if there was a better place to view from. We also
wanted to see if there was a place along here where we could see Denali (Mt. McKinley) from
(there was not). The first shot was taken at 7:47 PM and the second shot at 8:01 PM - note

the difference in the length of the shadows along the edge of the road. The third shot shows,
from left to right, probably Mt. Hayes (13,832 ft = 4,216 m), probably Hess Mountain and
probably Mt. Deborah.

Aug28_05Crop
_AlaskaRangeRC
Aug28_04_
AlaskaRangeRC

meters!

Aug28_18_
AlaskaRangeRC


  The first shot here probably shows Mt. Hayes, the second shot is probably Hess Mountain and the third shot is probably Mt. Deborah. These are some tall peaks! All are over 3,500

Aug28_06Crop
_AlaskaRangeRC

Aug28_07Crop
_AlaskaRangeRC

Aug28_08Crop
_AlaskaRangeRC


  In this row, the first two shots show Mt. Hayes, the second one zoomed-in more than the first one. The third shot is Hess Mountain. (Probably to all of that!)

Aug28_09Crop
_AlaskaRangeRC

Aug28_10Crop
_AlaskaRangeRC


  In this row all three shots are probably Mt. Deborah. This is not an everyday sighting from this location! I mean, this is pretty special.
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Aug28_11Crop
_AlaskaRangeRC
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Aug28_15Crop
_AlaskaRangeRC

Aug28_14Crop
_AlaskaRangeRC

Aug28_13Crop
_AlaskaRangeRC


  This is probably Hess Mountain. Then, the second shot shows, from left to right, probably Mt. Hayes, probably Hess Mountain and probably Mt. Deborah.

Aug28_16Crop
_AlaskaRangeRC

Aug28_19Crop
_AlaskaRangeRC


  After that mountain viewing we came home and ate some of my birthday cake! Pretty amazing, eh! Kazuya made that. It was delicious too.

Aug28th_01_
BirthdayCakeRC

Aug28th_21_
BirthdayCakeRC
Aug28th_14_
BirthdayCakeRC

End August 28th, Begin August 29th

  A friend in Oregon sent this package of fruits, vegetables and other goodies for my birthday. This photo shows just some of the fruits and vegetables!

Aug29th_001_
PresentFromSandyRC


  Around 11:30 PM on the 30th the Aurora Forecast was saying that there would be
"High Auroral Activity" so we walked about 300 meters up the road to where there is a pretty
good sized clearing to see if we could see any Aurora. We did! We didn't take tripods with us
and we shot at exposures ranging from 5 - 15 seconds. Considering that, it's pretty amazing
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that you can make out the Big Dipper in the first photo on this row! The only thing that has
been adjusted (Photoshop®) in all of these photos is the "Levels". Isn't the second shot
amazing?!
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Aug29_01Levels
_AuroraRC

Aug29_03Levels
_AuroraRC
Aug29_04Levels
_AuroraRC


  In the center shot in this row you can once again see the Big Dipper.

Aug29_10Levels
_AuroraRC
Aug29_09Levels
_AuroraRC

Aug29_08Levels
_AuroraRC


  Here is the Big Dipper again in the center shot!

Aug29_15Levels
_AuroraRC
Aug29_12Levels
_AuroraRC

Aug29_16Levels
_AuroraRC

End August 29th, Back in Time to August 13th and 14th

  Sorry, but now we're going to go back in time. I do not recall why these shots did
not get stuck in where they belong, but they didn't, and they are worth seeing! On August
13th we walked down the Trans-Alaska Pipeline below Love Rd. - 1 mile or so from our
house. Those finned things on the pipeline supports act as kind of refrigerator and keep the
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permanently frozen (permafrost) ground below the pipeline frozen so that it does not settle
or anything. The second shot shows a Lomatogonium rotatum. Please note that this one has
4 petals.
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Aug13th_016_
PipelineLoveRdRC

Aug13th_017_
PipelineLoveRdRC
Aug13th_021_PipelineLove
Rd_LomatogoniumRotatumRC


  Here is another shot of Lomatogonium rotatum - note that this one has 5 petals - and then two shots (taken on the 14th) of the 12 oz. yogurt container of Lingonberries (Vaccinium
vitis-idaea) which we picked along the pipeline yesterday in about 20 minutes. So delicious! Smaller than a cranberry, but also more delicious, not quite as sour and worthy of being made into
jam!

Aug14th_002_
LingonberryRC

Aug13th_024_PipelineLove
Rd_LomatogoniumRotatumRC

Aug14th_004_
LingonberryRC


  On the afternoon of the 14th we took another long walk from our house and found this amazing patch of Bunchberry plants (Cornus canadensis) and fruits. WOW! There are a lot of
these, pretty much everywhere, too bad that they are not edible.

Aug14th_009_
BunchberryRC

Aug14th_010_
BunchberryRC

End August 13th and 4th, End August 2016's Photos, Begin Miscellaneous Links
Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home
Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for the weekend).
The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire DVD collection in php DVD Profiler, which is
much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show you the FRONT cover-art of our entire DVD collection.

January 1, 2013 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System
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HERE IS
Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Here is a small hint to let you know that we'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding any title
(and in some cases DISCOUNT CODES) please click the "General Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this
page. Click on any thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com webpage.
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An animated gif of some
of our publications
(Does Not Include 100 Mountains Series)
(28 seconds)
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An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Paperback Editions)
(28 seconds)

An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Hardcover Editions)
(26 seconds)
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For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

End Miscellaneous Links, End Page 3 of 3, August 2016
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback you
might have.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single donation
will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or whatever. The
copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and photographer's name.
(Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Alaska - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
August 2017 - Favorite Photo
"Distant Scenery" - From the Pinnell Mountain Trail. August 5th, 12:48 PM.

AUGUST 2017: FOUR Pages This Month FEATURING Hiking the Pinnell Mountain Trail - 4.5
Miles From The Twelvemile Summit End - Lomatogonium rotatum in Bloom * Different Kinds of
Mushrooms * Saxifraga hirculus * Brown Bear Scat * Mile-Markers * Alaska Range Near Delta
Junction * Tephroseris yukonensis * Campanula lasiocarpa * Gentiana glauca * Epilobium
angustifolium (Fireweed) * Papaver macounii * Amazing Scenery * Marmota caligata (Hoary
Marmot) * A Circular Rhizocarpon geographicum Lichen * An Unknown Bird * Table Mountain *
Porcupine Dome * Vaccinium vitis-idaea (Lingonberries) * Eagle Summit Wayside and our
Camping Setup * Sunset * A Group of Ptarmigan Late at Night * Hiking the Pinnell Mountain Trail

- 5 Miles From The Eagle Summit End - Repeats of several items which we saw at the other end *
Bistorta plumosa (Pink Plumes) * Delphinium brachycentrum * Falco peregrinus (Peregrine
Falcon) * Gentiana algida * Porcupine Dome * The "PORKY" Azimuth Mark * Dryas octopetala *
Saussurea angustifolia var. yukonensis * Androsace chamaejasme ssp. lehmanniana * Rainbows
* Another Group of Ptarmigan Late at Night * Castilleja hyperborea (Northern Indian Paintbrush *
Lenticular Cloud * Pandion haliaetus (Osprey) * Map of Entire Pinnell Mountain Trail * Daniel's
70th Birthday Dinner and Cake * More     (Click on the Photo or on this text to go directly to
the August photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 4 - the best of August 2017!

Go To Page:

posted: August 31st, 2017

This page begins with August 5th. We went out the
Steese Highway for two full days of hiking on the
Pinnell Mountain Trail. 
This page covers a portion of
the first day - part of our approximately 4.5 mile hike

from the Twelvemile Summit end of that trail. Page 2
will continue from where this page stops. Click on any
thumbnail to begin.

(will open in new window)

Begin August 5th

  In first position is a photo of Lomatogonium rotatum, a plant which we did not see
very many of, but which was very pretty. This was right beside the parking area at
Twelvemile Summit, which is why it is shown even before the map. In second position is a
map of the Twelvemile Summit end of the Pinnell Mountain Trail showing pretty much the

portion we hiked from this end. We made it to Table Mountain, about a 4.5 mile hike from
the parking area at Twelvemile Summit. In third position is a shot of a mushroom which we
saw as we were attaining some elevation on the Pinnell Mountain Trail, from the Twelvemile
Summit end of it.

Aug5th_008_TwelvemileSummit
_LomatogoniumRotatumRC

Aug5_009_TwelveMileSummitEnd_
PinnellMountainTrail_ClimbRC
PinnellMtnTrail
_TwelvemileSummitEndRC


  Here is another shot of some different mushrooms than shown just previous. Then you see a shot of a Saxifraga hirculus and that is followed by a pile of bear scat. A lady we met
who was coming down told us she had seen a very big grizzly bear just a little distance away, so that we should keep our eyes open. We kept our eyes open, but we only saw this pile of bear
scat.

Aug5th_011_
TwelvemileSummitRC

Aug5th_014_Twelvemile
Summit_SaxifragaHirculusRC

Aug5th_018_
TwelvemileSummitRC


  In first position in this row is a scenery shot and then the Mile-marker for Mile 26 (coming from the Eagle Summit End of the trail). We did not find the Mile-marker for Mile 27,
either it is gone or else we just plain missed it. The trail is supposedly 27.3 miles in length. The third shot shows the Alaska Range south of Delta Junction, about 136 miles (218 km) away
from this spot - the visibility is pretty good today!
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Aug5th_019_
TwelvemileSummitRC

Aug5th_021_
TwelvemileSummitRC
Aug5_011_TwelveMileSummitEnd_
PinnellMountainTrail_ClimbRC


  Here are three additional shots in which the Alaska Range near Delta Junction is very easily visible. As stated above, these mountains are about 136 miles (218 kilometers) away,
so the visibility is amazing today. These three photos have all been adjusted a little bit to bring out more detail.

Aug5_016_TwelveMileSummitEnd_
PinnellMountainTrail_ClimbRC

Aug5th_027_
TwelvemileSummitRC

Aug5_019_TwelveMileSummitEnd_
PinnellMountainTrail_ClimbRC


  In this row are three scenery shots which give you a general idea of the vastness and emptiness of this country.

Aug5_020_TwelveMileSummitEnd_
PinnellMountainTrail_ClimbRC

Aug5_021_TwelveMileSummitEnd_
PinnellMountainTrail_ClimbRC

Aug5_023_TwelveMileSummitEnd_
PinnellMountainTrail_ClimbRC


  The first shot in this row shows another shot with mushrooms as its central point. The second image is a portion of the third shot, they both show Tephroseris yukonensis and a bee.

Aug5_031_TwelveMileSummitEnd_
PinnellMountainTrail_ClimbRC

Aug5th_044_TwelvemileSummit
_TephroserisYukonensisRC
Aug5th_044Part_TwelvemileSummit
_TephroserisYukonensisRC


  The first shot in this row shows a trail marker post on which you can easily read "Pinnell Mountain Trail". In many areas this trail is so infrequently used that it's really difficult to
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know which direction to go, which is why these posts are important to hikers. The second shot shows some beautiful blue specimens of Campanula lasiocarpa. The third shot is another
scenery shot.

Aug5_035_TwelveMileSummitEnd_
PinnellMountainTrail_ClimbRC

Aug5th_050_TwelvemileSummit
_CampanulaLasiocarpaRC

Aug5_037_TwelveMileSummitEnd_
PinnellMountainTrail_ClimbRC


  The first shot in this row is another scenery shot, the second shot is a Gentiana glauca, still in bloom, and the third shot is another scenery shot and includes me hiking on the trail.

Aug5_038_TwelveMileSummitEnd_
PinnellMountainTrail_ClimbRC

Aug5th_058_Twelvemile
Summit_GentianaGlaucaRC

Aug5th_059_
TwelvemileSummitRC


  In first position in this row is a late blooming Fireweed (Epilobium angustifolium). That is followed by two scenery shots. The third shot shows Kazuya on the trail. By the way, we
crossed over that mountain which you see in the background of the second and third photos.

Aug5th_063_TwelvemileSummit
_EpilobiumAngustifoliumRC

Aug5th_064_
TwelvemileSummitRC

Aug5_045_TwelveMileSummitEnd_
PinnellMountainTrail_ClimbRC


  In first position in this row is a zoomed-in version of the previous photo and it shows that mountain which we crossed over the top of, just a while ago. In the second and third
photos, the mountain in front of us is Table Mountain, we are hoping to make it to there before we get too tired to continue. The person in the third photo is me.

Aug5_046_TwelveMileSummitEnd_
PinnellMountainTrail_ClimbRC

Aug5th_080_081_ReposPano
_TwelvemileSummitRC

Aug5th_069_
TwelvemileSummitRC


  Here is another shot of Daniel on the trail, with Table Mountain out ahead. The second shot shows that we have now reached Mile-marker 24, so we've come about 3.3 miles. In the
third shot you can vaguely see the trail, and then Table Mountain ahead and to the right.
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Aug5th_072_
TwelvemileSummitRC

Aug5_051_TwelveMileSummitEnd_
PinnellMountainTrail_ClimbRC
Aug5_052_TwelveMileSummitEnd_
PinnellMountainTrail_ClimbRC


  The first shot in this row is zoomed-in to a distant mountain, which we'll show you the location of later on. The second shot shows Kazuya ascending Table Mountain and the third
shot shows some distant scenery. The outlined area shows the next photo.

Aug5_055_TwelveMileSummitEnd_
PinnellMountainTrail_ClimbRC

Aug5_056_TwelveMileSummitEnd_
PinnellMountainTrail_ClimbRC

Aug5_058_TwelveMileSummitEnd_
PinnellMountainTrail_ClimbRC


  The first shot in this row shows the outlined area of the previous photo. The second and third shots show an example of Papaver macounii. We were somewhat surprised to find
these still in bloom at this elevation.

Aug5_059_TwelveMileSummitEnd_
PinnellMountainTrail_ClimbRC

Aug5th_091_Twelvemile
Summit_PapaverMacouniiRC

Aug5_063_TwelveMileSummitEnd_
PinnellMountainTrail_ClimbRC


  The first shot here shows a Marmota caligata (Hoary Marmot) sunning itself on a rock and another one too - can you spot it!? The second shot shows Mile-marker 23 - we've come
about 4.3 miles now. The third shot shows some of the country we have come across to get here.

Aug5_065_TwelveMileSummitEnd_
PinnellMountainTrail_ClimbRC

Aug5_072_TwelveMileSummitEnd_
PinnellMountainTrail_ClimbRC
Aug5_068_TwelveMileSummitEnd_
PinnellMountainTrail_ClimbRC
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  In the first photo, the mountain just to the right of center is that mountain shown in Row 9 and the first shot in Row 10 which we crossed over the top of on our way here. The
second shot is an interesting circular lichen and the third shot is some scenery.

Aug5th_100_
TwelvemileSummitRC

Aug5_073_TwelveMileSummitEnd_
PinnellMountainTrail_ClimbRC

Aug5_077_TwelveMileSummitEnd_
PinnellMountainTrail_ClimbRC

End Page 1, but August 5th continues on Page 2 at 12:49 PM
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this adventure.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 4 - the best of August 2017!

Go To Page:

posted: August 31st, 2017

As stated at the end of Page 1, this Page continues at
12:49 PM on August 5th as we are hiking the Pinnell
Mountain Trail, from the Twelvemile Summit end. We
hiked about 4.5 miles going this direction, to Table
Mountain, and then we turned back and returned to the
Twelvemile Summit Wayside. We then drove to the

Eagle Summit Wayside and camped there in our pickup
canopy.
On August 6th we got up, prepared, and
started hiking the Pinnell Mountain Trail from the Eagle
Summit End of it (Row 11). This page goes through
8:50 AM on August 6th. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

August 5th Continues from Page 1 (at 12:49 PM)
name!


  All three shots in this row are shots of that distant mountain shown in first position in Row 12 on the previous page. We have no idea at all what mountain it is, or, if it even has a
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Aug5thPhone_002_Twelvemile
Summit_PinnelMountainTrailRC

Aug5_079_TwelveMileSummitEnd_
PinnellMountainTrail_ClimbRC

Aug5_078_TwelveMileSummitEnd_
PinnellMountainTrail_ClimbRC


  Here are three photos which Kazuya took with his iPhone as we were striving for the summit of Table Mountain. The first and third are nice panoramas. The person in the third
photo is me.

Aug5thPhone_016_TwelvemileSummit_
PinnelMountainTrailRC

Aug5thPhone_009_TwelvemileSummit_
PinnelMountainTrailRC
Aug5thPhone_017_TwelvemileSummit_
PinnelMountainTrailRC


  The first shot in this row is a scenery shot in which you can see - to the right of center - a mountain which we crossed over the summit of to get here. The second photo shows a
bird which we saw several of - we have no idea what species it is. The third photo is a nice scenery shot.

Aug5_084_TwelveMileSummitEnd_
PinnellMountainTrail_ClimbRC

Aug5_091_TwelveMileSummitEnd_
PinnellMountainTrail_ClimbRC

Aug5_094_TwelveMileSummitEnd_
PinnellMountainTrail_ClimbRC


  The first shot here is a distant scenery shot, the second shot shows a nice pattern of cloud shadows on the mountains and the third photo shows a distant Porcupine Dome, which
we'll try to get to the summit of tomorrow.

Aug5_096_TwelveMileSummitEnd_
PinnellMountainTrail_ClimbRC

Aug5th_132_
TwelvemileSummitRC

Aug5_104_TwelveMileSummitEnd_
PinnellMountainTrail_ClimbRC


  All three shots in this row show Porcupine Dome from Table Mountain. Yes, we've made it to the summit of Table Mountain, which means we've hiked about 4.5 miles today. We ate
our lunch here, took a bunch of photos, and headed back to our rig. Oh, in the first photo, the yellow outlined area is a person taking a break with his four dogs (he passed us earlier in the
day).
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Aug5_106_TwelveMileSummitEnd_
PinnellMountainTrail_ClimbRC

Aug5th_145_
TwelvemileSummitRC

Aug5_102_TwelveMileSummitEnd_
PinnellMountainTrail_ClimbRC


  The first shot in this row shows Kazuya standing at the high point of Table Mountain just as we were leaving. The second shot shows that we have reached the Mile-marker 23 and
the third shot shows an attractive shot of some Lingonberries (Vaccinium vitis-idaea).

Aug5_107_TwelveMileSummitEnd_
PinnellMountainTrail_ClimbRC

Aug5_114_TwelveMileSummit
End_PinnellMountainTrail_DescentRC
Aug5_111_TwelveMileSummit
End_PinnellMountainTrail_DescentRC


  The first shot in this row shows that we have arrived back at Mile-marker 24. The second shot shows, not quite the parking area, but it does show the first mile of the trail, way
ahead! The third shot shows we have reached Mile-marker 25, only about 2.3 miles to go.

Aug5_120_TwelveMileSummit
End_PinnellMountainTrail_DescentRC
Aug5_115_TwelveMileSummit
End_PinnellMountainTrail_DescentRC

Aug5th_155_
TwelvemileSummitRC


  Here is the Mile-marker for Mile 26, so now only about 1.3 miles to go, if you recall, we never found Mile-marker for Mile 27, so this is the final marker, as far as we know. The
second and third shots show Kazuya on the trail - the third shot is merely a zoomed-in version of the second shot.
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Aug5_121_TwelveMileSummit
End_PinnellMountainTrail_DescentRC
Aug5_118_TwelveMileSummit
End_PinnellMountainTrail_DescentRC

Aug5_123_TwelveMileSummit
End_PinnellMountainTrail_DescentRC


  The first shot in this row is the final one taken at the Twelvemile Summit end of
the Pinnell Mountain Trail - this is the final one-half mile or so of the trail. The second shot
was taken after we took a long break at our rig and then drove the 25 miles from Twelvemile
Summit to Eagle Summit Wayside, prepared our rig for tonight's sleep, ate supper and now

Aug5_124_TwelveMileSummit
End_PinnellMountainTrail_DescentRC

Aug5_127_Eagle
SummitWaysideAreaRC


  In first position here is one more specimen of Lomatogonium rotatum. The second
shot shows that on this date at 10:22 PM, the sun has set at Eagle Summit, but it never got
dark - the northern horizon was orange all night long. The third shot was taken at 11:21 PM

Aug5th_172_EagleSummit
_LomatogoniumRotatumRC

we're relaxing with a cup of tea. You can see our sleeping bags in our canopy here at 6:33
PM. The third shot was taken at 6:53 PM while we were walking around and shooting photos.
This is the Steese Highway. You can see the Eagle Summit Wayside and our rig (barely) in
the extreme right side of the photo.

Aug5_133_Eagle
SummitWaysideAreaRC

as a group of Ptarmigan strolled through the wayside parking area. They were making their
clicking sound and Kazuya sat up to take this shot. Very strange!

Aug5th_181_
EagleSummitRC

Aug5th_183AT_
EagleSummit_PtarmigansRC

End August 5th, Begin August 6th

  Okay, now it's August 6th - a new day has arrived. We are thinking that maybe we can make it to Porcupine Dome - about Mile 6. Eagle Summit is where this Pinnell Mountain Trail
begins, so today, we're going to be passing the lower number mile markers. The second shot was taken at 8:01 AM as we were just starting today's hike/climb. The third shot shows a nice
Campanula lasiocarpa.
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PinnellMtnTrail_
EagleSummitEndRC

Aug6th_001_EagleSummit_
PinnelMountainTrailRC
Aug6th_002_EagleSummit_Pinnel
MountainTrail_CampanulaLasiocarpaRC


  The first shot in this row shows Kazuya just a few minutes after we started hiking/climbing, the second image is a two-shot panorama and the third shot shows that once again
today, we can see the Alaska Range near Delta Junction. As stated previously, these mountains are about 136 miles (218 km) away from this spot - the visibility is pretty good again today!

Aug6_002_003_AutoPano_PinnellMtnTrail
_EagleSummit_ClimbRC
Aug6_001_PinnellMtnTrail
_EagleSummit_ClimbRC

Aug6_004_PinnellMtnTrail
_EagleSummit_ClimbRC


  In first position in this row is another shot of the Alaska Range, near Delta Junction. The second shot shows the Mile-marker for Mile 1 and the third shot was taken to show what's
ahead of us.

Aug6_005_PinnellMtnTrail
_EagleSummit_ClimbRC

Aug6_010_PinnellMtnTrail
_EagleSummit_ClimbRC
Aug6_009_PinnellMtnTrail
_EagleSummit_ClimbRC


  The first photo in this row is a nice scenery shot. The second shot shows Grognon Gulch, right where Caribou Gulch enters it (see map). The third shot is a zoomed in shot showing
Grognon Gulch, right at the spot where it is joined by Caribou Gulch.

Aug6_012_PinnellMtnTrail
_EagleSummit_ClimbRC
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_EagleSummit_ClimbRC

Aug6_017_PinnellMtnTrail
_EagleSummit_ClimbRC
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  The first shot in this row is zoomed-in to Grognon Gulch. The second image is a two-shot panorama showing the direction we are headed. The third shot shows a pretty pink
Bistorta plumosa (Pink Plumes).

Aug6_022_023_ReposPano_Pinnell
MtnTrail_EagleSummit_ClimbRC
Aug6_015_PinnellMtnTrail
_EagleSummit_ClimbRC

Aug6th_020_EagleSummit
_PinnelMountainTrailRC

End Page 2, but August 6th continues on Page 3 at 9:16 AM
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 for the
continuation of this adventure.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 3 of 4 - the best of August 2017!

Go To Page:

posted: August 31st, 2017

This page continues, as stated on Page 2, with August
6th, at 9:16 AM as we hike/climb the Pinnell Mountain
Trail from the Eagle Summit end of it. At this point we
are between Mile-markers 1 and 2. This page goes

through Mile-marker 5 - the spot where we turned
around and headed back to our rig.
Click on any
thumbnail to begin.

August 6th Continues from Page 2 (at 9:16 AM)

  The first shot in this row shows Kazuya on the trail between Mile-markers 1 and 2. The second image is a 2-shot panorama looking out ahead and the third photo is a single photo
looking ahead. In both the second and third photos, the mountain to the left of center is Porcupine Dome, where we are thinking we might make it to before turning back today.
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Aug6th_032_033_AutoPano_Eagle
Summit_PinnelMountainTrailRC
Aug6_020_PinnellMtnTrail
_EagleSummit_ClimbRC

Aug6thPhone_007_EagleSummit
_PinnelMountainTrailRC


  The first shot here shows what it looked like ahead of us. The arrow shows about how far we made it before turning around and heading back. The second image is an iPhone
panorama looking ahead, and the third shot shows the 2-mile marker.

Aug6thPhone_008_Eagle
Summit_PinnelMountainTrailRC
Aug6_026_PinnellMtnTrail
_EagleSummit_ClimbRC

Aug6th_038_EagleSummit_
PinnelMountainTrailRC


  The first image here is another iPhone panorama, taken while looking ahead of us - of course that's Daniel in the photo. The second shot shows a close-up shot of the 2-mile
marker. The third shot shows Kazuya on the trail close to the 2-mile marker.

Aug6thPhone_009_Eagle
Summit_PinnelMountainTrailRC

Aug6_032_PinnellMtnTrail
_EagleSummit_ClimbRC
Aug6_031_PinnellMtnTrail
_EagleSummit_ClimbRC


  The first two shots in this row show a very beautiful Delphinium brachycentrum and the third shot shows a Campanula lasiocarpa.

Aug6th_046_EagleSummit_PinnelMountain
Trail_DelphiniumBrachycentrumRC

Aug6th_047_EagleSummit_PinnelMountain
Trail_CampanulaLasiocarpaRC
Aug6th_044_EagleSummit_PinnelMoun
tainTrail_DelphiniumBrachycentrumRC
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  In first position in this row is another shot of a Campanula lasiocarpa - there was a great abundance of this flower at this time. The second shot shows a Silene acaulis and the third
shot shows a Papaver macounii.

Aug6th_049_EagleSummit_PinnelMountain
Trail_CampanulaLasiocarpaRC

Aug6_037_PinnellMtnTrail_
EagleSummit_ClimbRC

Aug6th_054_EagleSummit_Pinnel
MountainTrail_PapaverMacouniiRC


  The first shot here is another Papaver macounii. The second and third shots show a Peregrine Falcon (Falco peregrinus) that was hanging around between Mile-markers 2 and 3.

Aug6th_056_EagleSummit_Pinnel
MountainTrail_PapaverMacouniiRC

Aug6_043_PinnellMtnTrail
_EagleSummit_ClimbRC

Aug6_047_PinnellMtnTrail
_EagleSummit_ClimbRC


  The first image in this row is a two-shot panorama with Porcupine Dome on the right. The second shot is Mile-marker 3 and the third shot was taken while looking back where we
had come from.

Aug6th_066_067_AutoPano_Eagle
Summit_PinnelMountainTrailRC
Aug6_049_PinnellMtnTrail
_EagleSummit_ClimbRC
Aug6_048_PinnellMtnTrail
_EagleSummit_ClimbRC


  The first image in this row is a zoomed-in shot which shows where we came from,
if you study it, you can find the trail in some places. The second and third shots show
specimens of Gentiana algida - this is a flower we would have very much liked to have seen
when it was at its prime. We have seen this flower a few times now - on Mt. Gassan in
Yamagata Prefecture, Japan, on Mt. Korenge in Japan's Northern Alps, here, and a different

Aug6_050_PinnellMtnTrail
_EagleSummit_ClimbRC
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form of it on Hokkaido in Daisetsuzan National Park, Japan. If you would like to see some
photos of it in beautiful bloom then please go to our home page and enter Gentiana algida
into the search box there. If that is too much effort, HERE is a link to a single photo taken on
Mt. Korenge

Aug6_057_PinnellMtnTrail
_EagleSummit_ClimbRC

Aug6_058_PinnellMtnTrail
_EagleSummit_ClimbRC
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  Here are two more shots of Gentiana algida and then a shot taken looking ahead - we're climbing and climbing and climbing!

Aug6th_077_EagleSummit_Pinnel
MountainTrail_GentianaAlgidaRC

Aug6th_083_EagleSummit_Pinnel
MountainTrail_GentianaAlgidaRC

Aug6th_084_EagleSummit_Pinnel
MountainTrailRC


  In first position in this row is a shot of Daniel climbing. The second shot shows Daniel looking ahead to Porcupine Dome - the outlined area shows the next photo. The third shot
shows Porcupine Dome and again, the outlined area indicates the next photo.

Aug6th_088_EagleSummit_Pinnel
MountainTrailRC

Aug6th_096_EagleSummit
_PinnelMountainTrailRC

Aug6_067_PinnellMtnTrail
_EagleSummit_ClimbRC


  The first shot here shows just the summit area of Porcupine Dome and the outlined area shows the next photo. The second shot shows signs of civilization on the summit of
Porcupine Dome. We don't know what is up there - some kind of military installation, or something else. The third shot is looking back where we came from.

Aug6th_102_EagleSummit
_PinnelMountainTrailRC

Aug6_068_PinnellMtn
Trail_EagleSummit_ClimbRC

Aug6th_104_Eagle
Summit_PinnelMountainTrailRC


  The first image in this row is a 2-shot panorama showing Mile-marker 4 and Porcupine Dome ahead of us. The center shot shows just Mile-marker 4 and the third shot is a wideangle iPhone panorama.

Aug6thPhone_019_EagleSummit
_PinnelMountainTrailRC
Aug6th_105_106_AutoPano_Eagle
Summit_PinnelMountainTrailRC

Aug6_070_PinnellMtnTrail
_EagleSummit_ClimbRC


  In first position here is a nice scenic shot with Porcupine Dome on the right. The second photo shows the "PORKY" Azimuth Mark. It points towards Porcupine Dome. It is the 4351
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elevation mark on the map, just a short distance past Mile-marker 4. The third shot was taken from "PORKY" looking towards Porcupine Dome.

Aug6thPhone_020_EagleSummit
_PinnelMountainTrailRC

Aug6th_117_EagleSummit
_PinnelMountainTrailRC
Aug6_071_PinnellMtnTrail
_EagleSummit_ClimbRC


  The first photo in this row is looking directly ahead at Porcupine Dome - at this point we are beginning to have doubts about being able to make it to the summit. The second image
is an iPhone wide-angle panorama. The third shot shows that we ARE still hiking, and still getting closer to Porcupine Dome, but it looks like a steep climb.

Aug6thPhone_026_Eagle
Summit_PinnelMountainTrailRC
Aug6_084_PinnellMtnTrail
_EagleSummit_ClimbRC

Aug6th_130_EagleSummit
_PinnelMountainTrailRC


  There is Porcupine Dome, but the second shot shows that we have reached Mile-marker 5. We are getting pretty tired, and we have to be able to get back to our rig before falling
down exhausted, so we decided that we had come as far as we should come. We hiked back a little distance to a nice place to overlook the world to the north, ate our lunch and headed back.

Aug6th_137_EagleSummit
_PinnelMountainTrailRC

Aug6th_138_EagleSummit
_PinnelMountainTrailRC
Aug6_085_PinnellMtnTrail
_EagleSummit_ClimbRC

End Page 3, but August 6th continues on Page 4 at 12:10 PM
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Please continue on to page 4 for the conclusion
of this adventure and also for the conclusion of this month's adventures and photos!

(will open in new window)
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 4 of 4 - the best of August 2017!

Go To Page:

posted: August 31st, 2017

As we told you at the bottom of Page 3 - this page
continues August 6th from Page 3, at 12:10 PM, just
after we turned around to head back to our rig. At the
end of Row 5 we are back at the Eagle Summit Wayside
parking lot and our pickup truck - it was an excellent 10
mile hike for us today, we are pleased with our
accomplishment. Rows 7, 8 and 9 show August 7th as

we made our way back to Fairbanks. That was the only
adventure we had during the month of August, due only
to vey poor and disappointing weather. In Row 11 we
jump to August 28th and Daniel's 70th Birthday! We
had a small party - there were only 5 people present,
but a wonderful time was had by all. Click on any
thumbnail to begin.

August 6th Continues from Page 3 (at 12:10 PM)

  Well, now we are headed back to our rig. The first shot in this row shows a nice Dryas octopetala still blooming, note Porcupine Dome in the background. The second shot shows
that we have made it back to the Mile-marker for Mile 4 and the third shot is looking ahead - you can see the trail down there if you look carefully.

Aug6th_139_EagleSummit_Pinnel
MountainTrail_DryasOctopetalaRC

Aug6_092_PinnellMtnTrail
_EagleSummit_DescentRC
Aug6_089_PinnellMtnTrail
_EagleSummit_DescentRC


  The first photo here was taken looking back at Porcupine Dome. The second photo shows that we have made it back to Mile-marker 3. The third shot shows a late season bloom of
Saussurea angustifolia var. yukonensis.
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Aug6th_141_EagleSummit
_PinnelMountainTrailRC

Aug6th_162_EagleSummit_PinnelMountainTrail_
SaussureaAngustifoliaVarYukonensisRC
Aug6_093_PinnellMtnTrail
_EagleSummit_DescentRC


  In first position here is another shot of Campanula lasiocarpa. That is followed by the Mile-marker 2 and then the Mile-marker 1 photos. We are now quite satisfied with our decision
to turn around at Mile-marker 5 - we are very close to being too tired to be able to continue much farther. It feels like 10 miles is going to be plenty for us.

Aug6th_164_EagleSummit_PinnelMountain
Trail_CampanulaLasiocarpaRC
Aug6_094_PinnellMtnTrail
_EagleSummit_DescentRC

Aug6_095_PinnellMtnTrail
_EagleSummit_DescentRC


  Now we have the parking lot and the rig in sight and here are the final three photos taken from the hike - they all show Androsace chamaejasme ssp. lehmanniana. The center shot
is just the leaves of it.

Aug6th_174_EagleSummit_
AndrosaceChamaejasmeSspLehmannianaRC

Aug6th_180_EagleSummit_
AndrosaceChamaejasmeSspLehmannianaRC
Aug6th_175Part_EagleSummit_
AndrosaceChamaejasmeSspLehmannianaRC


  Here are three rainbow shots. At first it seemed like it was a rainbow and one-half, and in the second photo, which is zoomed-in, you can see that it is MORE than a regular rainbow.
In the third photo it has changed into a double rainbow, possibly a double rainbow and one-half. These shots were taken at about 7:30 PM using the Vivid Mode setting on my camera.
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Aug6_101_Evening
AtEagleSummitRC

Aug6_102_Evening
AtEagleSummitRC

Aug6_107_Evening
AtEagleSummitRC


  Here is one more rainbow shot and then another shot of a group of Ptarmigan as they took a stroll through the Eagle Summit Wayside parking area again tonight. This shot was
taken at 11:35 PM. You may recall that it was 11:21 PM when they strolled through here last night. Interesting!

Aug6_115_Evening
AtEagleSummitRC

Aug6th_208AT_Eagle
Summit_PtarmigansRC

End August 6th, Begin August 7th

  On August 7th, on our way home, we stopped at a scenic viewpoint quite close to the Eagle Summit Wayside and Kazuya quickly discovered some specimens of Gentiana glauca still
in bloom. The third shot is a scenic shot.

Aug7th_004_Eagle
Summit_GentianaGlaucaRC

Aug7_07_Coming
HomeFromEagleSummitRC
Aug7th_005_Eagle
Summit_GentianaGlaucaRC


  We saw this amazing lenticular cloud - it was so very perfect and photogenic, but by the time I got the rig stopped and we got out, it was already not so amazing to see - just a
moment later it was totally gone. The second shot shows a specimen of Castilleja hyperborea, a type of paintbrush.

Aug7_17_Coming
HomeFromEagleSummitRC

Aug7th_006_EagleSummit
_CastillejaHyperboreaRC


  The first shot shows an Osprey (Pandion haliaetus) on a nesting platform along the Steese Highway and the second shot is a nice place to stop and take a fishing break along the
http://danwiz.com/AllMonthPhotos/temp.php[08/29/2017 4:53:44 PM]
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Chatanika River. We did so, but we didn't catch anything.

Aug7_26_ComingHomeFromEagle
SummitOspreyNestingPlatformRC


  Here is a full map of the Pinnell Mountain Trail. If you're using Firefox for your
browsing you will probably have to click on the map to zoom it to full size, and then you can
use the horizontal and vertical scroll bars to explore the entire map. The reason it looks

Aug7th_020
_ChatanikaRC

shorter between some Mile-markers than others is because there are several switchbacks
between some Mile-markers, and they are not shown on this map. I'd be interested to hear
about your experience with this map and what browser you used to view it.

Pinnell Mountain Trail Map Here

End August 7th, Begin August 28th

  In this row are three shots taken on my 70th Birthday. The first shot shows a
friend, Chris, and I evaluating a tree to determine which way it wants to fall if we were to cut
it down. The second shot shows Kazuya working on Daniel's Birthday Dinner and the third
shot shows Daniel and Kazuya just before sitting down to eat with their friends. On the table
you can see, from rear to front, Carrot Greens Tempura, Ratatouille, a beautiful Salad, made

http://danwiz.com/AllMonthPhotos/temp.php[08/29/2017 4:53:44 PM]

with some store bought items and also some lettuce from our own garden, a bowl of fresh
Snap Peas, from our garden, and store bought tomatoes, and then, closest to the camera, a
Tarte Flambee. The pot cooking on the stove is a beautiful and delicious Beef Stew, and there
was also rice.
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Aug28_1_Klara
MaischPhotoRC

Aug28_2_Klara
MaischPhotoRC

Aug28_3_Klara
MaischPhotoRC


  Here is an additional shot of Daniel and Kazuya just before sitting down to eat birthday dinner. The second and third shots, obviously, show Daniel's 70th Birthday Cake, of course,
made by Kazuya.

Aug28_4_Klara
MaischPhotoRC

Aug28_5_Klara
MaischPhotoRC

Aug28_6_Klara
MaischPhotoRC


  All three shots in this row show the delicious birthday cake - Daniel's requested - chocolate!

Aug29th_1_Daniel
BirthdayCakeRC

Aug29th_2_Daniel
BirthdayCakeRC


  The first shot in this row shows Squash Blossom Tempura, which we did not have
with Birthday Dinner, but we had on August 9th, as a person at Farmer's Market was selliing
Squash Blossoms - the one and only time we have seen them at Farmer's Market. The

Aug09th_Squash
BlossomTempuraRC
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Aug29th_3_Daniel
BirthdayCakeRC

second shot shows Carrot Greens (Tops) Tempura we did have this with the Birthday Dinner.
This is so very, very delicious! Don't throw away your carrot greens!

Aug9th_Carrot
GreensTempuraRC
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End August 28th, End August 2017's Photos, Begin Miscellaneous Links
Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home
Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for the weekend).
The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire DVD collection in php DVD Profiler, which is
much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show you the FRONT cover-art of our entire DVD collection.

January 1, 2013 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System

HERE IS
Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Here is a small hint to let you know that we'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding any title
(and in some cases DISCOUNT CODES) please click the "General Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this
page. Click on any thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com webpage.
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An animated gif of some
of our publications
(Does Not Include 100 Mountains Series)
(34 seconds)

An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Paperback Editions)
(28 seconds)

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Hardcover Editions)
(26 seconds)

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

End Miscellaneous Links, End Page 4 of 4, August 2017
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback you
might have.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Alaska - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
August 2018 - Favorite Photo
"Creamers Field" - Migratory Waterfowl Refuge. August 29th, 12:48 PM.

AUGUST 2018: ONE Page This Month FEATURING Kazuya and I at home on my 71st Birthday
* Creamers Field Migratory Waterfowl Refuge * Canada Goose (Branta canadensis) * Sandhill
Crane (Grus canadensis) * Using Our Log Splitter * "Kazuya's Baked Delights" Product Photos *

"Kazuya's Baked Delights" at the Tanana Valley Farmer's Market * More     (Click on the Photo
or on this text to go directly to the August photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 1 - the best of August 2018!
posted: September 4th, 2018

This page begins with my birthday, on August 28th.
Following that, on the 29th, are some photos taken
during a stop at Creamers Field Migratory Waterfowl
Refuge. After that is a single photo of me using our Log

Splitter.
The final photos show various "Kazuya's
Baked Delights" events and products.
Click on any
thumbnail to begin.

Begin August 28th - September 1st

  Here are two photos of Kazuya and I, taken by one of the friends who was here to help us celebrate my 71st birthday.

Aug28_1_Kazuya_Daniel_
71_Birthday_PartyRC

winter.

Aug28_2_Kazuya_Daniel_
71_Birthday_PartyRC


  On August 29th Kazuya and I went to the Creamers Field Migratory Waterfowl Refuge to get some photos of the waterfowl migrating through Fairbanks on its way south for the

Aug29_01_Creamers
FieldWaterfowlRC

Aug29_03_Creamers
FieldWaterfowlRC

Aug29_04_Creamers
FieldWaterfowlRC


  Here are two more photos of waterfowl at Creamers Field Migratory Waterfowl Refuge. In the first photo you can see some Canada Geese (Branta canadensis) and in the second
photo you can see more Canada Geese and a Sandhill Crane (Grus canadensis).

Aug29_06_Creamers
FieldWaterfowlRC


  Here are two shots of Sandhill Cranes (Grus canadensis) in flight.
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FieldWaterfowlRC
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Aug29_18Part_Creamers
FieldWaterfowlRC

Aug29_19Part_Creamers
FieldWaterfowlRC


  We were able to purchase a used 34 Ton Swisher Log Splitter to help us split the 10 cords of firewood we bought last autumn. Here is a shot of me using it. It can also be used
vertically, but for the size of the rounds that we have to split, I prefer to use it horizontally.

Using
LogSplitter_2RC

End August 29, Begin
(Link to Kazuya's Baked Delights Facebook Page)

  Here are two shots of Kazuya's Baked Delights on our display table at the Tanana Valley Farmer's Market. The third shot shows some Tart Cherries which we were able to trade
products with another vendor to procure. Kazuya used them to make some special treats for the following market day.

Aug16_1_
FarmersMarketRC

Aug16_2_
FarmersMarketRC

Aug16_
TartCherriesRC


  Here are two more photos of Kazuya's products on the table at the Tanana Valley Farmer's Market.

Aug19_1_
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FarmersMarketRC

FarmersMarketRC


  Here are three more photos which were taken at the Tanana Valley Farmer's Market. The final two shots show us on a day when our mentor, Salsa Rico, was not able to attend and
we had to make a display large enough to fill the space under the 10 feet x 10 feet canopy which we use. As you can see, we also try and sell some of our books at Farmer's Market.

Aug22_4_
FarmersMarketRC

Aug25_4_
FarmersMarketRC

KazuyaAtFarmers
Market_EntireStallRC


  Here are two more shots which were taken on the day when our mentor was not able to attend the market and we had to use the entire space.

Aug25_5_
FarmersMarketRC

Aug25_6_
FarmersMarketRC


  Here is a shot of the menu blackboard and some local products which we bartered our products for. Barter is kind of a common thing with the vendors.

Aug25_8_
FarmersMarketRC
Aug25_7_
FarmersMarketRC


  The first shot in this row shows how we set up when our mentor is there. In the
background is the waiting line for purchasing carrots from Spinach Creek Farm. The second
shot is another one of the line waiting to purchase carrots from Spinach Creek Farm. On the
right side of this photo you see one of our competitors - Marlo's Bakery. We are all friendly

Sep1_2_Farmers
MarketCarrotLineRC
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with each other at market and very few vendors sell the exact same products, so although
it's competition in one sense of the word, it is not really competition in other senses of the
word.

Sep1_3_Farmers
MarketCarrotLineRC
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End August 28th - September 1st, End August 2018's Photos, Begin Our Publications Links
HERE IS
Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

We'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding any title please click the "General Information"
tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page. Click on any thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com webpage.
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An animated gif of some
of our publications
(Does Not Include 100 Mountains Series)
(34 seconds)
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An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Paperback Editions)
(28 seconds)

An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Hardcover Editions)
(26 seconds)
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For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

End Our Publications Links, End Page 1 of 1, August 2018
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found something which you enjoyed. You can use
the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback you might have.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Alaska - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next
month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
August 2019 - Favorite Photo
"Bearberry" - Arctostaphylos alpina. August 26, 5:34 PM.

AUGUST 2019: ONE Page This Month FEATURING My Anniversary Present to Kazuya *
Blueberry (Vaccinium uliginosum) Picking Along Nordale Road * Western Osprey (Pandion
haliaetus) Nesting Platform with Three Young Ospreys * Berry Picking Along US Creek Road
* Bearberry (Arctostaphylos alpina) * Canadian Dogwood (Cornus canadensis) *

Lingonberry (Vaccinium vitis-idaea) * Autumn Colors * Table Top Mountain * Mt. Prindle
Campground * More   (Click on the Photo or on this text to go directly to the August
photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 1 - the best of August 2019!
posted: September 1st, 2019

This page, the only page this month, begins with
August 10th and the bouquet which I bought for
Kazuya for our 4th Wedding Anniversary. Then we
have a single photo from August 11th and a berry

picking day. After that the remainder of the photos
were taken on August 26th on a camp-out which we
went on. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin August 10th and 11th

  August 10th was our 4th Wedding Anniversary, so I got Kazuya the traditional 4th anniversary present - a bouquet, with some blue flowers in it. This bouquet
concentrated on the Peony Flowers. These flowers were all grown right here in Fairbanks.

Aug10_1_4th
AnniversaryPresentRC


  On August 11th we went to a place where we expected to find an abundance of Blueberries (Vaccinium uliginosum). We were disappointed - we were able to find only a
cup or so, not worth the trip. At least we got out of the house and were outdoors though.

Aug11_1_Lingonberry
Picking_BadgerRC

End August 10th & 11th, Begin August 26th

  On August 26th we headed out on a berry picking adventure, which was also to be a celebration of my 72nd birthday. On our way out the Steese Highway we stopped
at the Osprey Nesting Platform which has been built at Milepost 32 on the Steese Highway. These are actually Western Osprey (Pandion haliaetus). We had never seen three
young here before, so this was quite a sight to behold.

Aug26_01_OspreyNest
_MP32SteeseRC
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Aug26_03_OspreyNest
_MP32SteeseRC

Aug26_05_OspreyNest
_MP32SteeseRC
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  Here are three more photos of the Western Osprey (Pandion haliaetus) young in the Osprey Nesting Platform. Note the beaks, specifically designed to tear apart fish
we guessed. From this angle we could only see two of the young.

Aug26th_001_Osprey
NestSteeseHwyMP32RC

Aug26th_005_Osprey
NestSteeseHwyMP32RC

Aug26th_008_Osprey
NestSteeseHwyMP32RC


  Here are two more shots of the Osprey Nesting Platform showing two of the three young birds.

Aug26th_011_Osprey
NestSteeseHwyMP32RC

Aug26th_012_Osprey
NestSteeseHwyMP32RC


  Here are the final two shots of the Osprey Nesting Platform. The first shot is
an overview and it shows the reason the nesting platform was built - because they had
been building their nest on the power pole to the right and causing problems. We

assume that it was money-saving to erect the pole and put the nesting platform on top
of it rather than try and keep electricity going through the pile of sticks on the other
pole.

Aug26th_022_Osprey
NestSteeseHwyMP32RC

Aug26th_024_Osprey
NestSteeseHwyMP32RC


  Now we are on the US Creek Road, which is accessed from about milepost 57.2 of the Steese Highway. The first shot in this row shows some nice color in the mountain
alder while the second and third shots show the amazing red of the Bearberry (Arctostaphylos alpina).

Aug26_06_USCreekRd_
BerryPicking_AutumnColorRC

Aug26_08_USCreekRd_
BerryPicking_AutumnColorRC

Aug26_09_USCreekRd_
BerryPicking_AutumnColorRC


  Here are two scenery shots taken from the US Creek Road. The second shot shows basically the same view as the first shot, but it is zoomed-in more. You can see
Table Top Mountain in the distance. The third shot shows another bush with brilliant autumn colors.
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Aug26_10_USCreekRd_
BerryPicking_AutumnColorRC

Aug26_11_USCreekRd_
BerryPicking_AutumnColorRC

Aug26_14_USCreekRd_
BerryPicking_AutumnColorRC


  Here are two more shots showing autumn color in the small things and then one more photo which shows the big picture, so to speak.

Aug26_17_USCreekRd_
BerryPicking_AutumnColorRC

Aug26_19_USCreekRd_
BerryPicking_AutumnColorRC

Aug26_21_USCreekRd_
BerryPicking_AutumnColorRC


  These three shots all show autumn color scenery. Once again, you can see Table Top Mountain in the distance.

Aug26th_030_
NomeCreekRC

Aug26th_036_
NomeCreekRC

Aug26th_038_
NomeCreekRC


  Three species of berries - first, a Blueberries (Vaccinium uliginosum), then Bearberries (Arctostaphylos alpina), and finally the inedible Canadian Dogwood (Cornus
canadensis).

Aug26_22_USCreekRd_
BerryPicking_BlueberryRC

Aug26_25_USCreekRd_
BerryPicking_BearberryRC


  The first two shots show Kazuya while he is picking berries. The third shot is a very nice autumn color shot.
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Aug26th_039_
NomeCreekRC
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Aug26_26_USCreekRd_
BerryPicking_KazuyaRC

Aug26_27_USCreekRd_
BerryPicking_KazuyaRC

Aug26th_041_
NomeCreekRC


  In first position is another autumn color shot. The second and third photos show Blueberries.

Aug26th_042_
NomeCreekRC

Aug26th_043_
NomeCreekRC

Aug26th_044_
NomeCreekRC


  Here are three nice shots of Bearberry (Arctostaphylos alpina). In the second and third shots you can also see some Lingonberries (Vaccinium vitis-idaea). The
Lingonberries were what we actually came here for, but there were so many Blueberries that we kind of got side-tracked and also picked a bunch of those.

Aug26_30_USCreekRd_
BerryPicking_BearberryRC

Aug26_32_USCreekRd_
BerryPicking_BearberryRC

Aug26_33_USCreekRd_
BerryPicking_BearberryRC


  Here are three additional shots of Bearberry (Arctostaphylos alpina). This plant has such bright red leaves in the autumn that it's amazing, and then when you combine
it with the black or gray color of the berries it makes for such a beautiful plant.

Aug26_34_USCreekRd_
BerryPicking_BearberryRC

Aug26_36_USCreekRd_
BerryPicking_BearberryRC

Aug26_37_USCreekRd_
BerryPicking_BearberryRC


  In first position in this row is a final shot taken from the US Creek Road. The second shot was taken as we walked around the Mt. Prindle Campground. Can you
recognize that the mountains shown in the second shot are also visible in the first shot?
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Aug26th_048_
NomeCreekRC

Aug26th_051_
NomeCreekRC


  These two shots were taken at home after our Lingonberry harvest was all dumped into a single container. This is about 2 gallons of berries, which we will enjoy all
winter in various things.

Aug28_1_Lingonberries
FromNomeCreekRC

Aug28_2_Lingonberries
FromNomeCreekRC

End August 26th, End August 2019's Photos, Begin Our Publications Links
We'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding any title please click the "General
Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page. Click on any thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com
webpage.
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End Our Publications Links, End Page 1 of 1, August 2019
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Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found something which you enjoyed.
You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback you might have.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Alaska - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next
month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
August 2020 - Favorite Photo
"Eagle Summit Area" - Scenery. August 18, 12:03 PM.

AUGUST 2020: TWO Pages This Month FEATURING Osprey (Pandion haliaetus) and
Nest * Bearberry (Arctostaphylos alpina) Dressed for Autumn * Crowberry (Empetrum
nigrum) * Alaska Harebell (Campanula lasiocarpa) * Twelvemile Summit Area Scenery *
Caribou (Rangifer tarandus) * 4-Wheeler Damage to Arctic Tundra * People Caribou
Hunting * Some July Photos of Areas that are now Destroyed by 4-Wheelers * A Hike into
an Eagle Summit Area Valley * Monkshood (Aconitum delphinifolium) * Lingonberries

(Vaccinium vitis-idaea) * Tundra tumbleweed (Masonhalea richardsonii) * Ledge Stonecrop
(Rhodiola integrifolia ssp. integrifolia) * Blueberries (Vaccinium uliginosum) * An
Abandoned 4-Wheeler * Yukon Saw-wort (Saussurea angustifolia var. yukonensis) * Signs
at Eagle Summit Wayside * Cloud Scenery and Shadows * More     (Click on the Photo
or on this text to go directly to the August photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.

This is Page 1 of 2 - the best of August
2020!

Go To Page:

posted: August 31st, 2020

This page begins and ends with August 17th,
though in Rows 16, 17 and 18 there are a total of
http://danwiz.com/AllMonthPhotos/temp.php[08/31/2020 5:12:49 PM]

large
numbers
of
Caribou,
but
we
were
disappointed and saw very few caribou. We also
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seven photos which were taken on June 18th - they
are here for comparison purposes. We went up to
Twelvemile Summit and Eagle Summit in search of

saw and cried over the destruction of tundra which
has taken place up there in the previous month.
Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin August 17th

  The three photos in this row all show Osprey (Pandion haliaetus). The first two shots show one of the adults resting in a tree near the nesting platform. The third shot
shows one of the adults on the nesting platform and both of the young birds.

Aug17_01_Ospreys
_NestingPlatformRC

Aug17_03_Ospreys
_NestingPlatformRC

Aug17_06_Ospreys
_NestingPlatformRC


  Now we are at Twelvemile Summit. The first shot in this row shows a single leaf with some interesting colors. The second and third shots show Bearberry
(Arctostaphylos alpina), dressed in its beautiful autumn colors.

Aug17th_030_
TwelvemileSummitRC

Aug17_12_Twelvemile
Summit_BearberryRC

Aug17_13_Twelvemile
Summit_BearberryRC


  The first two shots show more of Bearberry (Arctostaphylos alpina) autumn colors. The third shot shows a great photo of Crowberry (Empetrum nigrum).

Aug17_14_Twelvemile
Summit_BearberryRC

Aug17_16_Twelvemile
Summit_BearberryRC

Aug17th_035_
TwelvemileSummitRC


  In first position here is a late season Alaska Harebell (Campanula lasiocarpa). The center image is a 2-shot panorama of a beautiful Bearberry (Arctostaphylos alpina)
covered hillside. The third photo was taken to show the scenery, sky, and clouds.

Aug17_19_20_ReposPano_
TwelvemileSummit_BearberryRC
Aug17th_042_
TwelvemileSummitRC

Aug17_22_Twelvemile_
Pinnell_SceneryRC


  Here is another shot of the Bearberry (Arctostaphylos alpina) covered hillside, though very different camera settings were used for this shot than for the similar shot in
the previous row. The center image is a 2-shot panorama looking across a valley. The third shot shows some scenery near the Twelvemile Summit end of the Pinnell Mountain
Trail.
http://danwiz.com/AllMonthPhotos/temp.php[08/31/2020 5:12:49 PM]
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Aug17_24_25_AutoPano
Twelvemile_Pinnell_SceneryRC
Aug17th_043_
TwelvemileSummitRC

Aug17th_045_
TwelvemileSummitRC


  Here is a final scenery shot taken from the Twelvemile Summit end of the Pinnell Mountain Trail and then there are two shots of a very small group of Caribou
(Rangifer tarandus) on the mountainside.

Aug17th_046_047_ReposPano_
TwelvemileSummitRC

Aug17th_058_
EagleSummitRC


  Now we are at the Eagle Summit end of the Pinnell Mountain Trail. Caribou
hunting season is open here now and here comes a successful hunter with his animal
spread across his 4-wheeler. The second and third shots show the destruction of
tundra at the Eagle Summit end of the area of the Pinnell Mountain Trail. The muddy

Aug17th_063_
EagleSummitRC

Aug17_39_EagleSummit_
4WheelerDestructionRC

trail on the left comes through an area which has - apparently - no restrictions on
motorized vehicle use, but the trail coming from the right is ON the Pinnell Mountain
Trail and it should not be there.

Aug17_38_EagleSummit_
4WheelerDestructionRC


  These three shots are here for one purpose only and that purpose is to show
the destruction of the tundra caused by these people who don't care a bit for the
environment. These people should be absolutely outlawed, they should not be allowed
to hunt from these machines. There is only about 100 pounds of meat on a caribou, let

Aug17th_059_
EagleSummitRC

Aug17th_066_
EagleSummitRC

them hunt without the help of their machines and let's see how many of them would
even bother to hunt. Furthermore, if they can afford these machines, they absolutely
cannot claim that they hunt to feed their families - how many sides of beef could be
purchased for the price of a 4-wheeler.

Aug17th_070_
EagleSummitRC

Aug17th_071_
EagleSummitRC


  These two shots show more tundra destruction. I have heard that tundra grows about one inch in 100 years. Does that mean these tracks will still be ugly in 50 years?
In the first shot, please note that hikers are forced to walk off the trail due to the fact that the Pinnell Mountain Trail has been destroyed.
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Aug17_41_EagleSummit_
4WheelerDestructionRC

Aug17_42_EagleSummit_
4WheelerDestructionRC


  These three shots show another very small group of Caribou (Rangifer tarandus). The third shot is not zoomed - search for the small red outlined rectangle - that is
where the caribou are.

Aug17_45_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

Aug17_46_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

Aug17th_081_
EagleSummitRC


  The first shot in this row is a zoomed shot of the previous photo. The second and third shots show Mastodon Dome, which we climbed to the summit of on July 4th (see
last month's photos).

Aug17_48_49_AutoPano_Eagle
Summit_SceneryMastodonDomeRC
Aug17th_082_
EagleSummitRC

Aug17_47_EagleSummit
_SceneryMastodonDomeRC


  Here comes one now! One of those environmentally destructive machines! Blah! The center image is a 3-shot panorama - there is only one of the 4-wheelers. It
appears that this person is trying to avoid the mud - does it help, or does it just spread out the damage, I don't know. The third shot shows what the destruction looks like closeup.

Aug17th_090_
EagleSummitRC

Aug17_50_51_52_AutoPano_Eagle
Summit_4WheelerDestructionRC

Aug17_56_EagleSummit_
4WheelerDestructionRC


  Here are three more shots of rather close-up photos which show the environmental destruction caused by the 4-wheelers. This area was covered in flowers and grasses
one month ago.
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Aug17_57_EagleSummit
_4WheelerDestructionRC

Aug17th_110_
EagleSummitRC

Aug17th_111_
EagleSummitRC


  Here are two more shots which show the destruction caused by the 4-wheelers. The third shot shows another one of the destructive beasts coming.

Aug17th_117_
EagleSummitRC

Aug17th_124_
EagleSummitRC

Aug17th_125_
EagleSummitRC

Aug17th_127_
EagleSummitRC

Aug17th_136_
EagleSummitRC


  And there the beast goes. The third shot again shows the destruction.

Aug17th_126_
EagleSummitRC


  Here is what the area shown in Rows 13, 14, and 15 looked like back on June 18th - a mere one month ago.

Jun18_017_Eagle
Summit_SceneryRC

June18th_062_Eagle
Summit_ParryaNudicaulisRC

Jun18_048_Eagle
Summit_PoppyRC


  Here are three more shots which show you what the area shown in Rows 13, 14, and 15 looked like back on June 18th - a mere one month ago.
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June18th_084_Eagle
Summit_LagotisMinorRC

June18th_077_Eagle
Summit_ParryaNudicaulisRC

June18th_076_Eagle
Summit_ParryaNudicaulisRC


  Here is the final shot which shows what the area in Rows 13, 14, and 15 looked like back on June 18th - a mere one month ago. The second shot shows right on the
Pinnell Mountain Trail, and the third shot shows that apparently people who use 4-wheelers cannot read!

June18th_078_Eagle
Summit_ParryaNudicaulisRC

Aug17th_140_
EagleSummitRC

Aug17th_141_
EagleSummitRC


  Here is a lawbreaker coming right on down past that sign which is shown in Row 18. Thank you so very much for helping to create a really superb erosion gully. Oh, I
forgot, you don't care - you got your animal. And did you bring the meat out, or just the rack?

Aug17_58_EagleSummit_
4WheelerLawBreakerRC

Aug17_59_EagleSummit_
4WheelerLawBreakerRC

End August 17th, End Page 1
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation and conclusion of this adventure.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 2 of 2 - the best of August
2020!

Go To Page:

posted: August 31st, 2020

This page begins and ends with August 18th. We
woke up in our Pickup Topper at the Eagle Summit
Wayside and after breakfast, we spent the morning

hiking down into a valley near Eagle Summit. Click
on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin August 18th

  Now it's August 18th and we are scratching our heads and asking ourselves
what we should do today. We drove up the road a ways and searched the areas where
we have seen animals in the past, but there were none there today. We finally decided
to go for a hike kind of down in the valley which is directly in front of us in the first

Aug18th_004_
EagleSummitRC

photo in this row. The second photo shows a portion of the area we hiked down to - in
this area we stayed more or less along the brown and green edge near the center. The
third photo shows a beautiful Monkshood (Aconitum delphinifolium) flower.

Aug18th_009_010_Auto
Pano_EagleSummitRC

Aug18_07_EagleSummitValley
HikeMonkshoodRC


  Here are two more shots of beautiful Monkshood (Aconitum delphinifolium) flowers and sandwiched between them is a 2-shot panoramic image which shows the
country we were hiking through.

Aug18_09_10_ReposPano_
EagleSummitValleyHikeRC

Aug18th_013_
EagleSummitRC

Aug18th_015_
EagleSummitRC


  These three photos all show increasingly closer photos of Lingonberries (Vaccinium vitis-idaea). There were many kinds of berries on this hillside, so many that we
referred to it as "Every-berry Hillside".

Aug18_13_EagleSummit
ValleyHikeLingonberryRC

Aug18_14_EagleSummit
ValleyHikeLingonberryRC


  The first shot here shows an example of Tundra tumbleweed (Masonhalea
richardsonii). This is a small lichen which is not rooted to the ground. In dry weather it
curls up and travels with the wind, but when it becomes wet it flattens out and
http://danwiz.com/AllMonthPhotos/temp.php[08/31/2020 5:12:49 PM]

Aug18_15_EagleSummit
ValleyHikeLingonberryRC

Ledge Stonecrop (Rhodiola integrifolia ssp. integrifolia) and the third shot is here for
the scenery. Note that small valley on the mountain which shows as green on the left
side of it and brown on the right side of it.
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becomes rubbery. It collects in tiny depressions and so on. The center shot shows

Aug18_19_EagleSummitValley
HikeTundraTumbleweedRC

Aug18_27_EagleSummit
ValleyHikeSceneryRC
Aug18th_016_
EagleSummitRC


  We snacked on the Blueberries (Vaccinium uliginosum) which we found as we hiked along here. The second and third shots are scenery shots. The third shot again
shows that small valley on the mountainside which is green on the left and brown on the right.

Aug18th_021_
EagleSummitRC

Aug18_28_EagleSummit
ValleyHikeSceneryRC

Aug18_29_EagleSummit
ValleyHikeSceneryRC


  Here are two scenery shots and then a shot of an abandoned 4-wheeler. People can actually afford to just leave these things where they break-down I guess. We found
a total of three of them which were abandoned.

Aug18th_024_
EagleSummitRC

Aug18_30_EagleSummit
ValleyHikeSceneryRC

Aug18_32_EagleSummit
ValleyHike4WheelerRC


  Here are three scenery shots. Note all of the permafrost lobes in all three photos.

Aug18_34_35_ReposPano_Eagle
SummitValleyHikeSceneryRC
Aug18_33_EagleSummit
ValleyHikeSceneryRC


  Here are two shots of the seedheads of Yukon Saw-wort (Saussurea angustifolia var. yukonensis).
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Aug18th_031_
EagleSummitRC
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Aug18th_035_
EagleSummitRC

Aug18th_036_
EagleSummitRC


  Now we're back at Eagle Summit Wayside, after hiking all morning. Here is how the entry to the Pinnell Mountain Trail was posted, to supposedly keep those 4wheelers off the trail.

Aug18th_041_
EagleSummitRC

Aug18th_043_
EagleSummitRC


  Here are details of the printing on two of the signs which are on the above board.

Aug18_39_Eagle
Summit_SignageRC

Aug18_38_Eagle
Summit_SignageRC


  There should NOT be any sign whatsoever of 4-wheelers going up this mountainside - unfortunately, there is plenty of sign of destruction. The second and third shots
show the area we hiked this morning.

Aug18th_042_
EagleSummitRC


  All three of these photos show the area we hiked through this morning.
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Aug18th_051_
EagleSummitRC

Aug18_40_EagleSummit
Area_ValleyHikeAreaRC
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Aug18_42_43_ReposPano_Eagle
SummitArea_ValleyHikeAreaRC
Aug18th_052_
EagleSummitRC

Aug18th_058_
EagleSummitRC


  Now we are headed generally, back towards Fairbanks, but we stopped at an area we like to look around at. The first shot shows more beautifully colored Bearberry
(Arctous alpina). The second shot shows scenery with cloud shadows and a few clouds.

Aug18_46_BlueAnemone
Place_BearberryRC

Aug18_48_Blue
AnemonePlace_CloudsRC


  These final two shots show scenery with clouds and shadows - an amazingly beautiful day, for sure.

Aug18th_069_
EagleSummitRC
Aug18th_070_
EagleSummitRC

End August 18th, End August 2020's Photos, Begin Our Publications Links
We'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding any title please click the "General
Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page. Click on any thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com
webpage.
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End Our Publications Links, End Page 2 of 2, August 2020
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback
you might have.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Alaska - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next
month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
August 2021 - Favorite Image
"2022 Alaska Outdoor Photos Calendar" - The Cover.

AUGUST 2021: ONE Page This Month FEATURING A Sales Pitch for our two 2022
Calendars * A Trip to Twelvemile and Eagle Summits * Scenery at Eagle Summit *
Mountain Harebell (Campanula lasiocarpa) * The Pinnell Mountain Trail * Sunset and
Sunrise * Caribou (Rangifer tarandus) * A Field of Fireweed (Epilobium angustifolium aka

Chamerion angustifolium) * Creamer's Field Migratory Waterfowl Refuge - Sandhill Cranes
(Grus canadensis) * Red-breasted Nuthatches (Sitta canadensis) * Black-capped
(Click on the Photo or on this text to go
Chickadees (Poecile atricapillus) * More
directly to the August photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 1 - the best of August 2021!
posted: August 31st, 2021

This page begins with a sales pitch for our 2022
calendars. After that we take you up the Steese
Highway to Eagle Summit and the surrounding area
for a bit of hiking and scenic viewing. As you will
see, we were again fortunate and found Caribou

(Rangifer tarandus). Then we go to US Creek Road
and find an amazing field of Fireweed in bloom, and
after that we show you some local birds. Click on
any thumbnail to begin.

Begin 2022 Calendars Sales Pitch

  We've created two calendars for 2022. This one is intended to hang on your wall. The center image shows what it will look like through the months of the year.

2022_Calendar
_KDP_CoverR
2022Calendar
_The12PhotosR
2022Print
Calendar26Page.GIF

ISBN: 979-8-4595-6705-2 - Amazon Page
Details page HERE

  This is the second calendar we've created for 2022. This one is not intended for the wall - it is intended for your desk and your appointments and notes which you don't
want to be visible to everybody.

2022_Calendar
Book_KDP_CoverR

2022PrintCalendar
26PageBook.GIF
2022_CalendarBook
_The12Photos

ISBN: 979-8-4603-0263-5 - Amazon Page
Scroll down HERE for details

End Calendar Sales Pitch, Begin August 3rd

  On August 3rd we took a trip to the mountains - Twelvemile and Eagle
Summits. We wanted to see some Caribou before the hunting season was in progress
and all of the animals were scattered far and wide. Hunting season for Caribou was to
open on August 10. In this row the first two photos show the Osprey nesting platform

http://danwiz.com/AllMonthPhotos/temp.php[08/30/2021 8:27:52 PM]

at Milepost 32 on the Steese Highway. The third shot shows a new "split-rail" fence
which they have installed at the Eagle Summit Wayside to help slow down the 4wheeler crowd and make them aware that there are restrictions.
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Aug3_01_SteeseMP32
_OspreyNestRC

Aug3_03_SteeseMP32
_OspreyNestRC


  We hiked to the top of the small summit closest to the Wayside and as we
hiked up, we came upon this dense patch of Mountain Harebell (Campanula
lasiocarpa). This is an evening photo - there will be morning photos tomorrow
morning. The second shot shows the Pinnell Mountain Trail and the damage which was

Aug3_07_EagleSummit_
CampanulaLasiocarpaRC

August3rd_034_
EagleSummitRC

done by the 4-wheeler crowd last year and also the revegetation attempts they are
doing. There was never a need for boardwalk here before now. Very sad. The third
image shows some amazing clouds.

Aug3_08_09_ReposPano_
EagleSummit_SceneryRC


  Here is a zoomed in shot which shows the revegetation within 50 feet of the
Pinnell Mountain Trail. The 4-wheelers are SUPPOSED to stay 50 away from the trail at
all times. You can see the orange plastic fencing they have installed intermittently to
make the 4-wheeler crowd aware of the rules. They did not run the fencing

Aug3_05_EagleSummit
_NewFenceRC

Aug3_10_11AT_AutoPano_
EagleSummit_SceneryRC

continuously as that would make it a bit confusing for the caribou as they attempted to
cross the trail. It's so sad that they even need to do this. The center shot shows the
wayside and down at the base of the mountain shadow, you can see the shadow of
Kazuya and myself. The third shot shows that the sun now sets here - it's 11:38 PM.

August3rd_050_
EagleSummitRC

August3rd_066_
EagleSummitRC

End August 3rd, Begin August 4th

  We were disappointed that we did not see any Caribou yesterday - will we see any today? The first shot was taken at 2:38 AM - the bright white light is the moon. The
second and third shots show that we did see some Caribou on this date. We did not see a great number, but we DID see some animals to enjoy.

August4th_001_
EagleSummitRC

Aug4_03_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC


  Can you see the Caribou in the first shot? The second and third shots also show the Caribou.
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Summit_CaribouRC
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August4th_024_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

August4th_039_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

Aug4_12_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC


  Here are three more shots in which the subject is the Caribou. The third shot is the best one we got.

August4th_041_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

August4th_051_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

Aug4_31_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC


  Here is the final shot of Caribou. The second and third shots show that same dense patch of Mountain Harebell (Campanula lasiocarpa) as we showed you up in Row 4,
but these two shots were taken under morning lighting conditions (8:54 AM).

August4th_132_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

Aug4_55_EagleSummit_
CampanulaLasiocarpaRC

August4th_191_EagleSummit_
CampanulaLasiocarpaRC


  All three shots in this row were taken to show the beauty of the Fireweed (Epilobium angustifolium aka Chamerion angustifolium). The first shot was taken near Eagle
Summit and the remaining two shots were taken along US Creek Road. We searched for a way to get closer to this amazing field of Fireweed, but these shots were as close as we
ended up being able to easily get.

August4th_200_Eagle
Summit_FireweedRC

Aug4_80_USCreek
Road_FireweedRC

Aug4_84_USCreek
Road_FireweedRC


  These shots of the Fireweed are extreme zoom shots. The wind was blowing quite hard and the plants were in constant motion, heat waves were rising and the
Fireweed ended up all blurry, but, you can appreciate the intense color anyway.
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Aug4_85_USCreek
Road_FireweedRC

Aug4_90_USCreek
Road_FireweedRC


  Both of these photos are the same as the final one in Row 11, but the first shot has had a Sumi-e effect added in Photoshop and the second shot was converted to an
HDR (High Dynamic Range) effect, also in Photoshop.

Aug4_90_USCreekRoad
_Fireweed_Sumi-eRC

Aug4_90HDR_USCreek
Road_FireweedRC

End August 4th, Begin August 21st - 23rd

  And then the August rains came and nice days became a rarity for the remainder of the month. The two shots in this row were taken at Creamer's Field Migratory
Waterfowl Refuge during the local Sandhill Crane Festival. This is the time and the place where they gather to begin the annual trip south to a warmer climate.

Aug21_03_CreamersField
_SandhillCranesRC

Aug21_12_CreamersField
_SandhillCranesRC


  Now we are at home watching one o four bird feeders. What do we have here? It's a Red-breasted Nuthatch (Sitta canadensis) in the first photo - this was a new
addition to our life-list for birds. The second shot shows both a Red-breasted Nuthatch (Sitta canadensis) and a Black-capped Chickadee (Poecile atricapillus). The birds seem to
be eyeballing each other and saying "who are you?"

Aug23_05_Bird
Feeder_RBNURC
Aug21_03_Red
BreastedNuthatchRC


  Here are two more shots of the Red-breasted Nuthatches at our bird feeder. We were amazed that there was not just one of them, but actually two, after never before
having seen them. Were there even more?
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Aug21st_161_Home_
SittaCanadensisRC

Aug21st_226_Home_
SittaCanadensisRC


  In this first image, the original photo is shown in the inset. The main portion of the photo has been rotated to make it more logical for viewing. Just looking at the
photo of the bird in an upside down position did something to my head which made it very unpleasant to look at. This is a Red-breasted Nuthatch (Sitta canadensis). The second
photo shows a cute Black-capped Chickadee (Poecile atricapillus).

Aug23_11_Bird
Feeder_RBNURC

Aug23_15_Bird
Feeder_BCCHRC

End August 23rd, End August 2021's Photos, Begin Our Publications Links
We'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding any title please click the "General
Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page. Click on any thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com
webpage.
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End Our Publications Links, End Page 1 of 1, August 2021
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found something which you enjoyed.
You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback you might have.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Alaska - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next
month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
August 2022 - Favorite Photo
"Belted Kingfisher" - (Megaceryle alcyon). August 31, 1:01 PM.

AUGUST 2022: ONE Page This Month FEATURING A Drive Across
the Denali Highway from West to East * Scenery * First Snow on the
High Peaks (Termination Dust) * Cloudberry (Rubus chamaemorus)
Leaves * Crowberry (Empetrum nigrum) * Bearberry (Arctostaphylos
alpina) * Partial Rainbow * A Trumpeter Swan (Cygnus buccinator)

Family * Common Loons (Gavia immer) * Blueberry Jam For Sale *
Red-throated Loon (Gavia stellata) * Rainbow Ridge * Kazuya's Garden
Flowers * Gettinger's Field * Belted Kingfisher (Megaceryle alcyon) *
More (Click on the Photo or on this text to go directly to the
August photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 1 - the best of August 2022!
posted: September 4th, 2022

We did not have a great number of adventures this
month, but we considered it a good month. This
page starts with the 17th with a drive across the
Denali Highway from west to east. Most photos
from this adventure were taken on the 18th, as you
will notice. It began to rain quite heavily on the

18th and rather than stopping for the night in the
heavy rain, we just drove on through to home.
After that there are some shots of our flower
garden, Gettinger's Field and a Belted Kingfisher on
the Chatanika River. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin August 17th

  On August 17th we drove from our home, down the George Parks Highway to Cantwell, Alaska, turned east on the Denali Highway, and continued to the BLM's
Brushkana Creek Campground. These three scenic photos were all taken on the Denali Highway as we approached the campground. Note that the photos are mislabeled as "East
End of Denali Highway", but it's actually the west end of the highway.

Aug17_03_Denali
HighwayScenery_EastEndRC

Aug17_08_Denali
HighwayScenery_EastEndRC

Aug17_09_Denali
HighwayScenery_EastEndRC


  Here are three more scenic photos from the western end of the Denali Highway.

Aug17_14_15_SIPVib_Denali
HighwayScenery_EastEndRC
Aug17th_001_
DenaliHWYRC

Aug17th_008_
DenaliHWYRC


  In this row we present one more very beautiful scenic photo and then two photos showing autumn colors in some Cloudberry (Rubus chamaemorus) leaves.

Aug17th_009_
DenaliHWYRC

Aug17_21_Denali
HighwayScenery_EastEndRC

Aug17_22_Denali
HighwayScenery_EastEndRC

End August 17th, Begin August 18th

  Now it's August 18th and we are continuing to drive east on this beautiful morning. The first shot here is a scenery shot. The center photo shows Crowberry (Empetrum
nigrum) plants and berries, while the third photo shows not only Crowberry, but also Bearberry (Arctostaphylos alpina).
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Aug18_04_
DenaliHighwayRC

Aug18_12_Denali
Highway_CrowberryRC

Aug18th_005_
DenaliHWYRC


  Here is one more shot of Crowberry (Empetrum nigrum) and then the rain began and we had a pretty bright partial rainbow.

Aug18th_020_
DenaliHWYRC

Aug18_17_Denali
Highway_RainbowRC

Aug18_19ATVib_Denali
Highway_RainbowRC


  Here is an additional rainbow shot and then another shot of bright red Bearberry leaves. In third position is another nice scenic shot.

Aug18th_042_
DenaliHWYRC

Aug18_26_Denali
Highway_BearberryRC

Aug18_30_
DenaliHighwayRC


  The first shot in this row shows some fireweed seed pods along with a partial rainbow - lots of red. The second and third shots were taken through a rain or snow cloud
and they show that we had some snow on the high peaks during the night. This is generally referred to as termination dust, as it indicates the termination of summer.

Aug18th_056_
DenaliHWYRC

Aug18_31_
DenaliHighwayRC

Aug18_32_
DenaliHighwayRC


  Here is another shot of beautiful Bearberry leaves. The center shot shows that we are about on the dividing line between poor weather and nice weather. Unfortunately
the rain cloud was traveling faster than we were and it was not long after this that we were in the fairly heavy rain for the remainder of the day. The third shot shows more
termination dust on the peaks.
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Aug18th_066_
DenaliHWYRC

Aug18_38_
DenaliHighwayRC

Aug18_41RotSIP_
DenaliHighwayRC


  Here are three more great scenery shots.

Aug18_3_iPhone_
DenaliHighwaySceneryRC
Aug18_56_57Vib_
AutoPano_DenaliHighwayRC

Aug18_44_
DenaliHighwayRC


  The first shot in this row is kind of the final scenery shot, after this it was raining too hard to even want to get out of the pickup for photos. The second and third shots
were taken from inside our dry pickup truck while looking down into a large lake. What do we have here? It's a family of Trumpeter Swans (Cygnus buccinator) - mom, dad and
two young ones - so very cool to see.

Aug18th_086_
DenaliHWYRC

Aug18_60_Denali
HighwaySwanFamilyRC

Aug18_61_Denali
HighwaySwanFamilyRC


  Here are three additional shots of the family of Trumpeter Swans (Cygnus buccinator).

Aug18_65_Denali
HighwaySwanFamilyRC

Aug18th_134_DenaliHWY_
CygnusBuccinatorRC


  Here is the final shot of the Trumpeter Swan family in first position. The
center shot shows an overview of where they went ashore and were resting. Then we
began to hear a Common Loon (Gavia immer) calling. It apparently liked the heavy
rain that was falling and so did its mate, as they both started singing together. If
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Aug18th_172_DenaliHWY_
CygnusBuccinatorRC

you've ever heard a loon call, then you know how eerie it sounds. Well, this pair sang,
called, talked, whatever you want to call it, for several moments and we felt very
special to have been able to hear it happen.
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Aug18th_253_DenaliHWY_
CygnusBuccinatorRC

Aug18th_261_DenaliHWY_
CygnusBuccinatorRC


  The first photo in this row shows the pair of Common Loons which was
singing for us. It kind of gives you an idea of the scale of things here. In the center
shot, greatly zoomed, you can see that the beak of one of them is open as it sings for

Aug18th_242_Denali
HWY_GaviaImmerRC

Aug18_72_Denali
HighwayLoonsCallingRC

us. As we continued along, we came upon this place. What a surprise! We bought a jar
of jam. It was closer to blueberry water than it was to jam, delicious but disappointing
as far as using it on toast.

Aug18th_246_Denali
HWY_GaviaImmerRC
Aug18th_269_
DenaliHWYRC


  After another hour or so we came upon another pond where we saw loons
floating around. We stopped and Kazuya was able to get some shots through the open
truck window. As he zoomed in he noticed that these were not Common Loons, but

Aug18th_302_DenaliHWY_
GaviaStellataRC

something else in the loon family. We had one of our bird books with us and quickly
identified them as a Red-throated Loon (Gavia stellata) and its young - a new bird for
our life list. WOW! It's disappointing that the weather was so poor, but anyway...

Aug18th_330_DenaliHWY_
GaviaStellataRC


  We had planned to camp along this highway one more night, but with the fairly heavy rain we decided to just push on and come all the way home. These two photos
were taken along the Richardson Highway, after we left the Denali Highway and headed north. This is called Rainbow Ridge.

Aug18th_336_
RainbowMtRC

Aug18th_339_
RainbowMtRC

End August 18th, Begin August 23rd - 31st

  Here are three shots of Kazuya's Flower Garden here at our home. WOW! We have had beautiful flower arrangements in the house for quite some time now. We are so
very fortunate.
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Aug23_18_Kazuyas
GardenPlantsRC

Aug23_09_Kazuyas
GardenPlantsRC
Aug23_02_Kazuyas
GardenPlantsRC


  On the 29th we took a walk up the road to Gettinger's Field. Here are two
shots from that day. In the second shot you'll notice that our autumn colors are quite
drab this year. This is due to the fact that even today (September 4th) we have not

Aug29_1_2_ReposPanoSIP_
GettingersFieldFromHomeRC


  On August 31st we took a drive up the Elliott Highway to search for some
brilliant autumn colors, but we still could not find any. We stopped at the Whitefish
Campground on our way home to cook and eat our lunch and Kazuya heard a
Kingfisher, so we went down to the river bank and kept our eyes open and, lo and

Aug31_3_ElliottHwy
_BeltedKingflsherRC

had our first frost, so there is no good reason for the leaves to be brilliant yellow. They
know that it's time to die and fall because of the photoperiod, but they have no reason
to become brilliant.

Aug29_6_Gettingers
FieldFromHomeRC

behold, before long we had seen two or three Belted Kingfishers (Megaceryle alcyon).
It is a big area, so they never came very close to us and these two shots are the best
we managed to get. We felt that we were most fortunate to have seen these birds.

Aug31_6_ElliottHwy
_BeltedKingflsherRC

End August 23rd - 31st, End August 2022's Photos, Begin Our Publications Links
We'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding any title please click the "General
Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page. Click on any thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com
webpage.
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End Our Publications Links, End Page 1 of 1, August 2022
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found something which you enjoyed.
You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback you might have.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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